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ABSTRACT

Reimagining what it means to be Black in the United States: Family cultural socialization
practices that shape racial identities among diverse young adults.
by
Latifa Troy Fletcher

Advisor: Anna Stetsenko

This study explores racial identity development as it is influenced by family cultural
socialization practices across diverse ethnic groups that identify either racially or ethnically as
Black. Literature on Black racial identity development has relied predominantly on the
experiences of African Americans in the United States. This study aims to build on earlier Black
identity research by exploring the developmental experiences of the growing ethnic and cultural
Black population in the United States.

Young adults between the ages of 18-35 who identify as African American, Afro-Latinx,
and Afro-Caribbean were recruited to complete a brief questionnaire and participate in an openended interview. Participants were also invited to participate in a focus group at a later date.
Using Holland and Lave’s social practice theory as a theoretical framework, I explored Black
racial identity with a special focus on identity as a practice that is shaped by ongoing social
systems in which individuals continuously engage.
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This study pays special attention to the interactions between ethnicity, culture, gender,
and other social identity contributions to race. The multimethod approach highlights the shared
cultural and systemic experiences that influence the meaning that young Black adults ascribe to
the family cultural socialization practices that shape Black identity development and blackness.
In addition, participant responses demonstrate the significance of family cultural socialization
discourse on how young Black adults understand their racial identities and how this
understanding impacts how they navigate their social worlds.
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Definition of Terms

Black: A racial identifier for all individuals whose ancestry derives from the continent of Africa.
African American: an ethnicity identifier for individuals whose ancestry is from the continent
of Africa and whose ancestors arrived in the United States via the trans-Atlantic African slave
trade. Their ancestors include Africans who were enslaved in the United States from the 17th to
19th centuries.
Afro-Latina/o/x: also known as Hispanic, Latina/o, or Spanish. An ethnicity identifier for
individuals whose racial ancestry is from the continent of Africa and regions colonized by Spain
and Portugal. Areas of origin range from the northern border of Mexico to the southern tip of
South America, including some Caribbean islands where the Spanish language prevails.
Afro-Caribbean: Also known as Black West Indians and/or Black Caribbeans. An ethnic
identifier for people with African ancestral origins who migrated to the United States from the
Caribbean islands, including Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Bermuda, and St. Martin where
English and patois dialects prevail.
Blacks in the US: A racial identifier for individuals of African descent and various ethnic and
cultural groups that were born in the United States.
Blackness: a sense of attachment and belonging to Black American culture.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Black Cubans were closer to black Americans and white Cubans were closer to
white Americans. We became cultural African American.
-Evilio Grillo, Black Cuban-American writer,
community organizer, and advocate for civil rights, 2020

The Black population is rapidly changing and transforming our previous definitions of
what it means to be Black in the United States.1 According to a recent Census report, the Black
population is growing and becoming increasingly diverse (Greer, 2013). Contemporary
immigration has resulted in shifts in traditional racial and ethnic categories and how individuals
identify racially and ethnically within the United States (Lee & Bean, 2004; Nagel, 1994).
Despite these changes, challenges remain with how race and ethnicity are viewed. Historically,
race and ethnicity in the US have often been used as rigid constructs to define identities and
histories of groups of people. Yet, many individual experiences do not fit neatly within the
confines of these constructs. Race and ethnicity are constructs that often overlap, especially for
people of color, but speak differently to ancestry and inhabited cultural spaces and practices.
When these two constructs are conflated, the specificity of ancestry, regional and cultural

1

This dissertation follows the direction of Kimberlé Crenshaw and other critical race theorists who capitalize
“Black” as a way to acknowledge that “Blacks, like Asians, Latinos, and other “minorities” constitute a specific
cultural group and, as such, require denotation as a proper noun.” (Crenshaw, 1988) Unless directly cited with the
use of a lower case “black,” the preferred usage in this dissertation is “Black.”
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differences are lost. Rigid views of race and ethnicity are often visible in social science research
and lead to the neglect of important cultural experiences and histories in the literature on identity
development. Some scholars have noted these limitations (Nagel, 1994), but a dearth of literature
that captures the importance of diverse cultural contributions continues.
Family context is a particularly important area of exploration for identity development.
Scholars have noted that the self develops through a social process in which individuals apply
meaning to activities in their environment (Mead, 1934; Wertsch, 1988). This social process is
established within the family where understandings of identity first develop (Grotevant &
Cooper, 1985; Syed & Seiffge-Krenke, 2013). These identities develop within an organized
system of meaningful activities that emphasize the importance of family ecology and parental
attitudes in socializing children into their cultural group (Knight, Bernal, Garza, & Cota. 1993).
Shared cultural experiences with family members serve as the primary conveyors of cultural
heritage, and it is parents’ cultural socialization practices that help shape how individuals see and
understand themselves in relation to the world.
The family is the principal context in which human development takes place
(Bronfenbrenner, 1986) and therefore the crux of Black identity exploration. The shared
practices that take place within Black families shape individuals’ views of the world, their
values, and their responses to social forces. For Black individuals, these activities also serve as
tools that influence responses to systems of power and other social systems that Black
individuals encounter.
Since its inception, Black identity research has predominantly focused on the experiences
of African Americans in the US. Because the Black population in the US has seen significant
growth within the last three decades, this warrants new explorations into the academy’s
2

understanding of contextual factors that contribute to the development of Black identity. Black
families in the US are more diverse than ever, with many Blacks identifying as first and secondgeneration Americans. A Pew Research Center survey of Latinx2 adults shows that one-quarter
of all US Latinos self-identify as Afro-Latino, Afro-Caribbean or of African descent with roots
in Latin America (Pew Research Center Survey, 2016). Additionally, the Afro-Caribbean
population in the US has increased by 33% since the year 2000 (Pew Research Study, 2015).
The literature on Black identity needs to be revitalized, and the inclusion of family
cultural socialization practices can help strengthen our understanding of its development across
the lifespan. Family cultural socialization practices and the racial ideological scripts that
accompany them are dependent on the cultural context in which they take place. Families and
individuals who migrate from different regions and cultural contexts will most likely have
transnational understandings of race that reflect the ideologies of their countries or nations of
origin. Thus, Black individuals hailing from cultural contexts abroad may understand their racial
identities and the salience of race differently than Black Americans3 whose developmental
experiences and understandings of race come solely from a US perspective. Examining identity
as it is influenced by family cultural socialization practices that often change or adapt in response
to migratory experiences can contribute to understanding the embodiment of blackness across
diverse cultural contexts.

2

The term Latinx has emerged recently as an intersectional, inclusive and gender-neutral identity label for those
who identify as Latino/and Latin@ (Salinas & Lozano, 2017)
3

For the purpose of this paper, the term “Black Americans” refers to all individuals across various ethnicities who
are born in the US and whose racial origins are of African ancestry.

3

Migration can lead to changes in social positioning. An individual’s positioning consists
of power, status, relative privilege, negotiation, and other facets of lived identities (Holland,
2001). Each individual has a unique position in relation to others (Sammut & Gaskell, 2009), and
different factors determine these positions including social categories such as race, gender, class,
and ethnicity. These social divisions separate those who are routinely privileged from those who
are not. As Black individuals’ social positioning changes in receiving societies, so do the
affordances that have helped them navigate their immediate environments. They may experience
shifts in privilege and access to social systems. Additionally, shifts in positioning may alter how
individuals see themselves in relations to others.
Families that move from one region to the next may adapt their practices in response to
changes in social positioning. Social rules that govern social categories are context specific and
dependent on the region in which they are embedded. For instance, cultural practices are often
influenced by gender norms and class dynamics that affect how individuals participate in
different social systems. A matriarch in the family may engage with and perform family rituals
differently than a woman who resides in a household in which a male caregiver maintains control
of family dynamics. Additionally, a daughter may have less freedom in her social interactions
outside of the home while a son may have more autonomy in his position within the home
(Conrade & Ho, 2001; Cowan, Cowan, & Kerig, 1993). These gender-based norms may shift
with migration, and practices may alter to meet context specific expectations.
Immigrants bring their own racial ideologies and cultural conceptions of their identities,
which may differ from the ideological constructions of their receiving societies (Duany, 2008).
Including migratory contributions in the explorations of racial identity development can shed
light on the salience of race across ethnicities, contexts, and fluctuations in family
4

understandings of racial and ethnic identity across generations. Individuals who migrate to the
US may experience categorical shifts in how they are perceived and how they are expected to
identify by racial and ethnic groups.
Racial categories are often based on phenotypical traits in the United States. This results
in many Black individuals being placed in racial minority categories that may differ from the
social categorizations of their country of origin. Often these families come from countries whose
histories entail complex racial and social dynamics that shape how individuals not only view
their own race as individuals but also their race in relation to other racial identities in racially
stratified societies (see elevated minority status in the US). Experiencing a change in racial
categorization or a shift in how one’s race is positioned in a receiving society influences varied
interpretations of race that shape identity development across and within families. Further,
exploring these practices across ethnicities and multiple cultural contexts reveals the variability
across understandings of racial identity, variations in the participation of blackness, and the
fluidity of the practices that shape Black identity.
Cultures and cultural practices provide a lens through which all experiences and
phenomena that concern individuals need to be viewed (Constantine, 2002). To view race in
isolation from the contextual factors that shape it often leads to findings that fail to accurately
reflect the complexities and life experiences of particular groups of people. This is especially
true for communities of color, whose experiences are shaped by contextual factors that differ
from their white counterparts. Instead of viewing race in isolation, a special focus is needed on
the intersections of multiple social identities, including race, ethnicity, gender, and class. The
intersection of these constructs greatly shapes Black individuals’ lived experiences. This focus
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reveals realities unique to Black individuals’ lived experiences and should be included in the
literature for an understanding of Black identity across and within diverse cultural groups.
Sociocultural theory has long advocated that culture be brought to the forefront in
examining learning and development, especially in focusing on identity development. However,
the focus of identity development in Black individuals continues to lack a breadth of
sociocultural views. Current approaches that examine Black identity often fail to consider the
complex micro-level interactions between the cognitive, discursive, and interpersonal patterns
that shape human development, neglecting the intricate agentive processes throughout Black
individuals’ development. Additionally, there has been little exploration of Black identity as it
relates to family context.
Cultivating a better understanding of the lived experiences of the current Black
population is important for advancing identity development research. For an accurate
understanding of identity development, research must include and reflect the living histories and
sociohistorical contributions that shape practices across diverse groups of Blacks. Embedded in
these sociohistorical conditions are self-discourses and practices that shape the ‘malleable self’
and reflect the sociohistorical context in which they are embedded (Holland & Lave, 2009). To
this end, researchers must pay special attention to context and culturally specific contributions to
identity development specific to the lived experiences of Black communities. This contemporary
focus on identity development within diverse communities of Blacks in the US can highlight
contributions to Black identity development that have received little focus in the literature and
reveal new contextual factors that reflect the experiences of the growing population.
Research on human development has historically been examined through a Eurocentric
lens. This research often ignores social positioning and problematizes developmental facets
6

within Black communities (Cross, 1991; Gans, 2011; Gordon, 1990). This has resulted in a
limited focus on normative developmental factors for Black individuals in the social sciences
literature. This study examines blackness, or Black identity as a socially constructed facet of the
self. The development of blackness, like other identities is “socially constructed through the
mediation of powerful discourses and their artifacts” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 26). Family
cultural socialization practices and communication among members of Black families represent
the discourses and artifacts that shape identity. This study will explore racial identity that is
shaped by these discourses and artifacts of family that make claims about who they are relative
to one another and the nature of these relationships. These socially constructed selves are
“subject to positioning by whatever powerful discourses they happen to encounter” (i.e., racial
ideologies) (p. 27). Additionally, this research explores what it is about ethnicity that
distinguishes Black individuals’ racialization of blackness, and it explores the micro-level
interactions created by different social constructs that influence racial identity development in
the growing Black American population.
Research that reflects the diversity of the current Black American population may help
elucidate the variability in how Black individuals view and partake in cultural experiences. An
exploration of Black individuals’ lived experiences across changing cultural contexts may help
establish a more accurate representation of the current diversity of blackness that is present
within the US. Because socio-historical conditions shape the cultural practices that individuals
partake in, the diversity of lived experiences and shifting cultural contexts will produce profound
effects on racial identity development.
This study employs social practice theory as a theoretical framework but also draws from
other existing theories that utilize intersectional lenses, and it focuses on the agentive qualities of
7

individuals negotiating and continuously recreating their racial identities. Migrating through
different cultural environments brings shifts in societal power and social structures that influence
family cultural practices. Employing social practice theory as a theoretical framework brings
Black individuals’ positioning and the sociohistorical contributions that shape family cultural
socialization practices to the forefront. Social practice theory as an organizational tool informs
the development of Black identity as being based on cultural contexts and not rigid constructs
that remain constant. This theory includes foci on “enduring struggles” and “contested local
practice” (Holland & Lave, 2009), which are deeply embedded in Black racial identity
experiences across many contexts. This theory is important for the study of Black identity
because the enduring struggles and local practices that impact racial and ethnic identity are
deeply interwoven into and molded by the oppressive systems Black individuals encounter.
The conceptual framework of this study allows us to focus on the active stance that
individuals employ as they participate in and ascribe meaning to the cultural practices shared
among families and the larger institutions that they engage in. It allows us to focus on the social
and agentive dimensions that are embedded in the practices shared. For Black families, these
practices are influenced by dyadic interactive influences where the individual is acting and
reacting to societal oppression and family cultural empowerment experiences (Stevenson,
Cameron, Herrero-Taylor, & Davis, 2002).
The purposes of this study are threefold. First, this study highlights social developmental
experiences of diverse groups of Blacks in the US, which have largely been absent from the
literature. To achieve this, I explore identity development for members of the Black population at
the intersection of race, ethnicity, class, and social context. Second, this research examines how
family cultural socialization practices shape racial and ethnic identities. Racial identity is
8

explored as a consequence of family cultural socialization practices that are shaped by the social
and cultural context in which individuals are embedded. Third, this study explores the active
stance that Black individuals take by participating, negotiating, and recreating their racial
identities. This will be achieved by examining the meaning that Black individuals attribute to
these agentive acts and how that meaning affects the navigation of social worlds.

Early Explorations of Black Identity in the Social Sciences. Research on Black
identity can be traced back as early as the first half of the 20th century when W. E. B. Du Bois
(1903) first explored African American religious life in the struggle for African American
empowerment. In the latter half of the 20th century, models of Black identity were developed to
understand how African Americans were responding to the civil rights era and to explore how
the changes taking place in the US influenced the thinking and behavior of African Americans
(Wijeyesinghe & Jackson, 2001). Social science’s focus on Black identity intensified in the
1970s as research began to capture how Black identity developed and evolved as a result of
changes in African Americans’ environment and responses to racism. Embedded in these models
was the notion that growing up in a racist society and living in a society as a member of a
minority ethnic and racial group influenced racial identity (Wijeyesinghe & Jackson, 2001).
These models helped establish that the sociopolitical environment that Black individuals were
embedded in deeply impacted how they understood the self and approached racist systems.
Black identity research proliferated as researchers began to establish stage models to
highlight the degrees of Black identity that African Americans experienced. The Nigrescence
model (Cross, 1995; Cross, Parham, & Helms, 1991), which explores the process of becoming
Black, is one of the most significant contributions to Black identity theory in the social sciences.
9

Cross’s theory identifies the nuances of identity development that are unique to African
American experiences and development. Within this model, five identity stages were developed
to describe the process of accepting and affirming Black identity in an American context
(Vandiver, 2001). These stages include: pre-encounter, where African Americans adopt a prowhite identity and anti-Black identity stance; encounter, where Blacks experience events that
lead them to question their beliefs about the significance of race in American society;
immersion-emersion, which represents the transition from their previous racial identity to a new
one; internalization, which represents the intellectual and emotional acceptance of being Black;
and finally internalization-commitment, where one develops self-acceptance and becomes
involved in social change and civil rights issues that affect one’s race.
Cross’s model has played a significant role in the conceptualization of African American
racial identity within the last three decades (Worrell, Cross, & Vandiver, 2001) and helped shape
how researchers understand individual and family development within African American
communities. Cross’s (1991) Nigrescence theory and its revision (Cross, 1995), which proposes
multiple identity clusters at each stage, has been the basis for numerous empirical studies and the
development of a series of identity scales. These scales include the Cross Racial Identity Scale
(Vandiver, Cross, Fhagen-Smith, Worrell, Swim, & Caldwell, 2000), which is designed to test
the theoretical constructs, and the Black Racial Identity Attitude Scale (RIAS-B; Parham &
Helms, 1981), which measures attitudes of the first four stages in Cross’s original five stage
model. Cross’s research continues to be at the forefront of explorations into racial identity
development and other issues that pertain to Black communities such as mental health (Elion,
Wang, Slaney & French, 2012; Whittaker & Neville, 2010).
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In more recent years, social theories have been incorporated into the construction of
Black identity development models. Social interaction theory and identity theory are deeply
rooted in the multidimensional model of racial identity (MMRI; Sellers, Smith, Shelton, Rowley
& Chavous, 1998). The MMRI model represents a synthesis of research on African Americans
by including universal properties associated with ethnic and racial identity while also
documenting the significance and meaning that African Americans place on race defining their
racial identity. The model emphasizes race as a socially constructed concept that is the defining
characteristic of African American group membership (Sellers et al., 1998). The goals of the
theorists developing these ideas were to introduce a model that was sensitive to historical and
cultural experiences that make racial identity unique to African Americans (Sellers et al., 1998).
For instance, although racism and oppression are not unique to Black individuals, the type of
oppression and racism that they experience is unique to their experiences and affects them on
systemic levels. Additionally, the cultural practices and traditions that are embedded in African
American communities are often responses to or participation within experiences that are unique
to these social groups. To measure these constructs, Sellers and his colleagues developed four
different dimensions: racial salience, racial centrality, racial regard, and ideology. MMRI has
been used to measure racial attitudes, racial identity, and race socialization in different
populations, including Black parents, college students, and Black teens (Baber, 2012; Lalonde,
Jones & Stroink, 2008; Sellers, Chavous & Cooke, 1998).
The multidimensional inventory of black identity (MIBI; Sellers, Rowley, Chavous,
Shelton & Smith, 1997) was later created to capture the complexity that is embedded in the
MMRI and contains several scores that reflect different aspects of Black racial identity. Serving
as a valid measure of MMRI, MIBI captures the diverse experiences within African American
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communities. MIBI measures three stable dimensions that include centrality, ideology, and
regard, which are embedded in MIRI and capture the diverse experiences that are within the
African American community. MIBI also supports the premise of MMRI “that racial identity for
African Americans is a multidimensional construct in which various dimensions are both
independent and interrelated” (Sellers et al. 1998, p. 811).
Subsequent inquiries into Black racial development have also considered community
interactions and employed methods of qualitative inquiry into what it means to be African
American (Helms, 1990; Sellers et al., 1998; Wijeyesinghe & Jackson, 2001, 2012). As studies
about Black identity advanced, different operational and conceptual understandings of racial
identity proliferated. This has led to disagreements about the benefits of racial identity in Black
communities. Penn, Gains, and Phillips (1993) have argued that having a strong identity with
their racial group contributes to adverse effects and stigma associated with being Black for
African Americans. In contrast, Miller and MacIntosh (1999) have noted that a strong sense of
identity for African Americans protects against different forms of racism. This disputation
highlights the need for further exploration into Black identity with a goal of developing a more
unified concept of blackness and identifying what qualifies as a direct contribution to and benefit
of these aspects of identity development.
While the focus on Black identity proliferated, scholars also began to focus on the
structure and dynamics of Black families (Brewer, 1998; McLoyd, 1990; Taylor, Chatters,
Tucker, & Lewis, 1990). Throughout this literature, the family context that influenced Black
identity was deeply pathologized in research (Valencia, 1997). In early literature, Black families
were seen as socially disorganized and lacking in adequate cognitive stimulation. The culture of
poverty ideology fueled this literature and claimed that poor Blacks’ continuing patterns of
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beliefs and behaviors, which included absence of childhood, feelings of dependency and
inferiority shaped constructions of the family. These studies often concluded that the Black
family lacked the wholesome environment that provided stimulation and positive development
(Nasir & Hand, 2006). Broader issues of power and economic marginalization that shape how
one navigates multiple systems that impact family dynamics were ignored (Brewer, 1988).
Although there have been notable criticisms of these stances, mainly for their pathologic stance
and narrow focus that denies larger structural issues, they continue to shape how blackness is
viewed.
These theories highlight how research has viewed the developmental experiences of
Blacks in the US, giving prominence almost exclusively to the experiences of African Americans
in the US and often excluding experiences of blackness from other regions. Although race has
been identified as one of the most salient identities for many young adult African Americans
(Fletcher, 2013; Steck, Heckert & Heckert, 2003), other social identities can be equally
efficacious in racial identity development. It was not until recently that empirical studies began
examining racial identity across different social categories such as gender and social class
(Fhagen-Smith, Vandiver, Worrell, & Cross, 2010). Including additional social identities in
research on Black identity has provided the social sciences with more comprehensive views of
racial identity.

The overlap of race and ethnicity. The examination of racial identity should be
approached in a more nuanced and contextualized way. Focusing on racial identity should reveal
the breadth of its development and entail research that explicitly distinguishes between race and
ethnicity. Although the constructs race and ethnicity are widely applied across research, there has
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been little consensus on how these constructs are viewed and their relevance to different areas of
focus. There has also been little agreement across the field on the influence that these constructs
have on developmental experiences. In some studies, race and ethnicity have been conflated,
where participants are asked to indicate their race by choosing one or a combination of
racial/ethnic categories that have been grouped together but have various meanings and histories
(i.e., African American/Black). This type of categorization integrates qualitatively different
experiences into one group.
Ethnicity primarily refers to group membership and common social and cultural practices
(Phinney, 1996). While racial contributions include ancestry and physical characteristics,
ethnicity includes developing practices and norms shaped by regional culture. Ethnicity is a
dynamic process that is negotiated and renegotiated in different social contexts and at various
stages throughout the life course (Nagel, 1994; Yip, 2012). Ethnicity is not a fixed construct;
instead, ethnic groups are open, flexible, and subject to change (Smedley & Smedley, 2005).
They are self-defined (Barth, 1998) and transmissible to other people.
Cross and Cross (2008) distinguished race and ethnicity as two intersecting concepts in
which “racial, ethnic, and cultural identity overlap at the level of lived experience to the point
that there is little reason to associate each construct with a distinct identity constellation” (Cross
& Cross, 2008, p. 156). The authors argue against analyzing the constructs separately and
advocate focusing on how these constructs interact, noting that the interaction is a result of
socialization. Cross and Cross (2008) are not alone in this assertion. Empirical evidence indicates
that parents raise their children of color to achieve an integrated identity (Hughes, 2003;
Quintana & Vera, 1999; Ward, 2000).
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Although the importance of this overlap can be clear in some studies, it can ignore the
individualized circumstances shaped by race that influences ethnicity. More specifically,
ignoring the specificity of race is to ignore discrimination that impacts these identities and blurs
the particular histories by which these identities have come to impact specific groups (Wade,
1997). For instance, in Latin America, Indians are generally better positioned than most AfroLatinos to claim ethnic group identities separate from the national culture and therefore have
been more successful in gaining collective rights (Hooker, 2005). The differences in positioning
across these two groups, which share the same ethnicity, warrants an investigation into not only
how race and ethnicity overlap but also how the social positioning of ethnicity is highly
influenced by racial identities. Research that does not indicate race or ethnicity as two separate
constructs lumps together largely heterogeneous groups whose cultural practices and messages
are shared with children who have marked differences. Cultural values and cultural reactions to
race, discrimination, and racial hierarchies vary across ethnic groups (Waters, 2009). This
dissertation will highlight how these cultural values may differ based on racial identification or
how individuals are perceived racially.

Ethnic Identity Contributions to Racial Identity Construction. To understand Black
individuals’ understanding of their racial identities, it is important to focus on how ethnicity
contributes to the process. In much research, identity constructs such as race and ethnicity are
often used interchangeably. However, while race and ethnicity share an ideology rooted in
ancestry, ethnicity focuses more on environmental and cultural factors that contribute to identity.
Social science literature on ethnicity has emphasized the social construction, the
boundaries, identities, and cultures that are negotiated, defined, and produced through social
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interactions inside and outside ethnic communities. It stresses the interplay of fluid, situational,
volitional, and dynamic contributions to identity and includes continuous organization and action
(Yip, 2012). To examine ethnicity is to investigate the nature of these boundaries and
negotiations and how these factors play a critical role in individual lives.
The psychological importance of ethnic identity has been well documented (Cross, 2001;
Hughes, 2006; Outten, Schmitt, Garcia, & Branscombe, 2009). Scholars note it acts as a buffer
that helps individuals manage marginalization and oppression (Smith & Silva, 2011). A strong
ethnic identity has also been understood as helping individuals “recognize positive values about
their own ethnic group, minimizing the effects of denigrating beliefs perpetuated by society”
(Smith & Silva, 2011, p. 3). Additional benefits include “affective components such as a sense of
belonging, pride, affirmation; cognitive components of knowledge of history and traditions,
value orientations such as individualism or collectivism, and differences in components of ethnic
identity related to age, phenotype, and context” (Smith & Silva, 2011, p. 4).
Understanding ethnicity’s contributions to race highlights the complex tension between
shared racial groups and the distinct cultural group differences that have been largely present in
Black communities in the US but often go unnoticed in research. Ethnic differences also
constitute an arena of diverse interests that can lead to intrapersonal conflict. Ethnocentrism, not
to be confused with racial conflict, includes the belief in the superiority of one’s own culture and
lifestyle. Black immigrants as elevated minorities, at times, distinguish themselves from their
native-born counterparts and shift away from negative stereotypes associated with African
Americans (Greer, 2013). This, in turn has led to interracial group conflict in some communities
throughout the US.
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Lee (2002) argues that ethnic identity has greater explanatory power than race because it
allows us to focus on markers other than skin color in studying cultural processes of human
development (p. 287). Lee suggests that to adequately study the cultural processes of human
development, we must systematically approach the following: (1) individuals, (2) processes of
group interactions, (3) processes through which people in groups appropriate tools and ideas that
serve as resources for problem solving, and, finally, (4) the immediate and more distal contexts
in which people in groups operate.
But historical contributions of race should not be excluded in our understandings of
identity. Race still matters in the allocation of goods, services, and opportunities in the United
States (Priestly, 2007). For the Black population, race continues to be significant largely because
it continues to influence life chances and circumstances (Greer, 2013). Race ascribes
advantageous or disadvantageous characteristics to groups of people based on phenotypic
characteristics, and the history of its dichotomization has historically shaped societal positioning.
We continue to see evidence of race being an organizing principle that assists individuals in their
interpretations of their social worlds. Nonetheless, the construct of race is entrenched in deeprooted systems of power, control, and varying forms of order (Winant, 1994).
Although race and ethnicity are separate constructs, we cannot fully understand cultural
nuances embedded in identity if the historical implications of race are not included. The fluidity
of ethnicity plays a critical role in observations of race and racial identity. In fact, ethnicity is a
subset of racial classification, as well as a distinct identity, which contributes to dual identities
for several foreign-born Black populations who migrate to the US (Greer, 20013). The social
construction of race manifests itself differently in different contexts (Gillborn, 2015), and the
sociohistorical influences of race are dependent on a country’s or region’s history. Studying
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racial identity development of Black individuals involves a focus on the social and political
impact of visible group membership, and the contributions of ethnic identity inform a better
understanding of commitments to shared worldviews, language, and behaviors associated with
cultural heritage (Johnson & Arbona, 2006).

Examining the Realities of Identity through Intersectionality. While racialized
experiences are often shaped by the contextual factors of ethnicity, there are many other social
constructs that are also interacting in this process. Identity development is embedded within
multiple levels of social organization (Levine, 1981). Because race is socially constructed and
continuously reinforced, it is essential to capture the complexity of its origins and its contextbased flexibility that is shaped by social, economic, and historical factors (Gillborn, 2015).
Recent foci on Black racial identity have addressed ongoing social political events, changes in
thinking about social identities, and shifts in how we view cultural influences on the navigation
of identity developmental stages (Back & Solomos, 2002; Fhagen-Smith, Vandiver, Worrell, &
Cross, 2010). These re-conceptualizations have started to pick up momentum with scholars
advocating for a more dynamic and context specific approach to guide the field’s focus on racial
identity development.
The academy’s understanding of racial identity has changed because recent global events
have reconfigured how we understand social identity and intergroup interactions (Greer, 2013;
Wijeyesinghe & Jackson, 2001). These changes have highlighted that how the US sees social
identities may not be consistent with other nations’ definitions (Cross & Cross, 2008). More
specifically, the emphasis that the US places on racial identity might not exist among its
neighbors. For foreign-born Black families, this might imply a shift in not only how they see
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racial identity but also how they understand their own. For example, there might be countries
where religion and ethnicity are more determinate of social identity than the salience of race and
class, which are dominant in the US. Thus, when we examine racial identity development
factors, it would be more resourceful if we examine the intersectionality of social identities,
especially in Black American groups. This includes studying “relationships among multiple
dimensions and modalities of social relationships and subject formations” (McCall, 2008, p.
1771).
To that effort, we must examine each aspect of interacting identities, and not view them
in isolation. This is especially the case for Blacks in the U.S. whose experiences are shaped by
several racism, sexism, classism and other types of oppression that impact how they navigate
different social systems. This allows us to explore ethnicity and culture paradigms that may not
fit so neatly in conversations of racial identity. This is especially prevalent for Black families
whose cultural and ethnic identities can vary significantly within and across generations (Waters,
1994).
The emphasis on the importance of intersectionality in research has grown tremendously
in the last two decades. Researchers are now becoming acutely aware of the limitations of
looking at constructs that impact lived experiences as single analytical categories, especially
those that impact marginalized groups. Race, racism, and hegemonic systems of white
supremacy are significant influences on how Black individuals see and respond to the world, and
various disciplines are beginning to examine how they intersect with multiple systems that
impact communities of color (Chao & Otsuki-Clutter, 2011; Swanson, Spencer, Harpalani &
Spencer, 2002). Critical race theory (CRT) examines how race and racism operate in society and
provides a framework to define and expose issues embedded in sociopolitical positioning.
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Although largely used in legal research, this theory has branched out to multiple disciplines,
including education (DeCuir & Dixson, 2004). Educational researchers have applied its tenets of
counter-storytelling, which is a means of critiquing and exposing normalized dialogues that
perpetuate racial stereotypes, and the permanence of racism throughout different social systems.
Although CRT is not widely used in psychology, these tenets can be important tools to
understand how Black individuals navigate hegemonic systems. These systems are influenced by
the permanence of racism which impacts Black individuals’ sociopolitical positioning. For
example, the permanence of racism can affect the attitudes of educators who teach Black
individuals, shaping how they interact with them and if they share academic opportunities or
assist in academic success. The permanence of racism may influence automatic acts of disregard
that stem from unconscious thoughts and biases about Black individuals (Solorzano, Ceja, &
Yosso, 2000).
Additional efforts to examine intersectionality include Latino critical theory (LatCrit),
which uses race as the lens to examine the Latino/a experience in the US (Lopez, 1997).
Branching off from CRT, LatCrit highlights the multidimensionality of Latino identity which
includes the intersection of racism, sexism, classism, and other forms of oppression (Bernal,
2002). For scholars who employ LatCrit, there is often the tension to transcend Black/white
paradigms. It draws attention to critical areas that can often be ignored in CRT or other theories
of intersectionality by including issues such as language, immigration, ethnicity, culture, identity,
phenotype, and sexuality.
CRT and LatCrit provide space for the investigation of “not only the centrality of racism
and ensuing challenges but also for experiential knowledge to contextualize the
tellings/publishing of history from different positions” (Salinas, Franquiz, & Rodriguez, 2016, p.
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269). Both theories are often used to analyze a singular experience, but the tenets of these
theories can be employed to examine normative developmental experiences for individuals of
cultural and ethnic groups that are deeply impacted by multiple modes of oppression. For AfroLatinos in particular, these intersections impact their understanding of identity and how they
navigate systems they encounter. These theories can also be applied to the experiences of AfroCaribbeans, whose immigration and colonial histories share many similarities to Latinx in the
United States.
Both CRT and LatCrit are theories that were originally constructed to address
intersectionality in relation to opportunities and legal rights of individuals and groups. However,
these theories can also attend to the ideologies and discourses that function to perpetuate and recreate institutional hierarchies (Nasir & Hand, 2006). These critical perspectives highlight the
need to approach human developmental research within broader social and political systems and
to raise awareness about positional frameworks and methods with respect to minority and
disenfranchised populations (Nasir & Hand, 2006).
For instance, in a 2014 study on microaggressions experienced by Latinas/os, Latin
women appeared more likely to experience a greater amount of microaggression than Latin men,
and individuals with less education were more likely to experiences more microaggression than
those with higher levels of education (Nadal, Mazzula, Rivera, & Fujii-Doe, 2014). These
findings warrant additional explorations on intersectionality, which argues that individuals with
multiple oppressed identities may experience multiple types of oppression that may in turn have
a negative effect on their daily lives. Examining the intersection of multiple identities will
ultimately provide a more holistic perspective on the impact of racial and ethnic identity at work
(Sawyer, Salter, & Thoroughgood, 2013).
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Qualitative efforts to understand the intersection of personal and social identities have
increased, but we still know little about the lived or personal experiences that help shape these
identities in Black communities. In a study by Way, Santos, Niwa, and Kim-Gervey (2008),
interviews of adolescents of Puerto Rican, Dominican, African American, and Chinese American
ethnicities revealed that personal and social identities intersect in ways as products of social and
political contexts (p. 76). These interviews revealed resistance and accommodation to negative
stereotypes, ethnic group pride, and sometimes shame and frustration. Participant interviews also
suggested that the consequences of identity development vary by context. As this study shows,
moving towards an intersectional focus on structurally significant social divisions can provide a
nuanced understanding of Black identity.
Exploring multiple identities would allow for a more inclusive understanding of racial
and ethnic identity development that does not remain locked in one place or point of time but can
be understood across multiple contexts and settings. Past inquiries into the development of Black
identity have been shaped by the sociopolitical times and ideologies of the US, but the
population that these ideologies impact has changed tremendously. Because the population,
cultural practices, and technological advances in social interactions have seen significant shifts,
our understanding of how these groups operate in the US must develop as well. Black feminist
intellectuals are at the center of theorizing about race, class and gender in the US (Brewer, 2016).
Black feminist theory has utilized intersectionality in numerous ways, advocating for the
intersection of race, class, and gender as a unit of analysis while also decentering “normativity”
(Crenshaw, 1989). These social divisions are constantly interacting and shaping individual lived
experiences. For instance, gender shapes how social identities are performed by individuals
(Rogers, Scott, & Way, 2014). Higginbotham (1992) notes that in societies where racial
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discrimination is embedded in the sociocultural fabric and heritage, racial identity is inextricably
linked to and even determines laws and economy, institutionalized structures and discourses, and
gender identity (p. 254). Additionally, Brewer (1999) theorizes that “social constructions of
Black womanhood and Black manhood are inextricably linked to racial hierarchy, meaning
systems, and institutionalization” (p. 34).
Gender shapes individuals’ racialized experiences and how racial identities develop
(Johnson, Freeman, & Pauker, 2012). Although Black men and women may be exposed to
similar systems of oppression, these systems target them differently (Sidanius & Veniegas,
2000). For example, the racialized experiences of a Black or African American woman attending
a predominantly White academic institution is most likely markedly different from a Black or
African-American male attending the same institution (Swim, Hyers, Cohen, Fitzgerald, &
Bylsma, 2003). Black men and women navigate social situations differently because of the
different gender role stereotypes that are forced upon them. Rowley et al. (2007) note the
importance of studying gender stereotypes within the context of race after findings indicate that
Black boys in middle school reported that Black boys are better than Black girls in math and
science. The study also reveals that the most pronounced female math/science advantage is
reported by Black girls (p.164). These gendered racial stereotypes influence academic
performance and impact how young Black girls and boys navigate academic institutions.
A growing body of literature investigates the importance of stereotypes in identity
formation and decision making (Augoustinos & Rosewarne, 2001; Bigler, Averhart & Liben,
2003). Because individual cultural group membership constructs and deconstructs lived
experiences (Constantine, 2002), additional social categories should be incorporated into an
exploration of identity development and the experiences that are shaped by them. Thus, focusing
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on the impact of multiple identities will further provide a richer understanding of the complexity
that is embedded in racialized experiences and changing ideologies of race.
Having multiple identities allows individuals to utilize multiple cultural references that
can assist them in navigating diverse environments. Many Blacks who identify as African
American, Afro-Latino, and/or Afro-Caribbean adopt a bicultural identity in which they “learn to
function in both the culture of their own group and the culture of the mainstream” (Waters, 1996,
p. 65). For children of immigrants, this includes navigating the identities of the cultures in which
they are embedded and the culture of their parents.

La Raza from Latin America to the US. Racial and ethnic identity has historically been
a complex construct for individuals from the Caribbean and/or Latin America. For Latinx from
Latin America (i.e., areas that range from the northern border of Mexico to the southern tip of
South America, including some Caribbean islands where Spanish the language prevails), race has
been notoriously difficult to document and includes transnational encounters between racial
stereotypes and colonialism. Like blackness in the US, Latinidad in the United States has often
been viewed as a monolithic, with media representations providing a narrow scope of what it
means to be Latin in the US. In reality, variations and cultural diversity are deeply interwoven in
Latin American culture. The diversity profoundly affects intrapersonal psychological processes
and development (Nadal, Mazzula, Rivera, & Fujii-Doe, 2014). Within-group differences are
profoundly shaped by characteristics such as country of origin, language, physical
characteristics, generational status, acculturation level, and geographic representations.
Additional variables that contribute to racial and ethnic identity include immigration status,
language barriers, educational attainment, residential segregation and integration, and existing
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familial or ethnic support networks (Duany, 1998; Montalvo, & Codina, 2001). Because
generation, immigration status, and physical traits can affect how individuals identify, there is no
consensus on how Latinos identify racially and ethnically, making it often difficult to document
the Latinx population in the US. Members of one family may choose to adopt different racial
identities due to variations in phenotypical characteristics that can range widely across spectrums
of hair texture, eye color, and skin tones.
Many aspects of Latin culture—from beauty ideals to stereotypes of intelligence and
criminality to the correlation of light skin and higher social class—often legitimize and reinforce
negative stereotypes of darker skinned Latinos (Dominquez,1994; Uhlman, Dasgupta, Elgueta,
Greenwald, & Swanson, 2002; Wade, 1997). For some, the combination of their Latino identity
and European physical characteristics has allowed them to circumvent racial dichotomies.
However, for Latinos whose physical characteristics reflect African traits, it can be difficult to
navigate around the complexities of race and ethnicity. Afro-Latinx are often deeply impacted by
racial bias and discrimination that similarly affect other Black ethnicity groups across varying
contexts (Golash-Boza & Darity, 2008; Hooker, 2005). More specifically, Afro-Latinx identity is
a contested terrain in which self-identified Afro-Latinx are often viewed as “inauthentic” Latinx
(Kateri-Hernandez, 2003). These individuals often navigate the complexities of multiple cultural
identities that have varying histories and social dynamics. Their ethnoracial histories may
include navigating race and ethnicity practices that can be inclusive of historical African
traditions (i.e., African influences embedded in music, food, and dance), but dismissive of
African physical features (i.e., colorism).
The Latinx/Hispanic population has seen a dramatic increase in population from 14.6
million in 1980 to 35.3 million in 2002 becoming the largest minority group in the US (Priestly,
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2007). A majority of this influx hails from Latin American countries. Although there has been a
tendency to refer to the Latinx/Hispanic community as one, it is comprised of various national,
racial, and cultural groups. Afro-Latinx are a significant portion of this growing population and
have often been left out of discourses on Black identity in the US. The constructs Latinx and
Hispanic have seen considerable shifts within recent years and the Hispanic category can be seen
as tenuous and discursively anti-Black (Flores, 2005), often excluding blackness from identity
discourse.
On “American Crime,” a popular television show that focuses on the intersection of race,
ethnicity, social class, and gender, a Latina teacher accuses the principal of the school, who is a
Black male, of being racist when addressing the needs of Latinx in the school. When he responds
to her in Spanish revealing that he is Afro-Latino, she questions his authenticity by immediately
responding, “speaking in Japanese does not make you Japanese.” The teacher’s response to the
principal’s Afro-Latino identity speaks to the experiences of many Afro-Latinx who reside in the
United States and who might be dismissed by other Latinx because of their racial features.
For Afro-Latinx, navigating race and ethnicity might include social exclusion from
numerous social group categories. The historical caste systems that are still present in Latin
American nations play significant roles in how Latinx are seen by others and how Latinx might
embrace or reject their racial diasporic histories in their nations of origin and in the US.
Throughout the US, skin color and other anatomical features have been used as markers and
identified as the most salient and distinctive way to mark members as belonging to one race or
another (Montalvo & Codina, 2001; Tafoya, 2004). Although the white/Black binary is a
strongly enforced color line in the US (Smart & Smart, 1995), individuals from the Caribbean
and Latin America have a more fluid categorization of what these features represent and the
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privilege that they provide. Skin color is salient in Latin America (Tezler & Vazquez Garcia,
2009). For many Latinx, the physical characteristics that the US identifies with blackness might
represent different racial or cultural categories in their nation or country of origin (Duany, 1998;
Tezler & Vazquez Garcia, 2009). Latinx who have migrated to the US often interpret race as
equivalent to nationality, culture, familial socialization, birthplace, skin color, ethnicity, or a
combination of these (Montalvo & Codina, 2001). These are broader dimensions than those
characterized by the US and therefore, families who migrate from the Caribbean and Latin
America may experience stark differences in how they are perceived racially, ethnically, or
culturally here in the US compared to situations they experienced in their countries of origin.
Although some Latinx of African ancestry in the US might not identify racially as Black,
they may experience the same racist paradigms that Black Americans commonly experience in
the US. Afro-Latinx are no strangers to colorism—experiences of white skin privilege that lead
to dark skin stigma and systemic racism. In fact, experiences of stigma or privilege based on
phenotype has contributed to marginalization and discrimination for Afro-Latinx while providing
access and privilege for lighter skinned Latinx in both Latin America and the US (Golash- Boza
& Darity, 2008; Quiros & Dawson, 2013). Histories of slavery and colonialism across Latin
America and the Caribbean play a significant role in how these racist tropes are carried out, and
it is important that the personal experiences that are impacted by these histories are
acknowledged and addressed throughout research on racial identity development. Identity
development has been identified as an important aspect of Latino cultural values (BuschRossnagel & Zayas, 1991). Because important aspects of identity are context specific, exploring
identity in communities that are deeply impacted by race and racism is crucial. Afro-Latinx in
the US may have to navigate challenges in conflicting messages posed by Latino cultural values,
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their physical characteristics, and racial discriminatory practices that are similarly embedded in
many African American developmental experiences.
Because Latinx come from various racial backgrounds, discrimination experiences can
vary and are often shaped by sociodemographics. Afro Latinx’ experiences of discrimination
may have aspects that present unique challenges. These experiences are often rooted in
sociodemographic characteristics that include skin color. For instance, darker skinned Latinx
often report more instances of discrimination than lighter skinned Latinos (Golash-Boza &
Darity, 2008).
The familial experiences of Afro-Latinx in the US can play a critical role in the social
sciences’ articulation of racial identity development in the growing Black population. The notion
of familism is important throughout Latinx culture. Marin (1993) defines familism as the
“cultural value which includes a strong identification and attachment of individuals with their
nuclear and extended families, and strong feelings of loyalty, reciprocity, and solidarity among
members of the same family” (p. 184). Familism is referenced as the structure that mitigates
cultural change processes. Latinos have strong ties to family members and fictive kinship
relationships with extended family members more so than outside institutions. These
relationships with family members, family membership and extended kin play a large role in
ethnic identity development and ultimately, how one views racial identity. These networks are
similar to what has been identified as extended family networks, extended kin networks, and
extended family integration in African American families (Dilworth-Anderson, 2001; Jarrett &
Burton, 1999). Parallels have already been established throughout social science literature on
Latinx and African American developmental experiences, but there needs to be a more cohesive
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focus on how these contributions are also essential to racial identity construction in the growing
Black population.

Racial Identity for Afro-Caribbeans in the US. Current statistics reveal that AfroCaribbeans or Black Caribbeans are the largest Black immigrant group in the United States
(Logan & Deane, 2003). Scholars have recently begun to highlight racial identity development of
Afro-Caribbeans in the United States commonly finding that Afro-Caribbean identity
development is different from that of African Americans. More specifically, there are differences
in how Afro-Caribbeans view their race and minority group status in the US (Butterfield, 2004).
This difference may be partially shaped by differing racial ideologies. Like many Latin
American countries, race in the Caribbean is interpreted by a “multi-category racial system.”
These categories are based on phenotype, social class status, and languages throughout the
Caribbean region of the North Atlantic Ocean (including islands such as Jamaica, Trinidad and
Tobago, Cuba, Dominican Republic, and Bermuda) (Sanchez, 2013). Also, like many Latin
American countries, members of the same family can have different racial labels depending on
skin color and other phenotypical characteristics that can vary significantly within families.
Racial categorizations vary based on histories of colonization, languages, immigration patterns,
and histories of indigenous populations throughout the Caribbean.
For many Afro-Caribbeans, their ethnic identity might be more salient than their racial
identities. Afro-Caribbean ethnic identities, that consist of diverse cultural values, languages
(i.e., Spanish, French, Creole), meanings, and ways of living and understandings of blackness
differ considerably from African American experiences within the US, despite being racially
similar (Sanchez, 2013). Maintaining their ethnic identity may be in response to fears of being
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associated with Black American stereotypes and the belief that white Americans will respond
more favorably to foreign Blacks than Black Americans (Hall & Carter, 2006). The meanings
Afro-Caribbeans attribute to identity are shaped through the nature of interpersonal and
intergroup relations and social context (Butterfield, 2004). Because interpretations of identity can
be different throughout the life course, the experiences of Afro-Caribbeans pave the way for a
more complex understanding of Blackness supporting the notion that the “context of space and
place are crucial to understanding identity development” (Butterfield, 2004, p. 75).
Hall and Carter (2006) found that generation groups differed with respect to racial
identity status attitudes for Afro-Caribbeans. After completing surveys on perceived racial
discrimination, second generation Afro-Caribbeans had significantly higher internalization status
attitudes than first generation Afro-Caribbeans. These findings suggest that if one is born in the
United States and socialized in a race conscious environment, one can develop a higher
psychological racial group orientation (p. 168).
Second or third generation Afro-Caribbeans are often culturally connected to both their
parents’ home country and their current countries, and the salience of race and ethnicity might
vary significantly across the two different nations. Bicultural, or multicultural experiences can
have profound effects on identity development and bring about many challenges for AfroCaribbeans in reconciling their racial and ethnic identities within the US. Thus, when AfroCaribbeans travel or move to different countries, they begin to see themselves and others in new
ways.
Throughout the Caribbean, the legacy of slavery and colonialism has played a significant
role in ideologies of race (Alleyne, 2002; Duany,1998). These antecedents paved the way for
colorism, which leads to white skin being associated with wealth, privilege, and power structures
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that favor the white elite and “social whites” that include light skinned or white-appearing
individuals who are socially accepted as white but whose racial background might be a mixture
of racial identities. The bottom rung of the racial ladder includes darker skinned “Indians” and
Blacks (Sanchez, 2013). Also, like similar racial dichotomies in neighboring Latinx nations, the
white elite that make up a relatively small part of the population, maintain control over economic
power and resources. Those who are situated on the bottom rung of the racial ladder experience
the harshest of racial discrimination and social injustice.
Oppressive skin color ideologies have diminished but persist. This shift has allowed the
educational elite to rise to middle-class status and have a large effect on who serves in political
positions of power and cultural leadership despite their phenotypic traits. Those who have
migrated to the US often face a shift in social class when they are automatically delineated as
Black, or the bottom of the social class ladder. This shift may present a contradiction with how
recent immigrants are viewed in the US and the privilege that they may have experienced in their
countries or nations of origin. Additionally, practices of colorism may play out differently from
their homelands where Black individuals often make up a majority of the population. For some,
blackness might not have been a barrier to upward social mobility or to social acceptance, which
have been historical challenges for African Americans within the US. This contributes to some
Afro-Caribbeans being subject to types of prejudice and racial discrimination in the US that they
may have not encountered in their countries of origin (Foner, 1998).
Many Afro-Caribbeans move to the US for economic opportunities or access to resources
and often find themselves embedded in communities in which blackness is devalued (Foner,
1998). This can often contribute to ethnic divisions across cultural groups. Generational groups
differ with racial identity status attitudes (Hall & Carter 2006). In the past, recent immigrants and
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first-generation West Indians have tended to emphasize their ethnic identity as voluntary
immigrants, often with the goal of distancing themselves from African Americans and the racial
stigmatization and discrimination that often accompanies blackness in the US (Butterfield, 2004;
Rogers, 2001). However, these ethnic groups have not been excluded from the racial inequalities
that African Americans face. This has often prompted second and third generations to identify
with African Americans around a shared racial group identity. Second generation AfroCaribbeans tend to have strong ethnic identity, but also a more defined racial identity status
attitude as compared to first generation group members. Additionally, second generation AfroCaribbeans tend to be more versed in their own ethnocultural ways and better prepared to
understand themselves as both racial and ethnic beings. Racial consciousness for many AfroCaribbeans takes a turn when they experience racial stigma that impacts their income,
occupation, living standards, or associates (Hall & Carter, 2006). Thus, exploring these
contextual changes and their impact on Afro-Caribbeans’ views on their membership of
blackness is crucial.
The self- concept of blackness is not only present among African Americans. This is
evident by the rising waves of social groups publicly advocating for racialized consciousness in
Black communities within their countries of origin (Rahier, 2012; Saunders, 2011). There has
also been a renewed interest in the internalized racism that has shaped how Afro-Latino
communities view Black racial physical features and several movements to revitalize Black
communities that have been isolated as a result of racial discrimination and racial apartheid
(Rahier, 2012). Jones and Erving (2015) noted that multiple factors impact Afro-Caribbean selfidentity including SES, workplace settings, and where they resided. In some cases, these areas
can be predominately white. These social dynamics impact power structures and social
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relationships that influence how and if individuals can participate in social group norms.
Individuals may feel more freedom to practice cultural pride in communities where they are not
othered. Because identity cannot be viewed in isolation of cultural practices, this suggests that
community, physical neighborhoods, and populace have significant influences on racial identity.
There is a dearth of research that explores the origins of racial ideologies and their effects
on the development of various experiences of blackness. Thus, examining the racial identities of
individuals whose familial experiences include migration and role changes across contexts is a
direct examination of transnational identities and reflects the differing systems that individuals
and their families have encountered. Crossing borders may include changes in homogeneity,
SES, and access to resources. Explorations of identity may also include changes in where
individuals are situated on social ladders that dictate access to education and wealth as well as
patterns of exclusion and discrimination. Attending to these contributions to Black identity
development should provide a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of Black
experiences within the US among African Americans, Afro-Caribbeans, and Afro-Latinx.
Acceptance and achievement of Black identity can vary depending on the cultural context
in which one is embedded, with some nations having controversial histories of race (ChavezDuenas, Adames, & Organista, 2014). The social constructions of race and ethnicity are bound to
sociohistorical contexts and each nation has a unique history for specific groups (Umana-Taylor,
Quintana, Lee, Cross, Rivas-Drake, 2014). Historical messages of race can include changes in
status and representation, migratory experiences, religious beliefs, affiliations, and languages.
Sociocultural histories shape cultural practices that vary based on ethnicity and geographic
locations. These histories shape current sociopolitical contexts and have strong influences on
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developing identities. Thus, these factors should be included when focusing on the development
of blackness across various groups.

Master Scripts and Black Identity Representations. Shared worldviews, understanding
of cultural heritage, personas, and identities are expressed through cultural forms (Holland &
Leander, 2004). These cultural forms circulate and sometimes link themselves or are embraced
by an individual or group through the practice of story, song, images, a learned text, and other
mediating resources. Also, as cultural constructions (Markus & Kitayama, 2001), these tools help
us interpret or attribute meaning to different experiences. They can either be adopted by
individuals or pushed onto individuals. For Black individuals, these cultural constructions often
represent social stigmas and stereotypes that get embedded in mainstream narratives. Individuals
of color often contest mainstream narratives that have been recognized by research scholars as
tools to silence, underplay, and trivialize the concerns of many multicultural groups (Banks,
2004). These media images often depict limited representations of blackness and promote them
as ideal representations of Black individuals. These scripts are often created and maintained by
groups who wield political, economic, and ideological power. These scripts, often referred to as
master narratives (Bamberg, 2004) or composite bodies (Jackson, 2006), are often used to
describe a community or collective group with overgeneralizations and can have powerful
influences on social positioning.
There is a dynamic tension involved in identity formation for Black adults. The tensions
are often plagued with biases stemming from media caricaturizing. Black individuals battle these
biases as they are creating their own identities, with the risk of falling victim to the highly
oppressive images that have been ascribed to them by the majority culture (Dixon & Linz, 2000).
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For instance, Black family households have often been portrayed as “conflict-ridden and female
dominated and as exhibiting little love towards children” (Ward, 2004, p. 285).
Positions and counter positions are constantly being arranged as Black individuals
negotiate their identities while interacting with others because identities are inextricably linked to
and shaped by contemporary social positions and self-constructed narratives (Jackson, 2006).
Although interpretations of an identity or the meanings attributed to an identity vary across space
and time, these variations may produce similar physical and subconscious responses from outgroup members. Thus, the meaning of blackness or Black identity may produce different
meaning across contexts for different Black cultural groups, but members of dominant social
groups may respond similarly with racial bias and assumed stereotypes across different contexts.
The act of counter-storytelling can provide Black individuals an outlet to combat systems that are
continuously shaped by race and racism (Rogers & Way, 2015). Incorporating the act of counterstorytelling in research that explores racial development in Black communities allows room to
explore the breadth of what happens through structures, discourses, practices (Solorzano &
Yosso, 2001) and how Black people respond.

Historical Contributions to the Current Theoretical Framework.
Conceptual models have long captured the flexibility and fluidity of identity. Erikson’s (1968)
theory on identity development has been widely applied to empirical studies. This theory
characterizes identity as a dynamic and ongoing process that is never established as an
“achievement” (Erikson & Newton, 1973). Instead, identity is as fluid as the societal and
environmental transformations that take place across the lifetime. At the turn of the twenty-first
century, conceptual models of identity begin to expand even further, incorporating more
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dimensionality into how individuals develop a sense of self (Jones & McEwen, 2000; Jones,
1997). Brown and Bimrose (2015) define identities as “the various meanings attached to an
individual by the self and others and displayed in the attitudes, behavior, and stories we tell about
ourselves to ourselves and others” (p. 241). These meanings are derived from different social
facets of our lives, including work, family, and leisure roles. Individuals experience a
“becoming” or unfolding of personal identities that are based on characteristics, attitudes, and
behaviors that they share with others.
As theories on identity formation continue to proliferate, there seems to be a consensus
regarding the dynamic processes involved in identity development and the importance of social
group influences. The takeaway being that how individuals see the self is shaped by societal
dynamics that are continuously changing. Identity construction is the agentive work necessary to
position oneself in a social group. Individuals navigate their social positioning within these
groups to help understand and develop their own selves and identities. It requires us to look at
social contributions that are embedded in individuals’ development and not view identity as this
static construct that develops as an internalized process void of social influence.
Holland’s (1998) version of a social practice theory of identity builds on the social and
social psychological concepts drawn from the earlier works of G. H. Mead, L.S. Vygotsky, M.
M. Bakhtin, and Pierre Bourdieu (Holland et al., 1998). This theory represents an investigation
into “persons in practice” with the ongoing, historically constituted, everyday world as active
participants and as individuals who are shaped by the societies in which they are embedded
(Holland et al., 1998). This version of social practice theory explores identity as a social
practicum, in which development of the self is situated amid social engagement with others. As a
theoretical framework, this theory provides the space to investigate the social processes of
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development, in which individuals are examined participating in the production of their lives,
work, and relationships.
Social practice theory includes the investigation of positional identities that manifest
themselves differently, depending on the social context in which they reside. Positional identities
have to do with the day-to-day and on-the-ground relations of power, deference, entitlement,
social affiliation, and distance from the social-interactional, social relational structures of the
lived world. Holland and Leander (2004) use the term “positioning,” to emphasize the agency
and dynamism involved in the process of constructing the self and identity. Positioning is
described as “socially producing particular individuals and groups as culturally imagined types”
(Holland & Leander, 2004, p. 130). Positioning also emphasizes the historical production of
personas and personhood “in practice.” Instead of a stable product that is “achieved” after
exploration, the authors explain identity in terms of “theories of practice,” in which identity
participates in varying modes of practice.
Social practice theory is particularly beneficial to the study of Black identity development
because it focuses on individual differences and the ongoing struggles that are embedded in lived
experiences. Emphasizing “history in person,” this theory highlights the nature of long and
complex social, political, and economic struggles over identities in practice (Holland and
Leander, 2004). Individuals of marginalized groups experience unique ecological demands and
developmental tasks that stem from societal discrimination against and devaluation of ethnic
minority group members (Coll et al., 1996; Hughes et al., 2006). These experiences shape how
children see the world and how they construct their adult ideologies. The ongoing struggles
embedded in Black individuals’ lived experiences include their responses to and struggle with
biases and stereotypes that they often face. Hence, to understand identities in the practice of
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Black individuals, we must focus on the political-economic, social, and cultural structuring of
their social existence.
Black individuals’ exposure to stereotypes and biases can vary based on the different
social systems they encounter. The importance of social system interactions is not unique to
Holland’s version of a social practice theory of identity; Bronfenbrenner (1992) stresses the
interactions of multiple social systems that impact human development in a changing
environment. His work emphasizes the importance of relationships situated among the multiple
settings in which children and their families are directly and indirectly involved (Rogoff, 2003).
Through this work, Bronfenbrenner advocates for the examination of how children navigate
different ecological settings that include the family, academic institutions, immediate
environments, and overarching power systems. Each of these systems interacts with each other
and impacts development across the lifespan.
Subsequently, Spencer (1997) introduced the phenomenological variant of ecological
systems model (PVEST), which integrates individuals’ intersubjective experiences within the
ecological model. Drawing from Bandura’s (1978) self-efficacy theory, in which perceived
efficacy can affect behavior in many ways, Spencer provides a more in-depth interpretation of
the interactions of culture and context with life span development. Spencer argues that the
different experiences embedded within Bronfenbrenner’s systems deeply influences how one
gives meaning and significance to different aspects of the self. These self-perceptions organize
behaviors, actions, and thoughts. The PVEST model captures how individuals understand
societal expectations, stereotypes, and biases, while also acknowledging developmental changes
and multilevel social contexts.
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The aforementioned ecological models promote the centering of social and cultural
influences on identity and provide space to capture the diverse contributions of normative
developmental experiences. By exploring these experiences in concurrence with the social
context in which they occur, the focus moves away from traditional Eurocentric foci that finds
problematic experiences that do not fit White racial archetypes. The trajectory of identity
development is not a uniform experience; for those who have historical and cultural ties to
blackness, the development of identity can bring many challenges. People who identify racially
as Black and/or African American may use similar developmental tools as majority racial
groups, but the historical and sociopolitical contexts of practices that influence their identities
have different origins and play out differently. For example, the construction of Black identity is
often linked with sociopolitical conflict and the navigation of institutional power relations.
Critical factors such as racism, prejudice, discrimination, and other forms of oppression operate
and influence developmental outcomes, especially in terms of how one understands the self (Coll
et al., 1996). Therefore, identity construction for people who identify racially as Black or African
American includes elements of social positioning, racism and their derivatives that are deeply
embedded in their understanding of the self and their relation to their social cultural
environments.

Identity as Practice.
Shared practices that shape identity are dynamic and reflective of the society in which they are
rooted. The formulation of these identities represents reactions and contributions to current
ideological scripts and dominant ideals that are continuously circulated by cultural means.
Vygotsky emphasized that individual mental functioning has sociocultural origins and that
human action is mediated by tools and signs (Penuel & Wertsch, 1995). His work on cultural39

historical activity theory (CHAT) conceptualized the self as an important agentive dimension
within a profoundly social and relational view of human life and development. His work is
critical in looking at the diverse experiences of Black individuals because of its commitment to
cultural contributions. Its focus is one of the foundations of social practice theory and assists in
the understanding of the importance in including individuals’ participation in these
developmental processes.
Contemporary theorists have reconceptualized CHAT theory by addressing both agentive
and social dimensions of the self in a non-dichotomizing way (Stetsenko & Arievitch, 2004).
Moving away from passive notions of the development of the self, Stetsenko and Afrievitch
introduce a more interrelated system that is supported by diverse mechanisms that include (a) a
society that regulates exchanges between individuals necessary to carry out collective practices
at the intersubjective level, and (b) the psychological processes necessary to regulate individual
participation in collective practices at intersubjective levels (p. 14). Individuals are not only
participating in but also contributing to collective material practice in a transactional manner
(Stetsenko & Arievitch, 2004).
Continuing the focus on the agentive qualities and transactional experiences embedded in
identity development, this dissertation further dissects these practices that are unique to Black
individuals’ identity development. Using social practice theory as a framework to examine how
Black identity is shaped by cultural and contextual factors allows for a multifaceted approach in
examining how local contentious practice such as family cultural socialization practices play a
role. Per Holland and Lave (2009), “local practice comes about in the encounters between people
as they address and respond to each other while enacting cultural activities under conditions of
political-economic and cultural-historical conjunctures” (p.3). Family cultural socialization
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practices are the result of the political-economic and cultural historical conjuncture of societal
dynamics.

The family’s influence on identity through cultural socialization practices. Human
development models have shown the importance of family ecology and parental attitudes in how
children are socialized into their cultural groups (Knight et al., 1993). Cultural socialization, the
transmission of cultural values and norms to one’s children (Romero, Cuéllar, & Roberts, 2000),
is an important approach to understanding the origins of racial and ethnic identity. For groups of
color, cultural socialization specifically includes instilling messages of racial and ethnic pride
and the history of one’s racial and/or ethnic group (Hughes et al., 2006, Juang & Syed, 2010).
Various groups of color have been the focus of this research, with theorists suggesting that these
practices are providing coping benefits that might serve to shield individuals from racial and
ethnic biases (Johnson, 2003). Exposure to these biases often come directly from individuals or
through the workings of overarching social systems and power structures.
To understand cultural socialization practices within a familial context, it is important to
view culture as pragmatically organized events of patterned interactions. This includes religious
practices, rites of passage, language, dietary habits, leisure activities, and the parental practices
that teach children about their racial or ethnic heritage and history (Bhugra, Bhui, Mallet, Desai,
Singh, & Leff, 1999). These practices promote cultural customs and traditions and influence
children’s cultural, racial, and ethnic perceptions including pride for one’s ethnicity and its
history. These practices shared within the family can include discussions about important
historical and cultural members of the in-group, exposure to culturally relevant books, artifacts
within the home, and the celebration of cultural holidays, music, and stories. These practices
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involve a shared conceptual space (Hughes et al., 2006), where elements of living histories are
infused into daily practices.
Family cultural socialization practices represent mediational means and cultural tools that
serve as resources for individuals that continuously shape, empower, constrain, and have the
potential to transform action (Penuel & Wertsch, 1995). These resources facilitate and make
possible both a relationship to oneself and to others and the development of communication and
social contact (Vygotsky, 1934). Thus, family practices represent cultural dynamics that are not
confined to anything within individuals but are products of contextual factors that change across
time and space. The cultural differences that shape family activities can be attributed to
variations of people’s involvement in common practices of cultural communities (Gutiérrez &
Rogoff, 2003). As these communities change, there is a shift in the practices that these families
engage in and the activities individuals engage with. These cultural practices have inescapable
conscious and unconscious classificatory effects that shape social positions (Lamont & Molnar,
2002). Cultural practices are adopted and shift to match the cultural needs of the environment.
Serving as guides to social interactions these tools and artifacts represent innovations and
changes that are undeniably cultural in nature (Nasir & Hand, 2006).
Family cultural socialization practices are not a set of stable activities situated in the
home. Instead these practices are reflective of and represent current conditions that have been
shaped by historical factors of cultural communities that share traditions and other
commonalities (Hughes & Chen, 1997). Some of these practices may be consistent within one
context, while others may adjust as they are passed down from generation to generation (Hughes
& Chen, 1997). Examining variations in understandings of blackness that are shaped by family
cultural practices is a focus on “proclivities of peoples with certain histories of engagement with
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specific cultural activities” (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003). Therefore, it is crucial to focus not only
on how Black individuals respond to these family practices but how they engage with them and
play an active role in their own development and interactions. Black individuals’ participation in
these interactions vary, overlap, and change throughout the lifetime. Simultaneously, Black
individuals are responding to historical change that is embedded in a community’s organization
and developing relationships with members in these communities (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003).
Thus, as Black individuals migrate across different social and cultural contexts, their
participation and the activities that they create within the family undergo changes.

Family as the Crux of Identity
Considering family cultural socialization practices when examining the origins of Black identity
involves an exploration of self-discourses that is shaped by context-specific factors. The
messages that are shared through these practices “strongly impact youth development to the
extent that these messages become integrated into the youth’s self- concept” (Peck, Brodish,
Malanchuk, Banerjee, & Eccles, 2014, p. 3). As Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain (2008)
suggest, these discourses must be scrutinized, for they are clues to the cultural practices that
shape the malleable self (p. 22). Thus, understanding racial identity as it is shaped by family
cultural socialization practices means that we are examining identity in practice. Identity in
practice represents personhood and forms of society as historical products that are both intimate
and public and situated by sets of actions that are formed and reformed over individuals’
lifetimes (Holland et al., 2008). Using family cultural practices as a frame of reference to
understand the development of identity is similar to a post-Vygotskian constructivist approach
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where researchers focus on a socially co-created environment and study social processes with coacting participants (Stetsenko & Arievitch, 1997).
Membership in cultural communities is complex, consisting of enduring social practices,
routines, and belief systems (Lee, 2002; Rogoff, 2003). Identity itself is the consequence of these
practices and beliefs that are shared through transactional processes and inform interactions with
different social groups. These processes promote membership in cultural communities and
consciously or unconsciously advocate cultural heritage. Examining the influence of family
cultural socialization practices on identity development is to acknowledge that “the structure and
development of human psychological processes emerge through participation in culturally
mediated, historically developing, practical activity involving cultural practices and tools”
(Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003, p. 21). Many family cultural socialization practices are continuously
shaped by and serve as tools to combat the ongoing struggles that impact communities of color.
For Black families, parents consciously transmit messages to their children about issues such as
cultural heritage and social-group status (Hughes, 2003). This includes discussions about the
prevalence of stereotypes and discriminations based on variations in phenotypic characteristics,
language competencies, and other in-group qualities.
Family cultural socialization practices help establish in-group (also referred to as
intergroup) identities for individuals who face discrimination and isolation. For many, an ingroup identity has provided individuals with group membership in smaller social groups when
larger social systems have neglected them or constructed clear deterrents for social mobility
(Utsey, Chae, Brown, & Kelly, 2002). In-group membership includes a sense of belonging,
positive attitudes, and a significant relationship with self-esteem and positive attachment
(Phinney, Cantu, Kurtz, 1996; Taijel, & Turner 1986). For individuals of racial minority groups,
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in-group identity can help establish a sense of belonging after being directly and indirectly
excluded from affordances that are established and maintained for majority group membership.
Additionally, in-group membership provides a space for Black individuals to denounce larger
master script or master narrative associations that go directly against individual experiences.
Racial and ethnic identities are context specific and intersect with other important factors,
including different cultural scripts about parenting (Chao & Otsuki-Clutter, 2011). The tenets of
sociocultural theory articulate that culture is not only a system of meaning carried across
generations but also constantly being created and recreated in local contexts (Nasir & Hand,
2006). Applying this perspective provides space to examine roles of social and cultural processes
as mediators of human activity and thought. Thus, the examination of identity and how it is
influenced by family cultural socialization practices should not be examined in a vacuum,
consisting of stable activities situated in the home. Instead, identity as it influenced by family
cultural socialization reflects flexible cultural activities that consists of a complex interweaving
of the individual and cultural environments that change over time. For instance, although family
cultural messages to a male child of a Black family may be different today than in the midtwentieth century, current messages are influenced by the earlier mid-century conversations of
racism and segregation that began entering the mainstream of American life with the rise of the
civil rights movement.
Studies have shown that racial discrimination can be damaging to the psychological
health of people of color (Sellers & Shelton, 2003, Torres & Ong, 2010), and ethnic-racial
cultural socialization practices (sometimes referred to as racial socialization or ethnic
socialization) may serve as a tool of resilience in response to these types of threats (Neblet Jr. et
al, 2006; Sellers, Copeland-Linder, Martin, & Lewis, 2006). Within-family communications
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allow parents to address children’s concerns regarding encountering racial barriers and negative
stereotypes in different social settings. For example, studies have shown that parental racial and
ethnic culturalization practices are associated with racial pride and self-esteem in children,
suggesting that children are less likely to internalize messages of racism and stereotypes (Murry,
Berkel, Brody, Miller, & Chen, 2009). In contrast, inconsistent cultural socialization practices or
practices that do not include messages of cultural pride within the family can be problematic for
identity development and group membership.
Spencer (1983) noted that lack of parental discussion of racial discrimination or civil
rights was associated with Eurocentric racial attitudes that can be less favorable to AfricanAmerican culture and linked to negative racial identity, which has been linked to low selfesteem, problems with psychological adjustment, low school achievement, involvement in crime,
and other disruptive behaviors (Cross, 1991; Thomas & Speight, 1999). Thus, the study of racial
and ethnic cultural socialization’s influence on identity development within a familial context is
in part an effort to understand how Black families experience and discuss social inequalities and
injustices and how they teach children to manage them.
To study identity development with the assumption that Black racial identity is a
constructed self is to acknowledge that racial identity is subject to positioning by whatever
powerful discourses Black individuals happen to encounter. Exploring the meaning Black
individuals ascribe to family cultural socialization practices is to study the consequences of
discourses and practices that serve as tools and build the self in the context of power (Holland et
al., 1998). Therefore, this research is viewing Black identity as a product of cultural and social
discourses and practices of the self. These discourses are conceived as living tools of the self.
Additionally, Black identity can then be viewed as always embedded in the social practice of
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Black individuals; ultimately, Black identity is a kind of practice. The focus on racial identity has
historically been viewed as a stable, trait-like aspect of the self that remains stable across the
lifespan (Yip, 2012). Viewing racial identity as a practice allows research to move further away
from the notion of race or ethnicity being a stable construct.
Racial identity develops in response to self- discourses and practices that vary across
cultures. To fully understand the development of Blackness in America, research must examine
Black identity across various ethnicities across the Black diaspora. Individuals’ internalization of
their Black identities should reflect contributions of cultural ideological scripts that are context
specific and culturally bound by the physical environments of the family and intergenerational
and transitional experiences that reflect responses to migration and changing cultural
environments (Hughes et al., 2006). Black individuals from Afro-Caribbean or Afro-Latinx
communities might resemble early representations of Cross’s pre-encounter stage within the
Nigrescence model if their families are hailing from communities in which blackness is
attributed to racist ideologies and racial self-negativity. In contrast, families might defy common
beliefs and practices that are developed from racist ideologies, instill appreciation for one’s race
and culture, and commit to divergent ideological practices. Including contextual experiences in
Black identity development research points to how and why Black individuals adopt, commit,
and transition these stages of Black representation.

The Current State of the Research on Black Identity and its Limitations Although
there has been renewed interest in race and ethnicity, there have been few efforts to bring
scholars together to discuss the theoretical complexities of race and ethnicity and provide a
synthesis of the work. Nor has there been much effort to provide recommendations for how
researchers should address these constructs in future work (Umana-Taylor et al., 2014). Most
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recently, the Ethnic and Racial Identity in the 21st Century Study Group was established to
develop new understandings or at least bring to light racial and ethnic identities contributing to
positive youth development (Rivas-Drake, 2013). The meta-construct E/RI (ethnic and racial
identity) was established by the group to address ethnic and racial identity in youth. The group
has since disbanded and transitioned into different foci, thus paving the way for additional
researchers to use the group’s contributions to address contextual contributions of Black identity
development in the changing Black population.
Although there has been renewed interest in racial identity development (Minniear &
Soliz, 2019; Syed, Juang, & Svennson, 2018; Umaña-Taylor, Douglass, Updegraff, & Marsiglia,
2017) there is still a need for current work on Black identity that accounts for ethnic origins. It is
important to rethink and theorize Black identity with ethnicity being a critical component.
Current research cannot rely solely on earlier theories of Black identity as if ethnic identity does
not exist or play a major role in cultural experiences and identity make up. Earlier theories on
Black identity development apply to a population that has changed significantly within the past
three decades. Therefore, it is critical that the social sciences approach this work with a new lens
by including the importance of ethnicity, cultural contexts, and experiences of other groups from
the African diaspora. Ignoring nuances specific to cultural groups contributes to cultural erasure.
By only focusing on African American experiences, the field insinuates that Black
cultural groups are interchangeable, which also contributes to cultural erasure. Neglecting to
include the important contributions of ethnicity appeals to anti-identity trends in academia and
succumbs to western hegemony. These types of work claim an inclusive model, but rather
exclude cultural experiences that provide relevant developmental impacts. The goal should not
be to ignore differences and place all Black American experiences into a vacuum. Instead, the
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complexity of identity should be explored, analyzed, and incorporated into the academy’s
knowledge of Black identity development.

Current Research. This introduction includes historical, theoretical, and empirical
contexts for an inquiry into racial identity development that is shaped by family cultural
socialization practices of young Black adults. Specifically, this dissertation aims to investigate
the following research questions: (1) How do young Black adults attribute meaning to family
cultural socialization practices that shape their racial identities; (2) what messages are shared
within the family about Black identity and how have they changed across time and context; and
(3) how does the development of Black identity vary across cultural groups?
This research examines racial identity development directly by analyzing how these
persons are participating in the productions of their lives and their relationships and how
changing historical circumstances have shaped and continue to shape the ongoing social world
they inhabit (Holland & Lave, 2009). Strategies to navigate these social worlds are first explored
in the context of the family. Adopting Holland and Lave’s (2009) method as a framework for this
study means that I assume that these participants, from varied ethnic backgrounds, are
“historically related, partially united, partially divided, and always in conflict and tension
through different political stances and relations of power” (pg. 3).
The following chapters will include a detailed methodology and presentation of findings
from analysis of semi-structured interviews with 23 young Black adults. Chapter three presents
how participants navigated multiple identities and how individuals they encountered responded
to their asserted identities. In chapter four, I examine the theme of presentation that was
presented across narratives.
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Chapter Two: Methods

As described in the introduction, this research explores how young Black adults from
diverse ethnic backgrounds ascribe meaning to the family cultural socialization practices that
shape their racial and ethnic identities. To investigate these processes, 23 participants completed
a brief demographic questionnaire and participated in an open-ended interview. During the openended interviews, participants were presented with questions from previously validated scales
that featured questions on race, ethnicity, and family messaging relevant to their racial and ethnic
identities and family cultural socialization practices (see Appendix 3). The questions were taken
from quantitative scales, but participants were asked to answer them in an open-ended manner.
Additionally, participants participated in an online focus group. The web-based focus group
consisted of participants reading anonymized transcripts, identifying cultural practices, rating
their salience, and describing the relevance of these practices to their racial and ethnic identities.
In this chapter, I present the rationale for collecting and analyzing qualitative data. Then I
justify my methodological decisions and procedures, including sample recruitment, who was
targeted for recruitment, the reasoning behind the three forms of data collection (questionnaires,
interviews, and focus group) and finally, my approach to qualitative analysis.

This study was approved by the City University of New York Institutional Review Board.

Decolonizing Research Methods: The importance of qualitative measures. Literature on critical
race methods exposes the proliferation of deficit informed research that silences and distorts the
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epistemologies of people of color. Deficit informed research often hides behind the guise of
being objective but does the opposite by promoting problematic views and analysis of
individualized experiences. To avoid this trend in research, I employ methods that give my
participants more autonomy and opportunity to share the meaning that they ascribe to their
developmental experiences. Despite the colonial origins of qualitative methods (Denzin &
Lincoln 2008), techniques for collecting qualitative data in the social sciences have advanced in
the last decades (Lowery & Evans, 2004). As noted by Denzin and Lincoln (2008), qualitative
research “is a field of inquiry in its own right. It crosscuts disciplines, fields, and subject matters”
(p.3). And in its most modernist form, qualitative analysis calls for critical conversations about
democracy, race, gender, freedom, and community—all critical concerns embedded in this study.
My use of qualitative methods acknowledges that the “experiential knowledge of people
of color is legitimate, appropriate, and critical to learning about their lived experiences in a
racialized context” (Gonzalez & Gonzalez, p. 26). As I will discuss later in this chapter, all
experiences of Black individuals are racialized, and we cannot isolate the meanings of blackness
they give to experiences shared with in- and out-groups. The use of qualitative analysis in this
study falls under the scope of critical race methodology because it includes methods such as
storytelling, family histories, biographies, and narratives. These methods challenge traditional
paradigms that have been used to tell and distort the stories of people of color. Open-ended
interviews assist in placing individuals’ stories in historical and contemporary contexts.
In addition, the qualitative analysis used as the primary method of analysis in this study,
works within the scope of relativist ontologies, in which multiple constructed realities and
interpretive epistemologies interact (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008) across positivist and postpositivist
models. This study fits these paradigms because it relies on experimental, survey, and rigorously
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defined qualitative methodologies. As the researcher, I explore the multiple realities of a single
phenomenon. Subsequently, these multiple realities occur across participants’ experiences, and
single participants can share the interpretation of multiple realities given a platform to express
these realities across several mediums.

Qualitative interviewing as an investigative tool
The growing focus on intersectionality has revealed some challenges in how racial
identity and other social identities have been measured in the past. Much complexity arises when
intersectionality is brought to the forefront and it is critical to utilize a methodology that
highlights complex social relations to clarify and critically engage certain features (McCall,
2005). Capturing the lived experiences of Black individuals provides a deeper understanding of
the intersections of multiple social identities and requires us to employ dialogue rather than the
sole use of quantitative measures for assessing knowledge and using concrete experiences as
criteria of meaning (Collins, 2001; Jordan-Zachery 2001; Tillman, 2002). The use of dialogue in
this study involves in-depth interviews and discourse and narrative analyses. Qualitative
interviewing allows the researcher to go beyond descriptions and provide an in-depth
understanding of phenomena that are context bound and irreducible to numbers (Anyan, 2013).
As participants build on their own individual experiences of familial practices, these stories
highlight the impact of wider, institutional and historical aspects that shape their family practices
and the meanings that are relayed through these interactions (Anyan, 2013). Additionally,
descriptive exploratory studies allow researchers to focus on the frequencies in which behaviors
or practices occur and the meanings that are derived from them.
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This study contributes to the growth of scientific inquiry that challenges existing modes
of scholarship by putting the voices of people of color at the forefront. Qualitative research is
inherently multimethod in focus (Flick, 2002, pp. 226-227). The additional triangulation of the
methods used in this study “reflects an attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the
phenomenon in question” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008). The goal of this research is to use an
intersectional lens to explore how race and ethnicity intersect in the lives of individuals who
identify as Black and how this intersection shapes early cultural experiences with family and
subsequent understandings of blackness. It is, thus, important to employ a research method that
analyzes the intersection of these experiences. Critical race methodology as a theoretically
grounded approach to research provides the tools in this study to: (1) foreground race and racism,
(2) challenge traditional research paradigms, and (3) focus on the racialized experiences of
individuals of color (Solorzano & Yosso, 2002). The three-pronged method presented in this
study models this format and provides a structure for participants to share their experiences.

Positionality and Reflexivity (How WHO I AM Impacts WHAT I DO)
I am a Black woman who has many of the phenotypic traits that are common in Black
identifying women. These features contribute to what Nancy Lopez (2018) has coined street
race, or how I believe other Americans perceive my race in public settings. That is to say that not
only do I identify as a Black woman, but the world perceives me as such. Most often, I am
assumed to be African American. It is not until individuals hear me speaking Spanish or see me
engaging in Latin cultural practices that this perception shifts. I am almost immediately typified
as an “Other Black.” As presented later in some of the participant narratives, this can mean
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several things and this type of thinking has several origins. But this impacts how I am perceived
and how information is shared during the one-on-one interviews in this study.
In some cases, this identity that I may or may not share with my participants can be
perceived as a bias that would cloud my perspective on the research collection and analysis.
Qualitative analysts have often been criticized because the validity of their studies is undermined
by selection bias (Collier & Mahoney, 1996). Additionally, this study explores the experiences of
25 individuals. Small and homogenous samples are problematic and lack the representativeness
of a larger demographic or larger narrative. My role as a Black woman researching blackness on
a small demographic of people in some circles could be seen as narrow in scope. This language
deters Black researchers from challenging problematic historic inquiries into Black experiences
and recreates patterns of Eurocentered foci. However, I approach the research with the mindset
that as a Black Latina, I have the right to confront earlier literature and research with my own
personal cultural knowledge. Therefore, not only is my presence in this work representational,
but it is also political.
I want to introduce the notion of my positionality and reflexivity being a tool of
community membership and access. My identity as a Black woman reveals a door that other
researchers who do not look or identify as a Black woman can open in this research. I am
privileged in this role because I am a Black identifying woman. I come to this research with a
cultural knowledge of a situated knower. Patricia Hill Collins (2009) argues that “Black women
intellectuals best contribute to a Black women’s group standpoint by using their experiences as
situated knowers (p. 22). Not only do I have the expertise of lived experience that an outside
researcher does not possess, but I also may provide participants with a safe space to explore
notions of blackness that are not often shared or critiqued in dominant spaces.
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My positionality as a Black woman who is partaking in and approaching subjects that are
often shared in spaces with other Blacks is an advantage to this study, not a hindrance.
Throughout this study I am not only a researcher but a member of the community of inquiry in
which I have a social presence.
As shown in subsequent sections of this dissertation, a majority of the sample identify as
Black women. Black feminist research has shown that race impacts woman to woman
identification. There have also been arguments that suggest that cultural differences may render
dominant group researchers unable to generate meaningful data because dominant group
members will be unable to access the shared understanding and cultural knowledge of their
participants (Archer, 2002). As a Black woman I pose less of a risk of silencing and/or
misrepresenting participants in a way that researchers from the dominant group have been
charged with in the past (Wilson, 1984; Blair, 1995). In this role, as a Black woman who shares
essential social identities with my participants, I can identify cultural cues and my presence puts
participants at ease (Chenail, 2011). I am granted a type of access that racially dominant group
researchers, or more specifically, white male researchers, would not necessarily receive in this
study. Because of this positionality, I think the interactions between the participants and me
constitute a social justice approach that provides space for participants to share authentic lived
experiences.

Sample and Recruitment
Twenty-five individuals were originally recruited for this study. Due to issues in
questionnaire completion, the data of two participants were removed from the sample pool. At
the completion of this study, the data of 20 women and three men were included and analyzed.
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The target age for the participant pool was between 18 and 35. Participants had a mean
age of 31 years and identified as male (n=3) and female (n=20), African American (n=6), AfroLatinx (n=10), and Afro-Caribbean or West Indian (n=7). All participants identified racially as
Black.
Participants were originally recruited from the tri-state area of New York, New Jersey,
and Connecticut. However, when the option to complete the one-on-one interview over the
phone became available, participants from middle and western states also joined the study. Eight
participants or 34% of the participant pool lived in states outside of the original tri-state area at
the time of this study (see Appendix 1 for a full list of participant details).
Young adulthood was an important factor in recruitment; it is a time when individuals
have developed the cognitive skills to understand and ascribe meaning to their experiences
within the family, yet these experiences are vividly present in memory unlike more faded
memories of older adults. Young adults are likely to use these experiences to navigate outgroup
experiences that are embedded throughout the social systems they encounter. The time of young
adulthood is brimming with change; for example, it is a time where individuals tend to develop
conscientiousness and emotional stability traits (Roberts & Davis, 2016). This developmental
stage suggests that individuals of this age group have surpassed a time of experimentation and
are likely to commit to social and adult roles found in social structures of family, work, and
community. This study focuses on how these young Black adults commit to and articulate their
participation in these social adult roles, and possibly how they communicate and define these
roles within their own families as parents and caregivers.
Incorporating the experiences of diverse ethnicities into the literature on Back identity is
a priority for this study. Therefore, research announcements specifically requested the
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participation of young adults who identified ethnically as African American, Afro-Latino, and/or
Afro-Caribbean/West Indian. A majority of the research and literature on Black identity
predominantly focuses on the normative experiences of individuals who identify as African
Americans. This recruitment strategy was meant to ensure an inclusive and diverse
representation of the current Black population within the US.
The limitations of ethnic group representation throughout Black identity research has
served as the rationale for this study to explore the intersection of ethnicity and race. Thus, social
practice theory was used to bring positionality and identity as practice to the forefront (see
Analytic Approach section below). Social practice theory as an analytical framework involves
inquiry into the figurative identities that come about through the stories, acts, and characters of
individual’s cultural worlds (Holland et al. 1998). This study also intends to capture the
additional social identities such as gender, class, and education as intersecting identities that
shape these practices. These identities work together to produce unique experiences of blackness.
Having a diverse sample contextualized the narratives of relevant family social culturalization
practices throughout the lifespan.
Originally recruitment details required prospective participants to be interviewed in
person at the CUNY Graduate Center. This strategy limited the study in a significant way;
participants often expressed interest in participating but could not travel to the Graduate Center
campus. To increase participant numbers, recruitment announcements were changed to allow for
interviews over the phone, allowing for a more robust representation of the intended
demographic.
Originally, 25 participants were chosen for this study because this sample size would
likely produce enough data to capture common themes across narratives elicited from the three
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forms of data collected. The final number of participants (N=23) still meets this goal. This
sample size also allowed opportunity to capture a large enough sample of each of the three target
groups (African Americans, Afro-Latinos, and Afro-Caribbeans). The target scope allowed space
to capture common themes and for the detection of unusual cases that diverge from the margins.
For phenomenological studies, Creswell (1998) recommends 5-25 to meet saturation; and Morse
(1994) suggests at least six per sample group. These recommendations have helped finalize
estimates on what would be an adequate sample size.

Study Procedures
The study took place in two offices at the CUNY Graduate Center, in New York City,
which was chosen because it provided a space for the researcher to conduct private one-on-one
interviews in a controlled environment. The CUNY campus also serves as a convenient location
for participants, an easy commute to and from various locations throughout NYC and New
Jersey. Study procedures occurred in a private room that the researcher shared only with
participants whether it was an in-person interview, an interview via speaker phone, or focus
group.
Participants provided informed consent to be interviewed and to have their interview
audio-recorded, with all identifying information being coded and de-identified. A pseudonym
was used in place of participants’ real names on all written materials. To protect the anonymity
of participants, only this pseudonym was used to identify participants throughout the study
procedures.
The three components of the study were completed in a fixed order: a demographic
questionnaire, a one-on-one interview, and a small online focus group. Participants were
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instructed to complete the demographic questionnaire immediately before the interview.
Participants who were interviewed in person completed the questionnaire on a hand-held device
that was provided by the researcher. Participants who completed their interviews over the phone
were provided with a single-use link to a Qualtrics questionnaire (see APPENDIX 2) 20 minutes
before their scheduled interview. All participants were informed that the demographic
questionnaire would take up to ten minutes to complete. Following the completion of the
questionnaire, the one-on-one interview was administered in a quiet office space. Interviews
were audio-recorded and typically lasted from 20-40 minutes, with a few interviews lasting up to
an hour. Interviews that were conducted over the phone were also done in a private space at
CUNY Graduate Center. For phone interviews, participants were contacted by phone using the
number they provided and instructed to find a quiet space where they would not be interrupted
for the next 30-40 minutes. After the completion of the interview, participants were either given
$20 dollar cash as compensation for their participation or they received $20 via an online cash
paying app (i.e., Venmo, Cash App, or Zelle). After receiving payment, participants were
reminded that they also had the opportunity to participate in a focus group later. Participants who
volunteered for the focus group were provided later with date, time and weblink instructions.
Of the 23 participants in this study, eight individuals participated in the online focus
groups. I originally sought at least 15 participants to join one of two online focus groups;
however, several people scheduled for an online focus group did not attend or follow up. Eight
participants joined two separate online focus groups that featured identical questions and
vignettes for review. Five participants joined the first online focus group and three participants
joined the second group. I participated in both groups to maintain order and to answer any
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questions posed by participants. Participants were advised that they could only join one of the
online forums.
The order in which the three components of this study were completed was purposeful.
The completion of the questionnaire was a cognitive preparation task so that participants would
be more comfortable with the questions that would be posed during the interview. The
questionnaire collected demographic data and asked questions about family attitudes and
practices. Participants were informed at the start of the interview that many of the questions
posed would be similar to written prompts that they were instructed to complete within the
questionnaire. This allowed space for participants to prepare to speak about sensitive topics
related to their personal experiences and with their families.

Demographic Questionnaire. Participants completed a brief online questionnaire that
took up to ten minutes to complete (see Appendix 2). The questionnaire consisted of two parts.
The first part required participants to respond to open-ended items regarding their racial/ethnic
identifiers, date of birth, educational background, and family education. Each question within
this section was accompanied by a text box, allowing participants to elaborate on their responses.
The question that requested participants’ racial and ethnic identities allowed them to add up to
four identities. The second part of the questionnaire required more elaborate responses. This
section included questions that required participants to respond to written prompts about family
messages, cultural practices, and migration experiences. Questions for the second part of the
questionnaire were taken from a previously conducted study on identity and family experiences
(Fletcher, 2013). These questions were selected because of their focus on family practices and
identity experiences specific to the Black population in the US.
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One-on-one semi-structured interview. Following the demographic questionnaire,
participants were interviewed using a semi-structured format. Semi-structured interviewing is
ideal for the collection of narratives because it allows the research to approach the interview with
a basic framework but also provides enough flexibility for participants to disrupt the framework
in favor of telling personal stories (Chase, 2009). The questions for these interviews were pulled
from pre-existing scales and modified to meet a semi-structured format and support narrative
responses. These scales feature questions about race and ethnicity development, race and
ethnicity experiences (MIBI; Sellers et al., 1997; MEIM-R; Phinney, 1992), family cultural
socialization practices (CRSI; Lesane-Brown, Chase L.; Brown, Tony N.; Caldwell, Cleopatra
H.; Sellers, Robert M., 2007; FESM; Umana-Taylor, 2004), and current feelings on identity
(Sellers et al., 1998). The selected pre-existing scales were chosen because they have been
proven valid and reliable measures. Additionally, the inclusion of these scales represents an
effort to expand earlier research in this discipline and not dispose of historic contributions that
have paved the way for inquiry into Black identity. For instance, the Cross Racial Identity Scale
(Vandiver et al., 2000) can be used with various groups who identify racially as Black but come
from diverse ethnic backgrounds. This same scale used on multiple groups can reveal similarities
across social group experiences but also the complexity that is embedded in how race and
different cultural group membership impact these experiences. Additionally, Sellers and
colleagues have delineated a model that maintains both stable and dynamic components of
inquiry that are situationally specific (Sellers et al., 1998). This scale is beneficial in capturing
the variability within blackness.
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The interview questions were ordered to first elicit thoughts of how the participants
perceive their racial identity and what meaning they attach to this identity. These questions were
adapted from the Cross Racial Identity Scale. Afterwards, participants were presented with
questions about their ethnic identities. This included questions about feelings about their
membership within their racial and ethnic groups, the cultural practices they engaged in, and any
efforts they made to learn about their cultural histories. These questions were adapted from the
Revised Multi-group Ethnic Identity Measure (MEIM-R).
Questions regarding family cultural socialization practices followed. These questions
were taken from three separate scales (Comprehensive Race Socialization Inventory; CRSI, the
Familial Ethnic Socialization Measure; FESM; and the Preparation for Bias Measure, PBM). The
questions from this section focused primarily on what messages were shared in the home about
race and ethnicity, what practices they could identify that were culturally specific to their
identities, and how their families prepared them to navigate their social worlds. The remaining
questions were adapted from the Multidimensional Inventory on Black Identity (MIBI). These
questions directly asked about their Black racial identities, the meaning they ascribe to these
identities, and if it is important in the way they engage with others.
The questions presented throughout the interview were ordered in a formulaic way, but
the interview was organized to allow for flexibility in how participants responded to questions.
The format provided the opportunity to return to questions posed at an earlier time and allowed
space for further clarification from the researcher. Although the CRIS scale has had several
revisions since its early 1971 theoretical development, the most recent versions still feature
language that may be considered dated and often needed clarification for participants. The
interview structure allowed for the researcher and the participants to discuss the origins of some
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words and how they were related to their experiences today. All interviews were audio recorded
and transcribed for analysis.

Focus Groups. All participants completed a demographic questionnaire and an
interview; but only a limited number of participants participated in a focus group. Eight
participants volunteered to participate in one of two online focus groups by using the web-based
application Focusgroup.it, which provided the option to capture participants’ responses via video
and text.
Focus groups have many methodological advantages. Focus groups are relatively
naturalistic and can avoid the charge of artificiality when analyzing the experiences of
marginalized groups (Wilkinson, 1999). Individuals of color are holders and creators of
knowledge and they often feel as if their personal histories, experiences, cultures, and languages
are devalued and misinterpreted (Delgado-Bernal, 2002). Utilizing focus groups allows the
population of interest to maintain ownership of their experiences and participate in a field where
their experiences have often been problematized or omitted within formal educational settings.
Because focus groups involve interactions between participants and the researcher, the researcher
can capture and probe an emerging collective understanding of blackness. Focus groups for
Black individuals provide advantages to participants because they allow them to explore counternarratives in a shared space. Additionally, focus groups provide space for participants to express
the meanings that are negotiated and renegotiated in response to phenomena and dissect
meanings that are actively shared through the process of social interaction in a shared community
(Wilkinson, 1999). Because this study utilized a multi-method approach, the addition of focus
groups enhanced study credibility by providing an opportunity for participants to review some
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qualitative data and respond to these data in ways that provide insight, critical analysis, and
space to affirm or deny if they experienced the phenomena.
In addition to strengthening the veracity of the information (Gaiser, 2008), the motivation
to add this methodological approach was geared towards maintaining a social justice approach to
expanding the academy’s knowledge of racial identity development in growing Black
communities. Differing from traditional focus groups, participants had the choice to either be
anonymous or have their identity revealed to other members in the focus group and to the
researcher, this helped eliminate loss of self-presentation. The ability to choose this option
lowers vulnerability and risk in comparison to traditional focus groups (Gaiser, 2008). The
online focus group allows for participants to discuss phenomena freely without the constraints of
structured interviews. The additional method also provided space for participants to expound on
some of the earlier interpretations that came about during their interviews while also addressing
new items that the interview questions did not elicit.
Participants were provided a list of five questions that served as conversation prompts at
the start of each focus group (see Appendix 4 for full list of prompts). These prompts were
provided via weblink before participants entered the focus group. Instructions noted that they did
not have to respond to questions in a fixed order. This enabled an asynchronous approach to each
discussion.
The next step of focus group activities included reading anonymized vignettes of family
cultural socialization experiences. These vignettes were transcripts of previous interviews that
had taken place at an earlier date. Participants were then asked to identify the cultural practices
within the vignette, rate their salience, and then describe the relevance of the practices to their
personal ethnic and racial identities. Participants informally rated each vignette through open
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discussion and were later instructed to share questions that they think would directly address
their experience of racial and ethnic identity development. Participants responded to the
following questions:
Q1. How did you feel about the questions posed to you during the interview?
Q2. What questions do you think would directly address your experiences on racial and
ethnic identity development?
Q3. What do you think research and academia should know about your racial and ethnic
identities?
Focus group discussions were automatically transcribed via Focusgroup.it software.
Online focus groups are a relatively new methodological endeavor in capturing qualitative data
and provide new opportunities in data collection. This method allowed for a more specific
framing of the research topic by participants and was an attempt to limit researcher bias.

ESRI Story Mapping
The transcribed data generated from these interviews and focus groups was used to
produce an ESRI story map, a user-friendly web application that showcases context-building
visuals. Online story maps give participants authorship and control of the narrative experiences
that they determine are representative of normative developmental experiences in Black
households. Additionally, story mapping allows participants to combine the stories of their lived
experiences with images and multimedia content and share it in a space that is accessible to
multiple groups. This gives participants agentive control over their experiences and provides
access to work produced by systems that have historically excluded marginalized groups from
research that analyzes their cultural experiences. Links to the online article (see Appendix 7)
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were provided for participants to review. Sharing this material provided direct access to this
research study, which was made possible by their contributions.

Analytic Approach
The initial review of the data followed the methods of Josselson (2013), who suggested
first listening to participants’ stories as they are narrated, and then employing interpretive webs
of theory to understand broader situations and the implications of these individualized
experiences. Using this approach, my first task included re-listening and re-reading interview
transcripts without analysis following the organization of all transcribed materials. After repeated
readings, qualitative analysis software (MAXQDA 13) was used and data excerpts were coded
within the transcripts by reviewing participant responses and developing codes based on the
specificity of shared meanings across participant narratives.
To explore development and interpretations of blackness within this study, I approached
each method of data collection differently and separately. The text-based portion of
questionnaires that produced open-ended responses were the first forms of data analyzed using
discourse analysis. This analysis type was chosen because of its discursive focus and aim to
understand social interactions and cognition (Potter & Wetherall, 1987). The analysis involves
selecting representative segments or components of language use and then analyzing them in
detail to examine how versions of elements such as the society, community, institutions,
experiences, and events emerge in discourse (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002). This method was used
to understand how the participants in this study discursively construct their family cultural
socialization experiences that focus on race.
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The second part of analysis included identifying patterns of positionings and marginal
positioning across questionnaires. This involved looking for patterns of participant positioning.
Braun and Clarke’s (2006) identification of patterns was used. Specific repetitions were selected
based on their prevalence and the ways in which they addressed the research questions. In
addition, marginal positioning was selected. This type of data represents themes that are
presented not for their frequency within one particular questionnaire but for their frequency
across all participant questionnaires. This focus supports Black feminist arguments that highlight
the importance of understanding and learning from the margins (hooks, 1990). Black feminist
arguments are often utilized in critical race theory because of their focus on resistance against
dominant narratives (DeCuir & Dixon, 2008; Solorzano & Yosso, 2000). Resistance of dominant
discourses is a theme that is often present in analysis of Black narratives (Griffin, 2012;
Martinez, 1997; Singh, 2004), thus appropriate to apply to this study.
The open-ended interview data was the next to be analyzed. Critical discourse analysis
extracted meaning from the narrative responses. Using critical discourse analysis allows us to
look at the discourse that surrounds perceptions of blackness and the challenge of dominance
(Dijk, 1993). It explores the dominance that results in social inequality as a social power of
institutions and groups. Critical discourse analysis has an explicit sociopolitical stance that
investigates relations between power and discourse. This form of analysis relates the individual
and social to macro and micro levels of social structure. Considering the limited scope of Black
racial identity in literature and research, we can expect participant narratives will be an attempt
to break normative discourse rules.
The audio recordings from the open-ended interviews were reviewed for patterns or
themes across interviews. Individual narratives were then reviewed to understand the inner
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workings and mechanisms of the broader themes that were featured across participant narratives.
Like the questionnaire data analysis, there was an aim to highlight patterns of positioning
throughout open-ended interview data. Capturing the positioning of participants allows the
reader to be better informed about the origins of shared opinions and ways in which they come to
understand and navigate the development of their racial and ethnic identities.
In addition to critical discourse analysis, I conducted classical content analysis to
highlight the “kinds,” “qualities,” and “distinctions” in the text while also bringing a statistical
formalism to the qualitative analysis of the materials (Bauer, 2000). The addition of classical
content analysis allows the reader to see the frequency of each identified code and read the
description of each code that was established during the process of analysis. Following the initial
analysis, a community of researchers that consisted of CUNY Graduate Center students and
faculty with extensive qualitative experience assisted in the review of themes and interpretations
during this process.
The final phase of analysis was conducted on the focus group discussions with the use of
discourse analysis. This analytical technique lends itself to the analysis of focus group data
because these data stem from discursive interactions that occur among focus group participants
(Onwuebuzie, Dickinson, Leech, & Zoran, 2009). I was specifically interested in how
participants throughout their discussions used language to support, question, or critique family
cultural socialization practices and messages that they specifically connected to their blackness.
Therefore, themes that arose in the methods conducted prior are present throughout this section
but are touched upon in a more “community-related” way with emphasis on shared experiences
among the group. The first step included a line-by-line coding of categories with the use of tags
or labels to allocate meaning to sections of discussion throughout each focus group. This began
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with the defining of categories of analysis and the coding of the data using these categories.
Categories often arose through the process of reading and rereading the textual content. After
coding of data was complete, themes were identified based on their frequency and relevancy to
the research topic.
Following line-by-line coding a directed content analysis followed. According to Hsieh
and Shannon (2005), directed content analysis is appropriate to use when existing theory or prior
research about a phenomenon that is incomplete would benefit from a further description. This
technique spoke to my aim as a researcher to build on the research and literature that has defined
the academy’s understanding of Black racial identity and blackness. Thus, the data and analysis
that is presented in this section ties directly to the theory of identity as a practice. In addition,
because I am using Holland and Lave’s (2009) social practice theory as the theoretical lens to
examine the data, directed content analysis provides space to validate or extend conceptually the
components of this theory. I provide descriptive evidence of the codes, offering supportive
evidence for Holland and Lave’s social practice theory by emphasizing how participants engage,
negotiate, and perform their identities through their focus group discussions. My focus is less on
how specific messaging from the family impacts participants’ perceived blackness than the
dynamic discussion that is produced with communities in response to the messages of these
family interactions.

Organization of findings
This three-pronged method approach that includes questionnaires, interviewing, and
focus groups was chosen because it shares many aspects of CRT. These three approaches collect
forms of data that allow a critical view and captures the intersections of the lived experiences of
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Black and Latinx individuals. Therefore, the organization of the findings is structured in a way to
highlight social factors and identities (ethnicity, cultural group membership, gender, etc.) that
shape the articulations that were shared throughout each methodological approach.
The findings are organized largely based on the order of data collection. I first present the
analysis of the questionnaire data, which was the first form of data collected. Discourse analysis
data is first presented in this section with Table 1 that reveals present and non-present patterns of
positioning that were identified across participant questionnaires. Within the table, positioning
themes are identified, the type of positioning is explained, and I note whether this type of
positioning is present or not present among cultural groups in this study. Afterwards, patterns of
positioning that were revealed from the discourse analysis are presented so that the reader can
get a sense of the participant origins that shape their personal experiences. Each section of
patterns includes interview responses that represent evidence of these findings.
The second section of data analysis is organized to highlight the narrative responses from
the open-ended interviews. This section represents the crux of the data and demonstrates the
extensive critical discourse analysis portion of this study. The three most prominent themes from
this analysis are presented in detail with supporting evidence from each ethnic cultural group
(African American, AfroLatinx, & Afro-Caribbean/ West Indian) presented alongside supportive
theoretical connections. Evidence of these themes throughout the narratives and within cultural
group interviews are highlighted to demonstrate the specificity of how each theme impacts each
cultural group. The critical discourse analysis includes a list of codes and subcodes from the
initial review of data in Table 2. This table includes the definitions of codes, the number of times
that they were present across narrative responses and the number of participants that articulated
them. In addition, supportive quotes from the narratives are provided within the chart.
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The third and final section of the data analysis outlines the focus group data from the two
online focus groups. The participants' responses from both online sessions are combined and
reviewed in their totality. Responses to the questions are grouped together to indicate how
participants across both focus groups responded and discuss each topic prompt. The directed
content analysis is first presented, showing the coded themes that were derived in response to the
topic prompts that were provided to the two focus groups. This analysis section highlights the
most prevalent patterns that arose from the focus group discussions. I group these patterns in
different subcategories to connect the focus group discussions to the themes that arose in the
earlier data collection methods and to Holland and Lave’s (2009) social practice theory and its
components.
Finally, I present analytic contributions that my participants provided during the focus
groups. This analysis derives from participant discussions that took place in response to two
vignettes provided as a group task. I present their responses in two tables with each table
demonstrating the themes that were identified as most relevant to participants in this study.
The findings sections presented in the next chapter are organized to provide an intuitive
guide for the reader that brings to view the flow and complexity of the data that was collected.
This organization is also structured to reveal the order in which themes were revealed across the
three methods of data collection and a comprehensive model for readers to see how these themes
connected across methods. The following chapters provide support to the theoretical framework
outlined in previous chapters.
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Chapter Three: Findings

Patterns of Positioning in Questionnaires

“I encountered a lot of push-back from Black individuals who saw me as not being their kind of
Black. I had to prove myself.”

A questionnaire was used to collect both demographic data and discursive articulations on
identity development via written prompts, which provided participants the opportunity to
respond either briefly or extensively to questions regarding family practices and messages about
race, ethnicity, and gender.4 All questionnaires were provided immediately before open-ended
interviews. The combination of questionnaires and interviews in this study was not used as a
confirmatory method but rather to assist in the recollection of events in practices before the more
extensive interview and to see if the additional approaches would generate additional source
material.
Mediational methods have also been used by Fine, Stoudt, and Futch (2005) with the use
of mapping; Brown, Nolan, Davies, Nolan, and Keady (2008) with the use of focus groups; and
Katić, Hmelo-Silver, and Weber (2009) with their use of stimulated recall interviews. Providing
questionnaires before interviews as a mediational tool is a rich method for social inquiry that

4

Participants were also asked to speak in depth about these experiences during their interviews.
These data are provided in a later section.
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delves into the deeply social, the critical, the temporal, and the highly theoretical (Futch & Fine,
2014) by collecting qualitative data about selves and identities.
The degree of alignment between the interviews and prompts are most likely to produce
consistency in responses (Harris & Brown, 2010). Thus, similarity of classification was not
needed as a method comparison. The open-ended questions within the questionnaire served as
foundational questions for the interview and were included as data for discourse analysis.
Following the initial discourse analysis, patterns of positioning were identified across
participant questionnaires to indicate what types of positioning, either marginal or dominant,
were present across different ethnic and cultural groups. This was done to compare
developmental aspects of racial identity across the three ethnic and cultural groups that I focus
on throughout this study. The identification of patterns was informed by Clemence’s
interpretation of social positioning, which is defined as “the process by which people take up a
position by a network of significations” (Clemence, 2001, p.83). Clemence elaborates and adds
that positioning is idiosyncratic and individuals position themselves differently, engaging with
any particular phenomenon from a particular point of view relative to other agents who are
similarly engaged in the process of social representation (Sammut & Gaskell, 2009).
Social factors unique to each individual shape interpretations of a given phenomenon. In
the case of exploring development and interpretations of Black racial identity among diverse
ethnic groups, I am operating under the theoretical assumption that different groups are
characterized by different knowledge systems. Clemence notes that positioning “provides the
means for articulating the various between intergroup beliefs and knowledge with the temporary
crystallization of a network of meaning in a given public sphere” (Clemence, 2001, p.87). Using
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this as a reference, this analysis seeks to explore the meanings acquired by exposure to different
systems and bodies of knowledge.
The questionnaires in this study were the first method of data collected and served as a
primer for the semi-structured interviews. Because the prompts of the questionnaire allowed
participants to either be brief or descriptive in their responses, the data consisted of diverse
articulations of positioning that later informed the semi-structured interview. Participants’
understandings of positionality were expressed in different ways across ethnic and cultural
groups. Questionnaire responses often highlighted different positionings across and within other
social groups and different positionings within participant families. Individual characteristics and
experiences that shape their knowledge systems and social representations represent participant
positioning.
For instance, Afro-Caribbean participants and African American participant responses
included a lack of explicit family messages regarding racial identity and blackness. These
messages inform their positioning which shapes the landscape of their racialized experiences.
Additional questionnaire responses noted limited messages of racial pride, extensive messages of
colorism, and “twice as good or having to work harder” rhetoric. These messages along with
additional social factors such as race, gender, ethnicity and social context tailor participants’
understanding of their racial identities and the family cultural socialization practices that impact
them.
The open-ended section of the questionnaires was analyzed using thematic content
analysis/critical discourse analysis to identify patterns in the text. Themes were identified
inductively such that they emerged naturally from the data. All questionnaires were analyzed
with reference to participant positioning and understandings of family cultural socialization
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practices. The following demonstrates the most evident themes present across questionnaire
responses and a breakdown of themes across questionnaire responses.

Ethnic pride across interviews
One of the most prominent themes across questionnaires included family cultural socialization
practices and explicit messages of ethnic pride across Afro-Latinx and Afro-Caribbean
questionnaires. Responses that included specific practices, holidays, and messages related to
identity were more likely to share family messages that included pride in ethnic identity and
ethnic history. Questionnaire responses that did not include specific practices or messages related
to family cultural socialization practices were less likely to include messages of ethnic pride.
Messages of ethnic pride included the following5:

My family was very proud of being Dominican and coming from Dominican heritage.
They talked a lot about the independence from the Haitian government and their
independence from 22 years of slavery. There was a lot of negative talk against Haitian
people among my relatives. (Bianca)

The quote from Bianca demonstrates what many participants expressed across
questionnaires: discussions that emphasized their ethnic and cultural identity without explicit
discussions on race. In a majority of questionnaire responses from participants who identify as
Afro-Latinx or Afro-Caribbean, ethnic pride messages were more significant than messages of

5

Additional messages of ethnic pride are included in later sections.
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race or racial identity. These responses were often accompanied by participant articulations that
discussions of racial identity were not included in the history of family messaging. In addition,
some messages of ethnic pride included messages of superiority over other ethnic and cultural
groups. The prevalence of ethnic pride was not surprising considering 69% percent of the sample
identified as either Afro-Latinx or Afro-Caribbean/West Indian and 64% of these two ethnic and
cultural groups also identified as first generation. Most likely, these participants’ families
migrated from nations where race or cultural identity messages differ from the US, where race is
one of the most salient identities that affect how individuals navigate social worlds. Immigrant
groups and individual immigrants arrive in a new country with different attitudes about retaining
their culture of origin and becoming part of the new society (Phinney, 2001). As previous studies
have indicated, ethnic identity is likely to be strong when immigrants have a strong desire to
retain their identities and when pluralism is accepted in their receiving countries. Ethnic
socialization practices are often used to combat real or perceived hostility toward immigrants or
toward particular groups by asserting pride in their cultural group and emphasizing solidarity as a
way of dealing with negative attitudes. Although articulations of lack of racial messages were
expressed across ethnic groups in this study, the reasoning behind the lack of messages varied.
For instance, Pamela notes that her family doesn’t explicitly talk about their identities but notes
that the absence of these discussion might be due to her family’s refugee history and immigration
status.

I am not sure. We don't talk about personal identity much with one another. I know that
my oldest sister, who came to the US as a refugee with my parents does identify with that
experience very much, whereas I am a daughter and sister of refugees, rather than a
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refugee myself. I am not sure how my parents identify, but I am sure it is much more
complicated that my own identity for the reason that they came to the US as adult
political refugees. (Pamela)

The second most prominent theme throughout the questionnaires was the notion of being
twice as good or working three times as hard as whites and/or other Black natives. Of the seven
participants who identified as Afro-Caribbean/West Indian, four of them shared instances of
family messaging and practices that entailed this type of rhetoric. This messaging was identified
in the following quotes:

I was told to work three times as hard in the U.S. To compensate for being "Black," a
woman, and an immigrant. I think the message would be applicable anywhere I go in this
world. I wasn't an immigrant in Trinidad, so I guess there was no need to compensate
there, but the opportunities (with respect to my career goals) are not out there as much as
it is here, so I think either way I would have to be working hard. (Frances)

The explicit message that I recall being discussed most frequently in my home growing
up was that we would have to be twice as good and work twice as hard because we were
Black. (Allison)

Additional positioning themes from the questionnaire data are featured in Table 1. These
themes provide us with the different factors that influence participants understanding of their
racial identities.
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Table 1.
Overview of Major Positioning Across Specific Ethnicities

Positioning theme

African
American

AfroLatinx

Afro-Caribbean/
Black West Indian

Ethnicity as most
salient/ Ethnic pride

Families participate in
cultural practices that show
pride for their ethnicity or
nationality and emphasize
these messages and
practices over messages
regarding race.

Absent

Present

Present

Three times as
hard/twice as good

Family messages or
practices include the notion
of working harder than
native-born Blacks and/or
white counterparts to
achieve success or
recognition.

Present

Absent

Present

Within family Antiblackness

Messages that negatively
critique racially Black
physical characteristics (i.e.,
phenotypes and/or

Absent

Present

Present
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Positioning explained

presentation) and cultural
practices.
Participant acknowledges a
shift in how they identify
racially and/or ethnically
and how they communicate
their race to family and
other social groups.

Absent

Present

Present

Lack of family
discourse/ messaging
regarding race or
blackness

Family messaging does not
include race or racial
identity.

Present

Present

Present

Within family racial
Pride/Celebration of
blackness

Family messages include an
emphasis of racial pride and
engagement in Black
cultural practices.

Present

Present

Present

Black racial pride

Participant shares
articulations of pride in
Black racial identity and
cultural practices.
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Shifts in participant
articulation of identity

Within family racial pride.
Family engages in messages
and practices that show
racial pride and partake
Black racial cultural
practices.

Present

Present

Present

Participant articulates
actively challenging
messages that family shared
about race and identity.

Absent

Present

Present

Sense of belonging

Participant articulates
Present
feeling a sense of
connection and belonging to
a group or groups.

Present

Absent

Sense of isolation

Participant articulates
feelings of isolation and
disconnection to a group or
groups.

Absent

Present

Present

The importance of
religion

Religious or spiritual
practices are referenced as
important influences in
cultural engagement and
understandings of identity.

Present

Present

Present

Utterances of Social
stratification

Participant references an
understanding of having
more or less access to
resources and opportunities
compared to other racial or
cultural groups.

Present

Absent

Present
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Challenging family
messages/assumptions

The above table shows the presence of different types of positioning among Black cultural group
members in this study. The first column indicates the positioning type that appeared in at least
three questionnaire responses. In the second column, I provide an explanation of this theme. The
following three columns are dedicated to each ethnic/cultural group within the study sample and
if this type of positioning was present amongst the ethnic/cultural group.
These types of positioning were also prevalent in the open-ended interviews and focus
group responses. The following two analysis sections indicate the variability of these practices
and messages that influence similar positioning across groups. These sections also indicate
similarities in the meaning that the different cultural groups ascribe to these experiences.

Analysis of Interviews

The following section represents the second phase of data collection and analysis which
includes critical discourse analysis of the interview responses. This section represents the heart
of the data collected because this form of collection provided space for participants to discuss in
detail their developmental experiences, the meaning they ascribe to these experiences, and how
they relate to their current positioning. The aim of this analysis section is “to explore in detail
how participants are making sense of their personal and social worlds” (Smith & Osborne, 2014).
This section explores participants' personal experiences and their personal perceptions of the
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family cultural socialization practices that have shaped their individual understandings of
blackness.
Interviews were first analyzed using critical discourse analysis (CDA). This type of
discourse analysis is known for its focus on “the way social power abuse, dominance and
inequality are enacted, reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the social and political
context” (van Dijk, 1998). Critical discourse analysis is appropriate for this data analysis because
it allowed me as the interpreter to comprehend the lived realities of each individual according to
their social conditions (i.e., the family), and centers power relations (i.e., positionality) that
regulates identity construction. Additionally, the CDA technique is useful in understanding
hegemonic discourses of race and gender entrenched in participants' narrated experiences
(Lozano-Verduzco, 2015). Line by line coding of categories with the use of tags or labels to
allocate meanings to interview and questionnaire responses was conducted via the online
qualitative analysis tool MAXQDA, which generated approximately 276 coded segments and
represented a wide range of attitudes, experiences, practices, histories, and messaging. The
analysis of the interviews involved an inductive discursive analysis that included sorting
participant narratives into major codes and themes. The organized sections below exhibit the
prevailing discourses that emerged.
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Table 2.
Overview of Codes and Sub codes Identified Throughout Interviews
Codes & sub codes

Colorism

Shifts in
perspectives

Definition

Number of
coded
segments

Number of
participants

Example

Families expressing colorism
in their articulations of
blackness

47

20

“Don’t be bringing any of those morenas home”

Participants changing the
discussions on blackness in
their family households

23

“They told me to rub my nose to make it look
smaller”
18

“My family denied their blackness until I
educated them”

83

“Yes. Given that my research is on Afro-Latinos,
my mom has started talking about blackness in
ways that are embracing especially of my hair
and of our heritage”
Media and
sociopolitical news
eliciting
conversations

Media news outlets eliciting
discussions on race within
the family

22

18

“I would watch the news with my father and we
would talk about the KKK because they were
quite active in Ohio as I was growing up”
“There has been some discussions mainly around
what has been occurring recently in the news.
But I did not grow up with these messages”

The interaction of
religion and race

Participants shared religious
beliefs and practices that

13

7

“My family strongly acknowledges the
difficulties of being Black in America and also
the prejudices they face as Black Muslims”

were specific to their cultural
identity

Navigating racism

Explicit family messages
that prepared participants
about racism and social
hierarchies.

“My family engages in Santeria
practices/lucumi. My family also is a catholic
believer”
32

10

“In looking at white people, my family has
talked about their unfair treatment of African
Americans in this country.”
“How to avoid trouble with the law”

Participants
emphasis on their
otherness

Participants’ interpretations
of messaging that
highlighted otherness or their
emphasis on their own
otherness.

42

16

“They would call me "jaba" and refer to my
Black features as ugly but then again I was light
skinned so I was sort of acceptable. Despite my
family being every shade of Black for some
reason they saw themselves as white.”

84

My family usually states their ethnic identity as
Jamaican or Jamaican Chinese. They do not
normally state that they are "Black" or " African
American ". Some members of my family
believe that our family origins are not from
Africa.

Context specificity

Participants highlighting the
importance of time or place.

64

24

“I learned what it means to be Black when I
came to America.”
“Upon Trump's election, my father explained
that things would be a little harder for me "as a
Black woman" with abusive white men in
power”

Teachings on
blackness

Parent’s explicit
conversations on race.

12

6

“My parents explained to me why my
grandfather was so fair skinned and that didn't
make him White but he was still Black.”
“The importance of knowing your ancestors,
where we came from and the history behind all
we endured for being Black. “

85

Avoiding
discussions on race
and culture

Parents and families that
avoid explicit conversations
on race.

32

Three times as
hard/Twice as good

Family messaging that
included working harder or
doing better than other social
groups including dominant
groups.

9

14

“Nothing in particular that I can recall”
“Unfortunately, they have not taught me much. I
had a lot of self-love and healing to
acknowledge my blackness”

6

“Generally speaking, that I will have to be twice
as good as white women, twice as good as Black
men and three time as good as most mediocre
white men”
“Essentially we have to be better at everything
we do when compared to white folks, to just be
on the same footing”.

Ethnic pride

Emphasis on positive
messages specific to
ethnicity

37

16

“My family was very proud of being Dominican
and coming from Dominican heritage”
“In terms of English speaking Caribbean Islands,
I believe my family holds a belief that Jamaicans
are superior to other English speaking Caribbean
Islands.”
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The analysis of interviews is organized in three separate sections; each was selected
because they were most frequent across ethnic groups and among interview responses. Each
coded section is organized in three subsections based on the ethnic and cultural identities of the
respondents. This is not to infer that participant responses have no connections across responses.
Rather this organization is employed to highlight how messaging and cultural practices are
shaped by differences in contextual messages across ethnicities. The following analysis section
demonstrates a significant amount of overlap across messaging, practice, and interpretation.
However, as mentioned in previous chapters, it is important to see how they operate in relation to
overarching messages of blackness that are articulated differently depending on the context of
the individual and family origins. For example, although the messages participants received
regarding respectability may seem similar across ethnicities, these messages are influenced by
differences in power, privilege, and sociopolitical origins. In addition, these findings in no way
suggest that the themes that are presented are somehow separate or unrelated to each other.
Rather, the goal of this order of presentation is an attempt to provide clarity to the reader by
presenting the findings as streamlined and intuitive as possible. The quotes that are embedded in
each section represent the evidence that supports the themes selected for further analysis.
Responses generated from interview questions are referred to as a narrative response
throughout this section and subsequent analysis chapters. The use of the term narrative has been
controversial in the use of life stories. For the purpose of this study, I use Gubrium and
Holstein’s (1997) definition in which they consider narratives to be:

accounts that offer schemes, either implicitly or explicitly for organizing and
understanding the relation of objects and events describes. Narratives need not be
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full blown stories with requisite internal structures but may be short accounts that
emerge within or across turns at ordinary conversation, in interviews or
interrogations, in public documents, or in organizational records. (p. 146)

Utilizing this definition of narrative opens the range of analysis to include verbal
utterances and interactions and allows analytics from other disciplines to be considered in
producing new insights (Watson, 2012). Because this dissertation has a multidisciplinary focus,
utilizing theoretical frameworks that stretch across psychology, sociology, feminist inquiry, and
anthropology, this use of narrative is well supported. Narratives are vital elements in the
construction, transmission and renewal of cultural knowledge (Lillejord & Soreide, 2003). The
narrative construction that is generated in response to interview questions provided participants
the opportunity to delve deep into their own knowledge and meanings that were embedded in
childhood and adult family interactions that are often infused with multiple discourses on race
and identity. Additionally, the use of critical discourse analysis allowed for a sociopolitical
discourse analysis with exploration of the relations between discourse, power, and dominance,
with an additional focus on my own positioning as researcher. I approached the dimensions of
this work by focusing on the role of discourse in participants’ construction and the (re)production
of identity that took place within participant narratives. The following sections feature themes of
navigating multiple identities, notions of presentation, and deferment of Black racial discourse
that shaped participants’ constructions and positioning.
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Navigating Multiple Identities
“When I got to middle school, I remember learning about cross-pollination and how a
white rose cross-pollinated with a red rose made a pink rose and I remember thinking "I am a
pink rose." (Anonymous)

Racial identities are complex and maintain multiple dimensions (Cornell & Hartmann,
1998). Du Bois’s (1903) literature on double consciousness was one of the first to address Black
people’s feelings of their identity being divided into several parts, making it difficult or
impossible to have one singular identity. Du Bois focused specifically on the social demarcations
of the color line and how these social differentiations were global in scope. Later, literature
proliferated on the balance or struggle of maintaining multiple identities, especially for
immigrant populations (Brewer, 1999; Flores, 2005; Orbe, 2004; & Robinson-Wood, 2016).
Dorothy Holland’s version of a social practice theory of identity emphasizes that
everyone holds multiple identities and that these subjective senses are self-dependent for their
evocation and the person’s presence in cultural worlds that are collectively performed (Holland
& Lave, 2009). In these cultural worlds, individuals are engaging in significant acts toward the
world and one another and being motivated toward particular ends. Similar to Du Bois, Holland
highlights that the different identities that emerge from these experiences may encounter
problems in everyday practice through socially situated contradictions. Black individuals
experience unique challenges shaped by their social positioning. For Blacks in the United States,
there is a focus on the development of multiple aspects of identity in environments that may be
hostile to certain resolutions of one or all of these identities. This presents a psychosocial identity
challenge in navigating different sociocultural contexts.
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Using Holland’s theory as a conceptual lens, it is apparent that participants frequently
articulated navigating multiple forms of identity in myriad ways. This navigation was present
across genders and ethnicities. There were no singular ways in which the multiplicity of
identities presented themselves. The following analysis explores the individual ways that
participants in this study expressed and acknowledged the concept of multiple identities.
The navigation of multiple identities extends further than the lines of race and ethnicity.
How one navigates their social worlds is influenced by a multitude of social identities. This is
visible in the different messaging shared across gender lines, class, socio-economic status,
education, and immigration status. For example, some participants did not isolate their race or
ethnicity from their gender, identifying as a “Black woman” or “Afro-Latina.” Of course,
language dynamics influence how Afro-Latinx self-identify racially or ethnically because the
structure of the Spanish language includes feminine and masculine pronouns as cultural
identifiers. This facet shapes how individuals see and articulate their racialized experiences.
Many participants in this study expressed being aware of divergent pulls on their social
identities and that bridging multiple identities was a complex process involving the interaction of
external definitions and environmental contexts. In step with previous work on multiple
identities, participants’ articulation of their identity development reflected a “process, but also
that the multiple facets of identity impinged upon each other and facilitated the continuing
development and articulation of other facets of identity” (Stewart, 2008, p. 185). The below
analysis reveals how each ethnic group (in this case, African Americans, Afro-Latinx, and AfroCaribbeans) navigated their multiple intersecting identities.

Multiple identities for African Americans
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For participants who identified as African American, interviews revealed an emphasis on
how identity can change depending on the context, audience, and how practices and cultures
shape those identities. African Americans have a long history of changing racial and ethnic
identifiers with the changes in prevalent racial ideologies of the time. As the construction of the
Census Bureau began to pick up steam in the latter part of the 19th century, racial ideologies and
government policies developed on the assumption that outward appearances signified racial
origin (Perez & Hirschman, 2009). Additionally, it is important to note that the terms race and
ethnicity have transitioned in meaning in the US context as well. These shifts have social
implications. Changes throughout the history of the census include the adoption and then
removal of terms such as “quadroon,” “octoroon,” “negro” and others. These changes have often
occurred in response to social movements in which African Americans publicly proclaimed their
willingness or unwillingness to use racial terminology that was deemed demeaning or separatist
(Smith, 1992). Earlier conceptions of race included emphasis on biological traits, while currently
most would argue that race is a social construct (Rockquemore & Brunsma, 2002). Ideologies
consistently shift and impact how racial groups choose to identify in the US as seen with the
transitions in cultural, racial, and ethnic terminology such as Afro-American to African
American and to current trends in the use of Black American. The following interview responses
highlight changing ideologies and terminologies.
Savannah, a 34-year-old African American woman who grew up in the Deep South
explains how experiencing changes in context and population influenced how she identifies
racially and ethnically. Traveling to Africa affected how Savannah understood her own Black
identity and led her to change how she references her ethnic identity to others. The following
quote from her interview also highlights how others may use different factors to determine how
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they identify racially and ethnically. Here, Savannah notes her unfamiliarity with her ancestral
history that influenced her decision about how to name herself.

So, before my Africa trip, I was considering myself African American.
After, I think my perspective has changed. And so now I call myself Black
American to respect that, although I don't mind being called African American. I
am Black American, I have no known ties in terms of my tribe, or anything from
Africa. So can I really call myself like a real African? African American? I just call
myself Black American. And now I'm using Black a lot more than African
American. (Savannah, African American woman, 34-year old)

Audience was also an important indicator of how participants chose identifiers when discussing
race or ethnicity with others. Pamela, a young 34-year-old African American woman whose parents
emigrated from Uganda discusses this in her interview. How Pamela identifies can change and is
articulated differently depending on the social identifiers of the other individuals she is engaging with
(this articulation was also present in interviews of participants who identified as Afro-Latinx).

It depends who asks and for what reasons. My response is based on who the
people are and why they are asking. I’m first-generation American, my parents are
Ugandan. I would of course say I was Black, because that is often how I am perceived.
But I most identify with my Ugandan side. (Pamela, African American woman, 34-year
old)
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Below, we see that Meredith, a 34-year-old African American woman directly speaks to
the differences in her cultural identity and her race. She notes that the cultural acts that she
engages in are separate from her Black American identity. She highlights the cultural practices
that make her cultural identity different than that of other American Blacks.

Yeah, I consider myself Black American. So I think that culturally, I’m
American, but I'm also Black American, that's like a subculture, if you want to
consider it that. Additionally, I think that even though my own family is, you
know, descended folks in the United States for hundreds of years, that growing up
in New York City and growing up in East Flatbush my exposure to other groups
that culturally, like I picked up certain things, certain preferences for music, certain
preferences for food or abilities to cook different things to certain things that you
wouldn't normally think that you know, someone who's like, straight up Black
American can identify with. (Meredith, African American, 34-year old)

In addition, Meredith references place several times in this quote, highlighting the
importance of the environment on her identity practice. She also seems to be unintentionally
drawn to the idea that practices and preferences are associated with identity and that there is an
expectation of what preferences and abilities are ascribed to certain identities. This is important
because it channels the notion of identity archetypes and what it means if your practice and
preferences stray from these images or the images that are constructed from master scripts.

Multiple Identities for Afro-Latinx
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For Afro-Latinx communities, identity dilemmas can be a matter of personal turmoil, and
intimate and family politics. Conflicting family messages and conflicts in how the environment
responds to individuals’ identity expressions were present throughout narratives of Afro-Latinx
participants. Afro-Latinx participants questioned earlier familial messages of identity and
practices of their lived realities.
At any moment, identity performances are improvised answers to potentially unsettling
questions or positionings. Holland and Lachicotte (2007) describe a resolution of cultural
identities associated with environmental identities, or the “developing” of a sense of self in
response to environmental movements where multiple identities are brought together. AfroLatinx participants articulated resolutions of contradictions across their multiple identities when
they began to embrace Black communities where they shared physical likeness and experiences
despite conflicting messages of anti-blackness from family members while growing up.
Like the lived experiences of African Americans in this sample, Afro-Latinx interview
responses also included shifts in how participants identified and shifts in how they
communicated their identities to others depending on the context and audience. For Afro-Latinx
in particular, how identity is viewed depends on where one is situated and how the discourse on
Latinidad6 operates within that context.
Benson’s (2006) study found that Black migrants, except for Puerto Ricans, develop a
shared racial group identity with native-born Blacks over time. However, the meaning that they
attach to being Black in America varies in origin. This shared connection was apparent in

6

The ways in which multiple outlets including journalism, media, and entertainment have homogenized all Latinos
into one undifferentiated group, often ignores the complexity of historical, national, racial, class, and gender
subjectivities (Aparicio, 2003). It often highlights the unidimensional and often stereotypical images of Latino
individuals that are portrayed across mass media.
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Bianca’s narrative. When asked directly if and how she used an Afrocentric perspective, a
question pulled directly from the Cross Racial Identity Scale (Vandiver et al., 2000), Bianca, a
22-year old originally from the Dominican Republic shares the following:

It depends on what's going on. But I don't know how often I use it. Like if I’m at home
and I’m talking to my family about race, I’m going to bring the Afrocentric perspective.
If I’m in America and I’m talking to an African American about race, I would bring in
my Dominican culture. (Bianca, Afro-Latina, 22 years of age)

Similarly, Dulce, a 34-year-old from New York whose family originated in the
Dominican Republic, shares a similar response that references the importance of audience when
she responds:

It all depends what space I’m occupying and which part of the family I’m with”. (Dulce,
Afro-Latinx, 34)

Dulce’s response indicates not only the importance of space, but also with whom within
the family she is sharing these perspectives. Dulce noted in her questionnaire and throughout her
interview that her interpretations of race and identity often come in conflict with the messages of
race shared among family members. Thus, she is not only finding resolution in the messages
shared by communities that differ from family messages, but Dulce is also finding resolution
with the mixed messages on race and family that are shared within her family. This resolution
takes place when Dulce actively shifts her narrative, depending on the space she occupies.
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In accord with previous interview quotes, Desiree, a 22-year-old Afro-Latina from New
York who grew up in a Spanish-speaking household, speaks to the importance of audience. In
addition, she shares that the conflict in her navigation across varying meanings associated with
her identity comes about when her identity is challenged by specific audiences:

I am a Dominican woman, and I consider myself to be Afro- Latina. So that's how I
usually tell people what I go by, although, like the term Afro-Latina isn’t very popular so
people would usually make me choose between being Latina or African American, which
kind of sucks because I feel like it’s the same thing...So I just identify as Dominican first.
But if they're like, oh, but like, elaborate, and then I'll be like, that's why I like saying
Afro-Latina because I feel like I'm keeping both identities alive. (Desiree, Afro-Latina,
23 years old)

Desiree speaks directly to the conflict that arises in the ways in which she identifies and
how this is perceived by others. The above quote features her methods of resolution that satisfies
the audience and meets her own needs to communicate the duality of her identity. In addition,
she communicates two important points: acknowledgment that the term Afro-Latina is
controversial because of its unpopularity and her understanding that the origins of the identities
she claims hold strong similarities.
Feelings of isolation and belonging are also expressed in Desiree’s quote above.
Although several questions presented throughout the interviews ask participants explicitly about
feelings of belonging, feelings of isolation versus belonging often emerged when participants
responded to other questions that required feedback about how they communicated their
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identities to others. Investigations into racial and ethnic identity development have often touched
on the prevalence of feelings of isolation and belonging beliefs among multiethnic or multiracial
groups (Ahnallen, Suyemoto, & Carter, 2006; Kiang & Fuligni, 2008). The presence of these
beliefs emphasizes that ethnic identity is a dynamic construct that can vary depending on the
nature of relationships. Both are discussed further in subsequent sections.
The importance of the audience is again referenced below. Christina, a 30-year-old AfroLatina from New York notes that her blackness often dominates how the world sees her, and this
will often override her Latin identity. These perceptions shape how she navigates the world with
her racial identity being most salient in how others perceive her on the west coast as compared to
her earlier childhood experiences on the east coast of the US.

I guess being in California is different for me than New York, where I grew up, where
here, I will say that I tend to kind of place myself in a Black category more than I would
as a Puerto Rican category because of Puerto Rican categories doesn't really exist out
here. Like I don't run into Puerto Ricans on a daily basis. And if I were to say that I was
Latina people wouldn’t interpret that not as being like Caribbean or being Puerto Rican,
but more Mexican centric. So in that way, if you're talking about like an Afrocentric
perspective, I tend to walk through the world now more just identifying as Black in a way
that doesn't...I don't see as much space for being Puerto Rican or Afro Puerto Rican as
much as I do for being Black if that makes sense (Christina, Afro- Latina, 30 years old).

Place is an important reference in Christina’s quote as well. Because the Puerto Rican
population is relatively smaller in California than in New York, where she is originally from, she
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feels less of a need to identify as such. Geographical location and the population that inhabits a
given place shape not only how Christina navigates space but also how she perceives her
audience will make space for her in those environments.
Navigating multiple identities also includes challenging messages that are shared within
the home and surrounding communities. These narratives included participants expressing family
messages that may negate their blackness, while having experiences that directly challenged this
rhetoric because their social worlds saw and responded to them as racially Black. In addition,
participants would also articulate conflicts in how people from other cultural communities might
negate their blackness, despite participants’ acceptance of their own Black racial identities. The
resolution of these conflicts varies depending on the individual experience.
Marlene, a 30-year-old Dominican originally from New York, notes that attending
college affected how she saw her identity and her understanding of how others perceived her
identity. She shares that her understanding of her identity developed through an active process,
and not a passive one; instead of accepting the messages that she received from family and
community, she actively looked into her history and explored stories that had not been made
readily available to her. She notes how this exploration provided a resolution to her earlier
identity conflicts. She shares:

Well, before I didn't know I was a Black woman. Not that I didn't know. I just wasn't
sure. I would look in the mirror, and I was a Black woman, but then be told that I wasn’t,
not only by family, but also Black people, they would tell me that I'm not Black, but I
would be the same skin color as them. So that just confused me. And it almost made me
resentful until I went to college. And then I learned, you know about my history. And I
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realized that all those wounds of confusion were just people not knowing, including
myself. (Marlene, Afro-Latina, 30 years old)

Earlier research has noted that dark-skinned migrants, regardless of national or ethnic
background, are often categorized as part of the Black racial minority (Portes, 1995; Waters,
1994). This can be in direct opposition to messages shared within families, producing conflicting
internalized messages on identity. Joel, a 29-year old Dominican from Washington Heights, a
largely Dominican community in New York City, directly references this conflict, suggesting
that his race and ethnicity are in direct opposition.

I would say I'm strained in the sense that I identify as Dominican, but I also identify with
being of African descent. (Joel, Afro-Latino, 29 years old)

The history of blackness in the Latin Caribbean is complex. In the Dominican Republic,
specifically, ideological discourses support a meta-narrative that is fundamentally and
historically non-Black and Indo-Hispanic (Candelario, 2007). Narratives that emphasize
Dominicans’ non-Black identity began circulating between the island and the United States in
the late eighteenth century. By the twentieth century, narratives that framed Dominicans as nonBlacks became institutionalized in the country’s academic and public-history venues
(Candelario, 2007). Thus, as the non-Black narrative circulated in the Dominican Republic, its
message became clear to Blacks in the US: Dominicans do not see themselves as Black. Antiblackness rhetoric flowed from public institutions and academia to family households. Thus,
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anti-Black rhetoric has been taught, adopted, re-institutionalized, and articulated historically in
the Dominican Republic and among Dominican families that have migrated to the US.
Across Afro-Latinx narratives, participants revealed a negotiation of multiple dimensions
of their identities where some dimensions were not always welcomed by either family or
neighboring communities. There were moments of negotiations within themselves and a
challenging of identity dimensions in familial contexts. Resolving identity conflicts entailed
personal exploration of personal histories, challenging messages shared at home or across social
groups that didn’t match personal realities, and actively engaging in activities that matched the
identities they felt most comfortable claiming across in- and out-groups.

Multiple Identities for Afro-Caribbeans /Black West Indians
Symbolic ethnicity (Butterfield, 2004) as a way of maintaining group identity reoccurred
across the interview responses of participants who identified as Afro-Caribbean. Interview
narratives indicated a symbiosis of identities, with participants articulating more of a smooth
navigation of the duality of their racial and ethnic identities as opposed to the conflict that was
articulated more explicitly in interviews of African American and Afro-Latinx participants.
Many participants who identified as West Indian or Afro-Caribbean discussed
comfortably navigating their identities without shifts in their racial ideologies. Rogers (2001)
found similarly that West Indian migrants’ ideological conceptions of race do not change over
time.
Allison, a 35-year old, first generation Trinidadian American from New York speaks
directly about the duality of her identity and how she navigates this phenomenon:
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I think for me it’s kind of a dual dynamic. There are things that Black Americans might
not understand about certain traditions that my family practice, certain rituals, food,
languages, not in that the language is not English, but in that the language, the order is
different, the pronunciation may be different and I think that can sometimes lead me to,
to a duality that some Black Americans don't have and that could just be dependent on
their family experiences. It could be dependent on how much they know about their
family's history which is obviously more difficult for Americans. Not that it's not difficult
for some Caribbean but also its just not a particularly difficult for my family's history as
far as tracing back. I like that duality for me. I think it's like you know there's different
levels of a relationship. There’s those people who know me only professionally, there's
people who know me personally who may not know I’m Caribbean or I’m of Caribbean
descent. They may not know what those traditions mean to me or even that I practiced
them. That’s just kind of the levels of different relationships with people who truly know
me to my core know the thing that you know, they may think is weird, things that we eat
that other people might frown their nose upon, but it doesn't bother me. I think I kind of
enjoy that. (Allison Interview, West Indian, 35 years old)

Allison’s quote indicates several important points in her identity navigation. First, she
acknowledges the importance of the audience in how she articulates her identity and how she
engages in cultural practices. This is apparent when she notes the levels of different relationships
with people and acknowledges that other cultural groups, namely, Black Americans might not
understand her cultural practices. Allison acknowledges the sociocultural and sociohistorical
differences in the practice of her identity versus other Black Americans. Allison also suggests
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that her Caribbean identity is something that is not visible to others unless it is explicitly
articulated. This is similar to previous studies that suggest that Afro-Caribbeans must actively
work to assert their Caribbean identities because they may lack visible markers such as their
parents’ distinct accents and customs (Rong & Brown, 2001; Waters, 2001). This also suggests
that she maintains parts of her cultural identity privately and separately from certain groups and
spaces. Allison also explicitly highlights the importance of language, family history, and
traditions that shapes her identity.
Monica, a 34-year-old Bahamian American from Philadelphia noted that her West Indian
and Black identity are not mutually exclusive, but intrinsically linked. She highlights the overlap
of her identities in the following quote:

To be Bahamian to me is to be Black. So I’m Bahamian American. I think because I grew
up in this country, I am more Black American as far as my experience, but culturally, if I
think about music, food, probably some socioeconomic leanings and thought process,
how I process things might be more Bahamian, more Caribbean. I don't know if that
makes sense. (Monica, Afro-Caribbean, 34 years old)

Additionally, Monica acknowledges how her socioeconomic status and decision making
is shaped by her cultural identity. She is aware of and articulates the intersections of the
identities that she maintains. Although not explicitly stated, Monica’s generational group appears
to play an important role to her race consciousness. As a second-generation Caribbean American,
Monica is more likely to be socialized in a race conscious environment and develop a higher
psychological racial group orientation (Hall & Carter, 2006).
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Although duality and the overlap of cultural identities were openly discussed, conflict
was not absent from the interview responses of those participants who identified as AfroCaribbean. They also mentioned navigating the limitations of how race and ethnicity are
perceived. This is noted by Carolyn as she selects racial and ethnic identifiers on surveys and
census forms:

I identify myself as being Afro-Caribbean American. I don't know, it's such a complex
question. Cuz like I do, also, like when they have the boxes, we have to check what racial
group do you consider yourself to be. I often also just put African American. Like, I
won't specify other. Sometimes I think maybe out of like, just trying to fill out a form
quickly. And then other times I don't know if I'm always conscious of it. (Carolyn, AfroCaribbean, 35 years old).

Navigating conflict was revealed in other ways as well throughout Afro-Caribbean
interview responses. Rashida, a 26-year-old who identifies as both African American and AfroCaribbean addressed how the differences in identity practices and interests of both ethnic groups
influences how she articulates her racial and ethnic identities:

That's a hard question just because I began to identify myself more as Caribbean when I
got into college, and I felt disconnected to African Americans on campus. So I felt, okay,
I don't really fit in here. I don't really understand a lot of what's being spoken or like a lot
of it has to do with I think socioeconomic status a little bit, but also just, I guess them not
understanding someone of mixed heritage isn't necessarily going to like the same things
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that they like or do the same things that they do. So, I began to identify myself more as
Caribbean American, just to, I guess, give an explanation as to why I'm not always like,
on the same page as you. (Rashida, Afro-Caribbean, 26 years old)

Like Meredith in the earlier section, Rashida notes that certain interests are associated
with certain cultural groups. Her lack of interest in activities or interests associated with African
American culture has led to feelings of isolation from African Americans, which ultimately led
to a change in how she identifies ethnically.
Similar to Malcolm and Mendoza’s (2014) findings, participants reexamined their ethnic
identities in the context of their academic and social experiences in the US. Afro-Caribbean
individuals undergo a dynamic and complex process as they negotiate their ethnic identity on US
campuses. Rashida directly attributes her socioeconomic status as a contributing factor in her
identity practices and interests. She is one of several participants who directly references their
college experience as catalyzing a shift in how they see themselves and how they articulate their
identities to others. This developmental stage is important. Erikson (1946) first notes this ego
developmental stage as individuals transitioning from moratorium to achieved identity as
operationalized by Marcia (1966, 1980). Although participants in this study are no longer
adolescents, changes in environment and the changes in cultures that are embedded in those
environments facilitate identity exploration.
Arnett and Tanner (2006) specifically identify this developmental stage as emerging
adulthood, in which young adults are exposed to new experiences and new contexts. Participants
who have identified college or higher education as a catalyst for racial and ethnic identity
awareness have a greater awareness of social issues and are exposed to different sociocultural
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nuances. Phinney’s (1993) model of ethnic identity development, which was created using
students of multiple ethnic groups has helped in our understanding of the orientation of different
ethnic groups’ development of their ethnicity. In addition, higher education models have also
emphasized the importance of college experiences shaping cultural identity acceptance in young
minority youth (Guiffrida, 2003; Harper & Quaye, 2007; Torres, 2003). Participants who cited
their college or higher education experiences as facilitating ethnic identity exploration and shifts
in how they see themselves are in line with these earlier works.
In addition to socioeconomic influences that impacted differences among cultural
practices and interests for Rashida, cultural environments also influenced her sense of belonging
across different cultural groups. When responding to questions about her sense of belonging,
Rashida shared the following:

Hey, sometimes I do like, but other times, I don't, like I see, especially being of
mixed heritage, like, I don't feel a sense of strong belonging in either category. Like I
don't feel like I belong to either category because here’s someone who grew up in the
States. So when I go to Jamaica, I'm American, even though like, they’ll acknowledge the
fact that okay, your parents are Jamaican that's great. But you're still American through
and through. At the same time being in America, and it comes to the Black Americans,
sometimes when it comes to other Black Americans, I don’t sometimes feel like a sense
of belonging there either. (Rashida, Afro-Caribbean, 26 years old)

Like Desiree, Rashida acknowledges a sense of isolation from either one or more of the
cultural groups with which she identifies. Rashida articulates feeling unconnected to her Afro105

Caribbean Jamaican identity because she was not born on the island, but she also lacks feeling a
sense of belonging among other African Americans because her interests do not directly align
with African American cultural practices. She references her mixed heritage as contributing to
the difficulty in feeling a sense of belonging or community among her ethnic and cultural groups.
The navigation of multiple identities also included how gender references influenced
participants’ understanding of their racial and ethnic identities. Some participants indicated that
the multiple identities that they inhabited could not necessarily be parallel or integrated, rather
their identities were stratified and shaped their navigation of the world. This is present in
Monica’s interview below.

I’m Black first, and I’m a woman second. (Monica, Afro-Caribbean, 35 years old)

A recent study of West Indian migrants identified two distinct dimensions of racial
identity: racial group identification and racial group consciousness (Rogers, 2001). The
distinction between the two were present in the narratives of participants of Afro-Caribbean
descent. Participants acknowledged the two and explicitly noted how they navigated these
dimensions of their identities. This process was reflected in Allison’s and Monica’s interviews.
In addition, Black migrants’ racial identification is also influenced by educational attainment,
employment status, and neighborhood racial composition (Benson, 2006). These factors were
explicitly identified as contributing to cultural practices and identification throughout narratives
of Afro-Caribbean participants, more so than any other cultural groups within this study. Similar
to what Malcolm and Mendoza (2014) found, participant interviews included fluidity,
acknowledgment of the intersections of identities, and performativity. Additionally, participant
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interviews included negotiation of identities in response to other social groups’ aims to often
homogenize Black racial discourse.

Summary. While the content of identity and group membership varied across each ethnic
group in this study, there were also common threads that bound all of the findings. Specifically.
as with Kim’s (2003) research, the narratives in this study indicated that localized identity
constructions depend on the context in which the individual is embedded. Collectively,
participants possessed a range of diverse ethnic identities; how these identities were articulated
depended on the contexts and the groups with which participants were interacting. Each
participant provided the contextual basis for how they identified racially and ethnically in a way
that suggests that they were aware of the factors that shaped how messages of race and culture
took place in the home and their own agentive processes that shaped how they currently
articulated their identities. Participants used explicit language to describe their identity
transitions, negotiations, acts of resistance and agency in the articulation of their racial and ethnic
identities.
The quotes included in this analysis section demonstrate how the ethnic and cultural
identities of participants influenced their positioning, and thus, impacted how participants
perceive their blackness and navigated their social worlds. Participants noted several ways that
they combatted these problems and created solutions to the challenges that affected how the
world responds to their identities. As Holland’s (2007) social practice theory suggests,
participants’ navigation of their identities is an ongoing practice that includes negotiation and
practice with external worlds while also internalizing the family messages and cultural practices
that are shaped by sociohistorical factors. In addition this analysis section highlighted Holland’s
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(2009) notion of enduring struggles, in which participants have shared the challenges that they
have faced in making sense of conflicting messages that they have experienced from multiple
outlets including family, academia, and other social systems.

The Importance of Presentation

“Black women in America have always had to wrestle with derogatory assumptions about
their character and identity. These assumptions shape the social world that Black women must
accommodate or resist in an effort to preserve their authentic selves and to secure recognition as
citizens” (Harris-Perry, 2011, p. 5).

Racial and gender politics, which included notions of respectability, neatness, or the
importance of how to carry oneself, echoed throughout the interview responses of women
participants. The politics of respectability originated as a philosophy of Black elites to “uplift the
race” by correcting the “bad traits” of the Black poor. This philosophy has evolved in modern
day into what Harris (2014) has identified as the hallmark of black politics. In more recent years,
it has “work[ed] to accommodate neoliberalism. The virtues of self-care and self-correction are
framed as strategies to lift the Black poor out of their condition by preparing them for the market
economy” (Harris, 2014, p.33).
Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham is noted as one of the first to coin the term “politics of
respectability,” specifically speaking to the work of the Women’s Convention of the Black
Baptist Church during the Progressive Era (Harris, 2003). The term referred specifically to
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“African American 's promotion of temperance, cleanliness of person and property, thrift, polite
manners, and sexual purity” (Harris, 2003, p. 213). This philosophy’s origins aimed to target two
groups: African Americans, who were encouraged to be respectable, and white people, who
needed to be shown that African Americans could be respectable. Respectability politics were
particularly aimed at African American women who were most likely to share respectability
messages and to be judged by these messages (Harris, 2003). It is echoed in familial
conversations of appropriate presentation to groups who have historically othered and
disenfranchised Blacks as a way of being seen as more deserving of respect and equality.
Although messages of social and physical desirability were communicated to participants
across ethnicities, there are intersectional dynamics that add unique implications for Black
women. For instance, throughout the Caribbean, features such as straighter hair or lighter skin in
women are still considered most desired in mainstream society. Hair texture, skin color, and
facial features still maintain the power to shape the quality of life for many Black women
(Mohammed, 2000). Embedded in the discourse of respectability were messages of acceptable
or desirable physical appearances including critiques of Black American phenotypes. These
conversations highlighted the significance of colorism, which interacted within the scope of
respectability. In some instances, respectability was couched in unsettling racialized aesthetics.
Participants shared family discourse similar to messages of desirability featured throughout
Tate’s (2007) interviews of “mixed race” women on how they mediate racializing discourses and
Black anti-racist aesthetic traditions.
Black feminist scholars have written extensively about the importance placed upon
having “good hair,” a “good nose,” and a “good complexion” as articulated by parents across the
Caribbean and the United States (Collins, 1990; Hooks, 1993; & Robinson, 2011). Throughout
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these discourses a dominant beauty paradigm is present that privileges features such as white or
light skin, straighter hair, and European facial features. Thus, characteristics that increase
proximities to whiteness are adulated. Language used to express notions of respectability was
coded with the use of “sophisticated,” “lower than” and “dressed properly.”

Presentation for African Americans
Colorism was often couched in conversations of neatness and respectability; this is
evident in the distinctions that were made between “good” and “bad” hair throughout family
discussions. Below, Savannah talks about how her family discussed favorable characteristics:

My cousins would talk negatively about my skin tone, because I was really, I was dark
for the grandchildren. Most of the grandkids are very light skin. And then of course, I
come out very brown, because my dad is a darker hue. And so I can remember with my
family, my aunts and uncles, specifically talking about good hair, light skin that means
more favorable, then me, of course, have had my coarse big Afro, darker skin, and then
that spilled over into their kids, and how they felt about me. I'm an introvert, can be very
quiet, I liked to read a lot when I was younger. And so I used to stay away from a lot of
people, which is dreaming. I like quiet time. And my cousins would call me the black
sheep of the family. And they would say it and then they would laugh and say, literally,
she's the black sheep, not just because I am disconnected from them socially, but
because I was darker than them. (Savannah, African American, 35 years old)
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Savannah highlights the meaning her parents and family members ascribe to lighter skin
and straighter hair. In response to these family messages, she shares feelings of isolation and not
belonging, feelings that have echoed across several narratives and ethnicities.
Below, Pamela shares how her parents responded to her education choices and how they
perceived those choices would be judged by others. This can also be framed as part of
respectability messages that are discussed in later sections:

When I told my father I wanted to do music he was disappointed, but he said at least it’s
classical. That is smart. Definitely those implicit messages there, he knew how it would
be perceived. Classical is ok, but other types of music was out. (Pamela, African
American woman, 34 years old)

Paula’s highlights the importance of how respectability can be embedded in decision
making and goal setting, where choices are often dictated by a rubric of levels of achievement
considered more deserving of respect. For Black people, there is more pressure to adhere to
activities or make career choices that will also be approved by others from other racial/cultural
groups. Activities or career choices that are not approved by other racial/cultural groups, or the
Black elite may lead others to associate you with negative stereotypes of Black people that have
been deeply entrenched in American History. Thus, Black respectability acts are often a tool to
thwart images of being Black and poor or Black and undeserving of resources that are easily
accessible to other racial and ethnic groups.

Presentation for Afro-Latinos
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Although research on respectability mostly features African Americans, this philosophy
is often embedded in Latinx family messages. A basic search on Latino respectability literature
will not yield much in the social sciences; however, there is an increasing focus on messaging
surrounding family racial socialization practice, racial and ethnic socialization (Hughes et al.,
2006; Umana-Taylor, Alfaro, Bamaca, & Guimond, 2009), and assimilation practices. Gordon’s
(1964) classic analysis of types of assimilation emphasizes the different stages of assimilation
and acculturation that entail aligning cultural patterns with the majority group. Gordon’s most
essential stage, structural assimilation. included minority group entry into primary group
relationships with the majority, similar to messages to African Americans to uplift the race and
prove to white America that they can be respectable. Later, Alba (1985) distinguished
assimilation and upward mobility and suggested that widespread opportunities for mobility will
increase assimilation in immigrant communities. Notions of assimilation and upward mobility
are deeply entrenched in respectability politics for African American groups and have often been
used as the impetus to create rules about types of imagery Black peoples should maintain.
Like African Americans within this study, elements of colorism and assimilation
interacted in the family messaging of Afro-Latinx participants. Latin America consists of largely
racially mixed populations, and many societies within Latin America have developed and
maintained elaborate color caste systems that sanction differential opportunity and social status
based on skin tone and phenotypic traits (Telles, 2004). This has resulted in some Latinos
identifying racial/ethnic schemas that vary from those in the US and often challenge
understandings of positioning in the racial hierarchies of the US.
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Notions of respectability are implicit in family ethnic socialization conversations. Below,
Marisol, a 30-year-old Dominican originally from Chicago shares how colorism and
respectability interacted in messages her mother directed towards her:

The hair was an issue because I think for my mom having quote unquote bad hair or
really kinky curly hair, textured hair for her was a sign of blackness that wasn't
necessarily acceptable ...So that was the ways that people would talk about blackness and
like my mom would always be like well you gotta straighten your hair, we got to relax
your hair because you can't be walking around with no bad hair. (Marisol, Afro-Latina,
30 years old)

Marisol speaks directly to the features of blackness being unacceptable within her family
and the explicit messages she receives on presentability. Marisol learned early that straightening
her hair was an act of becoming more presentable and more accepted.

My mom would tell me that people would discriminate against me because I have curly
or kinky hair or bad hair. And that part of me straightened my hair because it was part me
looking more presentable. And if you don't look presentable, people don't want to hang
out with you. Or people don't want to talk to you. Basically, that's what she was telling
me like you're going to be discriminated against if you don't look like a Black person that
is presentable in her own words. (Marisol, Afro-Latina, 30 years old)
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In the quote below, Belinda, a young Afro-Cuban who grew up in West New York shares
not only the explicit messages about how to dress presentably but ways of being that were
respectable and appropriate for a young Black Latina.

I was always told as a young girl that that there's three disadvantages that I have and the
disadvantages is that I'm a woman, I'm Black, and Hispanic, so therefore I'm going to be
looked at in different ways so I have to make sure that I'm always on time, that I’m
dressed properly, that I am sophisticated, so that you know that I am someone just
because I'll be looked at as lower than. And I always thought that it was very interesting
for it to be a disadvantage and for it to be said that it's a disadvantage and those three
things. But those three things is what would define me as a negative thing especially if I
don't have a good financial or economic status etc. etc. then that would that's so if I don't
have that then I will be looked at you know just as people in the Spanish community
would probably say you know a Black, you know, a nigger basically. (Belinda, AfroLatina, 34-year old)

In Belinda’s quote above she also includes family messaging that impacts her selfperception at the intersection of three social identities: gender, race, and ethnicity. Family
messages and the cultural socialization practices that teach her about what it means to be an
Afro-Latina include how each social identity is seen in the world that she inhabits. Belinda also
references how SES impacts this mobility. Her family provides explicit instructions on how to
navigate these identities, to avoid being seen negatively by other racial and cultural groups.
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Afro-Latinx narratives consisted of navigating messages of mejorar la raza, the notion of
uplifting the race. Like the racial ideologies of respectability in African American communities,
this rhetoric is often shared in Latinx families. This messaging implies that Latinx individuals
should marry or have children with a whiter person so that they will have whiter-looking
children. There is an inherent favorability towards lighter skin or more Caucasian features. This
has fueled conversations on whitewashing across Latin America (Dávila, 2008; Wade, 2001). In
this instance, lighter skin and other white racial features are more valued and seen as more
desirable than Black racial or African features. Although these explicit messages only came
about in two participant narratives, the implicit messages of white preference were present across
Afro-Latinx interviews. In these cases, respectability is also embedded in the partners you
choose. Choosing white or whiter partners strengthens proximities to power and is more
desirable and respectable in many Afro-Latinx communities.

Presentation for Afro-Caribbeans/Black West Indians
Neatness and respectability rhetoric circulated around specific acts, behaviors, and
practices throughout the interviews with Afro-Caribbean participants. These messages were
accompanied by communications on the importance of differentiating between collective and
non-collective practices. Participants shared family messages that included calls to present
themselves either in dress or behavior that are reflective of cultural group norms. In some
instances, participants shared that families reminded them of archetypes of acceptable and
unacceptable behaviors and appearances.
Allison shares family messaging that includes clear behavioral expectations within her
cultural group and expectations of presentation to others outside of that cultural group:
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It’s probably when I went against the grain. I definitely remember usually being
yelled like “we don't do that” and I understood who the we was. So that's what comes to
mind like there's a we, and sometimes that we is Black people, and sometimes that we is
Trinidadian, and you know like there are certain freedoms are certain things that maybe
my Black American friends would do where my mom would be very clear that we don't
do that. (Allison, Afro-Caribbean, 35- year old)

While physical presentation was important for participants who identified as women, the
importance of physical presentation was not present in the sample for men. For men,
understandings of respectability focused more on overall behavioral normativity and related
restrictions, as opposed to messages regarding physical characteristics. Jackson references
learned messages of conformity and being mindful of how he is viewed by others.

Just you know, just how I have to present myself in certain aspects in certain rooms. You
just have to conform sometimes. You have to present yourself a certain way. So
sometimes it may not be how you see yourself. Like, when you step into a room you have
to be careful of how others might see you. You gotta like change how you see yourself a
little bit. But you also have to see yourself how everybody else sees you. (Jackson, AfroCaribbean, 22 years old)

Conformity to social norms, cultural rules, and standards have always guided social
behaviors and have inevitably emerged within social systems (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). However,
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for Black individuals several factors complicate the meanings and repercussions of
nonconformity with dominant cultural norms (Davis, Dias-Bowie, Greenberg, Klukken, Pollio,
Thomas, 2004).
Carolyn discusses family messaging that highlighted the importance of being presentable.
She also connects the messaging of being neat and presentable to her family’s desire to adopt
qualities of what they perceive as whiteness and acceptability, which are often considered
hallmarks of respectability within Black communities:

It was always important for me and my younger brother to be well dressed. It seemed like
it was so much of an emphasis, like us being well dressed to go to church, um It seemed
like that was something important to her, that people see her, her children, her
grandchildren were like, you know could be perceived as, I don’t know, like maybe we
weren’t street kids or something like that. So I’m equating that to being white. Like the
standard of being a good Black citizen was like equated to being this kind of white
Christian. (Carolyn, Afro-Caribbean, 34 years old)

Couched even further within family discourse on respectability was the notion of working
three times as hard or being twice as good. This strategy is often employed across Black
communities, both native and foreign, to combat negative assumptions and discriminatory work
environments (Showers, 2015). These messages also indicate the understanding that race and
ethnicity are often experienced as a disadvantage in various types of work settings. We see how
the intersecting identities of race, ethnicity, immigration status, and gender overlap in Frances’
response:
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I remember when I moved over to the States, she told me that, you know, when you start
going to school, you just have to remember that you have to work three times as hard.
And I usually, you know, she's always encouraged me to be a hard worker at home. But
the emphasis on three times as hard, when I moved to the States, I didn't quite get it. And
so I asked her, and she said, Oh, the reason why is because, you know, first off you’re
African descent. Second of all, you are a woman, and third of all you are an immigrant.
So she's like, you have two or three times as hard, then, you know, your counterparts.
And whenever she, I guess, have made mention of the other races or the other ethnic
group it usually to compare how their situation is and how possibly how better they may
be, how better off they may be than me, you know, they don't have to really worry about
too much because everything is already set up for them. And that I should kind of really
focus on, you know, making sure that I do enough or do more than enough so that my
work can show for itself. (Frances, Afro-Caribbean, 29 years old)

This ideology of working harder than others because of the intersecting identities a
participant maintains has been captured in earlier studies on Black and immigrant families
(Guenther, Pendaz, & Makene, 2011; Lawless, 2014, Showers, 2015). This rhetoric is often
repeated in families across Black communities to promote upward mobility. The ideology of
working harder has also been used to echo immigrant cultural beliefs that native-born African
Americans have limited aspirations and poor work ethics (Guenther, Pendaz, & Makene, 2011).
This messaging is often repeated to encourage Black immigrants to work harder than native-born
Blacks, differentiating themselves from African Americans.
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Summary. Participants shared family discussions on the importance of presenting oneself
in a way that is safe or appropriate to other racial and cultural groups. This analysis section
highlights the importance of using an intersectional lens when focusing on the developmental
phenomena of identity. For instance, participants indicated that gender and ethnicity were
important factors in family discussions on presentation. The type of family messages that
participants homed in on suggests that blackness is possibly gendered and shaped by historical
positioning factors that influence the desire for upward mobility. The importance of
differentiating the self from poor Blacks was prominent in participant quotes. In addition, the
aspiration to differentiate oneself from African Americans and African American culture was
also evident in Afro-Latinx and Afro-Caribbean participants’ quotes.

Deferment of Black Racial Discourse

“There was silence around the emotional acts of being bullied for being Black as a child,
for the most part, and there isn’t much talk about the emotional element today too”

Family race talk or race-related articulations about the unique pathways that Black
individuals encounter when navigating social systems were anticipated across participant
narratives. Many participants, however, expressed a dearth of such conversations among their
families throughout their childhood or in the present.
Socialization practices in families of people of color often include parents’ recognition of
group disadvantage in terms of social stratification and the negative societal images of minority
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groups (Hughes & Chen, 1997). To combat these anticipated experiences, families employ
buffers to shield children from unjust systems that target them based on their ethnicity or race.
Participants across ethnic groups shared that they did not receive the component of
cultural socialization that Hughes and Chen (1997) coined a “preparation for bias.” Racial
socialization, a combination of conversations and practices parents commit to with their children
to prepare them to live in environments where they are not welcomed (Burt, Simons, & Gibbons,
2012), and colloquially known as “the Talk” in Black communities were reportedly seldom
employed. Instead, participants articulated racial socialization practices that were elusive in
regard to personal and group identity and positioning of social hierarchies, key components of
racial socialization (Thornton, Chatters, Taylor & Allen, 1990). Narratives revealed implicit
practices and messages of racial pride were present across family messaging, but such messaging
was not often accompanied with explicit discussions.
Across ethnicities, participants indicated three important points: (1) direct statements
regarding race or preparation for bias were not a priority to family members during their
childhood or adolescence, (2) that parents or caregivers did not consider racial socialization or
preparation for bias necessary until one experienced a momentous event regarding race or
ethnicity, and finally (3) explicit conversations regarding blackness were either never brought up
or were avoided throughout family messages. Instead of explicit race-related discussions,
participants noted a focus on ethnic socialization and the fulfillment of values connected to
cultural and ethnic identities.
The following participant responses show their interpretations of family discussions on
race and blackness and how this has shaped understandings of race.
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Racial Discourse for African Americans
Tiffany, a 32-year-old African American from New York discusses the absence of
explicit conversations regarding her Black identity, although she experienced moments that she
believes should have initiated these conversations:

My family didn't speak with me often or at all. I can't really remember. Like I you know,
studying just history and seeing like, of my time the most recent, well, not of my time
that that my parents I would say like the Rodney King thing would have been a
discussion but I never remember having any of those major discussions about like this is
happening because he’s a Black man. I do remember my sister's father always being
adamant about never liking the police. He was like, the big strong Black buff guy always
works out, army base, but he always was like the one person that he was scared of [was]
the police. And when I was a kid, I never I never really grabbed that and never really took
to it to further discuss why. But as I got older, I remember as a kid, Tony would always
say that there's nobody he’s more afraid of than the cops. (Tiffany, African-American, 32
years old)

In addition to a lack of continued discourse on blackness, participants noted the overall
negative tone of conversations regarding race during the occasions in which race talk took place
among families. For Savannah, in particular, the occasional conversation on blackness within her
family highlights the often painful aspects of racial socialization that included warnings of
negative encounters based on race, but not racial pride.
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That's how race was introduced to me, in these types of negative ways. And it was never
like a positive thing. Like, you are a beautiful Black child. And your hair looks like this.
Because this is where you're from. It was never on a positive note. It was always attached
to something negative about how I learned more about who I am in my relationships with
other races. (Savannah, African American, 35 years old)

Later, Savannah expands on how these discussions have affected her interpretation of
blackness today:

All of this stuff just came by situations, it was never a sit down and teach you anything
positive. And it was, this is what they told me: that I should be ashamed of my color,
when they did these types of things like excluded or talking about, or favoring my, my
other cousins who were light skin with longer, wavy hair, and then telling me you want to
do something with yours. It's that type of teaching that I learned there's something wrong
with me, because these are the first interactions that I had in my life. And so, you know,
and I'm not gonna cry. But there's a lot of stuff surrounding my complexion. And my skin
that I struggled with through childhood because of my family. (Savannah, African
American, 35 years old)

Savannah highlights a triangular effect on the racial socialization she experienced in her
household. This includes messages that lack racial pride, messages of colorism and the episodic
nature of these types of messaging that shape how she interprets her blackness.
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Felix, a young African American male originally from a predominately Black American
neighborhood, shares that explicit conversations of blackness did not take place often in his
household. Although mentioned briefly throughout childhood, there was very little reference to
race until Felix experienced a traumatic event:

Yes. I feel like they mentioned it like slightly growing up, but it didn't happen till I was
like 16-17. I was pulled over in this white neighborhood by the police for, like, for no
reason. And they like, put us in police cars. It was like this whole traumatizing thing and
that's when my mom sat me down and had the talk about like navigating the world being
a Black man. (Felix, African American, 25 years old)

Felix shares that “the Talk” did not take place until mid-adolescence. The Talk, a
preparatory discussion most often shared with young African American boys, is an effort to
prepare them to survive interactions with police and other authorities. The onset of the Talk
typically happens during early adolescence (Whitaker & Snell, 2016). Its timing coincides with a
moment when Black children are older. The discussions prepare them for discrimination
(Hughes & Chen, 1999).
Felix later elaborates on and gives some context to why these conversations may not have
occurred until later in his life, highlighting the importance of contextual contributions:

I don't know if you know a lot about [redacted] but it's like the most racially segregated
metropolitan area. So like, I was sort of weird in that I grew up in the suburbs so like,
even my suburb was black. But then eventually, I would see white people, they lived in
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my subdivision, so it wasn’t like a thing, but like, we were like, middle class people in
our family. And then like, so everyone else in my family like, was only around Black
people all the time. So there was never like, conversations about whiteness. I think it was
because it was outside the realm of existence. So, it's interesting when you ask the
question, there was no white people around to talk about. (Felix, African American, 25
years old)

Like earlier participant quotations, Felix focuses on the importance of the people who
shape conversations on blackness in an individual’s immediate surroundings. Felix notes that
there were not many white people in his neighborhood growing up. Felix adds that this is the
reason that conversations regarding blackness did not happen, which may suggest that because
Felix grew up in a neighborhood surrounded by other Black people, his family may not have
considered whiteness to be a threat.

Racial Discourse for Afro-Latinx
Narrative responses of Afro-Latinx participants often highlighted family practices that
prioritized ethnic socialization to inform ethnic identity development, but Afro-Latinx
participants lacked a discourse surrounding race. The prioritizing of ethnic identity in Latinx
households is not a surprising finding; race and ethnicity are complex issues across Latin
America and the salience and meaning of race and ethnicity are viewed differently across
nations. In contrast to American understandings of race, Latinx often interpret race as equivalent
to their nationality, culture, family socialization, birthplace, skin color, ethnicity, or a
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combination of these (Montalvo & Codina, 2001; Rodriquez, 2000). These understandings
greatly shape how Latinx parents prioritize identity messages within families.
Christina’s response about family messaging reveals not only the generational impacts of
the conversations, but also the family dynamics that influences these discourses:

They ingrained in me to believe that I was Puerto Rican, Puerto Rican without any racial
identity attached to it. But there would be like, the kind of consistent back murmuring
about, like, Oh, your hair like, don’t wear it that way. Like, you need to put it flat. And
like, stay out of the sun, you don’t want to get darker and things about my nose that as a
child, I didn't necessarily see the connection. But as I got older and it would be
interesting because my other cousin like if we were playing or doing something, and
there was a Black character, like that was me. And so, it was like, Oh, yes, yes, you're
right that is me. Yeah. Like, it's still didn't like, there's like some missing link I guess.
Like the explicitness of it to say oh, yes. You are Black. It was like no, your Puerto
Rican. Um, so yeah, there is more negativity around like the thing that kind of explicitly
made me Black. Yeah, rather than any kind of uplifting or accepting of it. And my dad
and I never talked about it. His father had passed away when he was young. I never met
him, and his father was the Black parent, and his mother was the light skinned Puerto
Rican, same kind of thing in my situation. Having never met my dad’s father and only
knowing his mother. And she's light skinned, it was all kind of very confusing. Yeah, you
know. Um, so, yeah, we never really talked about as explicitly as a child. (Christina,
Afro-Latina, 31 years old)
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Christina references experiences where her family ignored explicit conversations about
her Black identity. She also adds being frequently exposed to messages of colorism regarding
comments on her physical characteristics, implicit messaging of her blackness, and a lack of
racial pride from these messages.
Like the earlier narratives of participants who identified as African American, Marisol
also shared a lack of discourse on race as a child and an emphasis on ethnic pride or ethnic
socialization. But these types of messages shifted in response to contextual changes that her
family experienced. Marisol shares that she experienced a change in messages about race once
her mother experienced a shift in power at her job. When Marisol’s mother was promoted to a
position of greater power, she was better able to see differences in power and racial
dynamics. Marisol shares:

… she works at a factory, but now, she works in human resources whereas before she
would work on the assembly line. But now she works in human resources and she ends
up being basically a middleman between the white superiors and the Black and brown
and Asian assembly line workers where she sees a lot of the discrimination that happens
where it’s like, Oh, you need to fire this person or this person, blah, blah, blah. And she
sees right through it. But I think it's also a mix of her experiencing HR, but also our
conversations around racial and discrimination. As I have grown up and gotten older that
I've been able to share with her. But now that she's also able to see so yeah, it would
change. Her response to me as a child growing up and like now where she's like, no, this
stuff is happening, and it's real and I see it (Marisol, Afro-Latina, 30- year old).
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Marisol’s words highlight the effects positioning has on how individuals see and express
identity. When her mother moves into a position of greater occupational power, she can see
power dynamics within her workplace differently. In addition, Marisol emphasizes the
interactive processes that take place in the development of racial identities when she notes that as
she has gotten older, she has contributed and shaped family messages on race.

Racial Discourse for Afro-Caribbeans/Black West Indians
Similar to Afro-Latinx narratives, there was a heavy emphasis on messages regarding
ethnicity in lieu of race in Afro-Caribbean interviews. Some scholars have noted that Black
Caribbeans in the US tend to primarily identify with their nation rather than their race (Rogers,
2001; Waters, 2001), while other scholars have also noted the generational effects that impact
how second and third generation Afro-Caribbeans emphasize their racial group identity
(Butterfield, 2004).
Jackson notes the salience of cultural and ethnic identity in her family messaging:

My father was a real stickler for like, being able to learn and understand creole so like
even when I started to like forget as I grew older he would always get on us, me and my
younger brother because he always wanted us to remember where we come from. Yeah,
he always gave us a hard time because he doesn’t see himself as Black. He just sees
himself as Haitian. That’s kind of messed up for me. Whenever we would go out he
would say remember you’re Haitian. You're not African American.” (Jackson, AfroCaribbean, 22 years old)
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When responding to questions about whether his family prepared him for discrimination,
Jackson elaborates on the lack of race talk in the following quote. As with other participants,
Jackson notes that explicit conversations did not arise until after he was older and had more
autonomy.

They didn’t tell us anything. It was like go to school, come home, that’s it. You’re not
supposed to interact with anyone. As we got older, I am a rebel, so I tend to stay out
late. My mom would always be worried that something would happen to me. She would
always worry because things happen. (Jackson, Afro-Caribbean, 22 years old)

For Carolyn, explicit conversations regarding race did not take place within the family. In
response to a question from the Cross Racial Identity Scale (Vandiver et al., 2000), she discusses
how her family did not discuss her racial identity or how to engage with people outside of her
race:

I gotta say, I don’t really remember having conversations about how to deal with people
outside of my race. My family wasn’t really one to talk about, not really, like, not that
they wouldn’t. They would talk about people outside our race. But it wasn’t like a sit
down and you’re going to have a lesson. If anything, if they were trying to teach me
something, I know this doesn’t have to do with race, but when it came to me about to get
my menstrual cycle, my mom’s way of talking about that was putting a pamphlet on my
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desk, like read this, you know. There never really was a conversation. (Carolyn, AfroCaribbean, 30 years old)

In response to delayed family discussions on race, participants acted in accordance with
what has been reported in previous studies on racial socialization processes (Thornton et al.
1990). Families negotiated and recreated their own understanding of blackness. Participant
responses indicated that individuals were not passive responders to the racial socialization
throughout their childhood. Instead, participant narratives highlight their active stance in the
interpretation and construction of their racial identities.
Throughout participant interviews, racial socialization seemed to be more prominent in
African American families than among participants who identified as Afro-Latinx or AfroCaribbean. Ethnic socialization was more evident in the interviews of participants of foreignborn Blacks. Interviews included how the lack of explicit conversations on blackness impacted
their understanding of their identities and how they navigated their relationships with others.
Without these conversations, participants noted creating their own racial identity meanings and
finding new ways to explore their racial identities.
Summary. Participant interviews regarding deferment of blackness highlight that there
are profound factors that shape Black racial identity development beyond family influences.
Although participants’ families did not engage in explicit conversations on race or waited for
specific events to prompt these discussions, participants still identified racially as Black. Thus,
participants who did not experience racial discourse at home were still influenced by racial
discourse outside of the home and these messages were important in how participants saw
themselves and articulated their identities.
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Discourse in Action- Focus Group Discussions

Focus groups were the third method of data collected for this study. Of the 23 participants in
this study, eight individuals participated in the online focus groups.7 Eight participants joined
two separate online focus groups that featured identical questions and vignettes for review. Five
participants joined the first online focus group and three participants joined the second online
focus group. I participated in both groups to maintain order during discussions and to answer
any questions posed by participants. I advised participants that they could only join one of the
online forums.
All the focus group participants were female. Age, race, ethnicity and other identifying
characteristics were not captured during this part of the study; however, all participants were
selected from the original participant pool that completed the questionnaire and interview
segments at an earlier time. Thus, all participants identified racially or ethnically as either
African American, Afro-Latinx, or Afro Caribbean and were between the ages of 18-35. In
addition, participants could participate anonymously in the online focus group forum. Thus, the
analysis of the data generated from the focus groups primarily focused on the content of the
discussions and not identifying characteristics of the participants within each focus group
forum.

7

I originally aimed to have at least 15 participants join one of two online focus groups; however,
several people scheduled for an online focus group did not attend or follow up with the
completion of the study.
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I coded focus group transcripts and analyzed using a directed content analysis approach
in which I identified and coded major themes from the participants’ dialogue. An initial
coding guide was established based on the questions and responses in the focus groups. Major
themes for each topic were categorized from the participant responses and compared based on
original coding from questionnaire and interview responses. This process was facilitated using
the MAXQDA qualitative software. Major themes were identified by focusing on messaging
and cultural practices within the family that participants articulated as shaping their
understanding of the experiences that were shared. The following analysis section indicates
the major themes I identified, and a selection of participant quotes that support and justify
each theme.
During the online focus group dialogue, we produced a dynamic discussion of
interpretations of family messaging that delved deeper into what participants explored in their
individual questionnaires and interviews.8 I coded participant responses and compared them
to the prompt codes and positioning that I identified in earlier questionnaires and interviews.
The table below features key positioning that was articulated, shared, negotiated, and
renegotiated throughout focus group discussions. The first column labeled Topic prompts,
represents the type of question that was posed to focus group participants. The second column
lists emergent codes that arose throughout the focus group discussions in response to the
prompt.9 Each prompt generated several coded responses. The topic prompts elicited
extensive conversations from participants on their experiences and opinions on how they were

8

Participants had the option to choose anonymity in their responses or to disclose their names to
the members of the focus group and the researcher. Three participants chose to remain
anonymous for this part of the study. The following online focus group data are presented below
without names or identifying information for consistency and clarity.
9
Participant responses from both focus groups are compiled into one analysis in this section.
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perceived by others. Participants shared similarities and differences across these experiences
and used the discussion format to affirm other participant’s experiences.

Table 3.
Emergent Codes From Discourse Analysis of Focus Group Discussions

Topic prompts

Participant response coded themes

Learning about identity
from family

●
●
●
●
●
●

Learning about identity
outside of the family

● Higher learning institutions
● Social hierarchies
● Childhood school settings

Family messages

●
●
●
●
●

Changes in family discussions
Taking control of family discussions
Combating anti-blackness
Emphasis on ethnicity
Blackness and immigration

Physical characteristics

●
●
●
●

Social hierarchies
Anti-blackness
Shame
Hyper-awareness of blackness

Suggestions for future
research

● Religion & Spirituality
● Native religions
● Different age groups

Emphasis on implicit messaging and practices
Collective identities
Three times as hard
Emphasis on ethnicity
Anti-blackness
Being othered
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Similarities and Connections
Many participants expressed feelings of similarity or connection to other Black ethnic groups.
Participants discussed ethnic or cultural differences and feelings of connectedness or sameness
across cultural groups. This sense of community attachment (Cross, 2003) was presented as a
sense of belonging or rootedness in one or more communities. The identification of sameness
was mentioned within and across Black ethnic groups. For example, as one participant
expressed:

I just remember a strong sense of awareness to our brown skin and the Caribbean
culture that surrounds it. To my knowledge, no one has identified outside of being AfroCaribbean or just 'Black' if you're on the island itself. (Focus Group A)

An ongoing discussion ensued from participants who added that these feelings of
connection were not always shared by other members of Black ethnic groups. For example, one
participant shared:

I didn't identify as African American, because to me I was West Indian, but we had the
same skin color, so I didn't see what the problem was, but I guess I just didn't
understand. It was as if they had this "all skin folk ain't kin folk" mentality.10 (Focus
Group A)

10

The above quote is similar to Desiree’s and Monica’s interview discussions on the implicit
connections of Black racial identities.
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In the above quote, the participant finds commonality in physical characteristics with
other Black Americans, but also acknowledges that other Black racial group members did not
treat them as members of their ethnic/cultural group.
Similar responses from participants included feeling commonality or sameness with
other Black ethnic groups that have experienced episodes of racism and discrimination.
Participants discussed the link between their experiences and how this link has influenced
how they identify racially. On several occasions, participants noted that the world sees them
as Black women, thus, their experiences are those of Black women. It is not only family
messaging that impacts how participants identify but how their surrounding social worlds
react to their perceived identities.

Family messaging regarding physical characteristics
Although family messaging about physical characteristics were addressed in the questionnaire
and interview responses, the online focus group was the only data collection method in which I
asked participants directly about family messaging regarding their physical characteristics.
When explicitly asked about this type of messaging, some participants shared family messaging
of affirmation and racial pride regarding their features. This is demonstrated in the following
examples:

The women in my family wore their hair naturally. My aunts, grandmother and my
mother would all gather together and converse all while doing each other's hair. It was
like a bonding method. (Focus Group A)
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But she also said (pre-perm) that she loved my hair texture and always said great things
about it. (Focus Group B)

Messages of racial pride and affirmation of Black racial physical features were often
presented in contrast to the messages participants received from other social networks where
messages of anti-blackness were prominent. However, participants reported that racial pride
messages were often initiated by family and not brought about as a response to outside antiblack messaging.

Colorism across social worlds
In contrast, some participants reported having experienced negative family dialogue about their
physical characteristics. As in interviews and the questionnaire, expressions of colorism
embedded in conversations about participant physical characteristics continued in focus group
discussions. Some participants reported not identifying these types of messaging as anti-black
or forms of colorism until later in adulthood. The following quotes demonstrate participant
understandings of anti-black language in relation to their physical features:

Although as a child I was not as aware of anti-blackness or race/ethnicity as such,
reflecting back I can identify messages from my parents/grandparents that were about
race, about my blackness. Some of those messages included not going in the sun so that
I wouldn't get dark; pulling my hair back into a ponytail so that it was neat, or so people
could see my face rather than wearing it as an afro; straightening my hair so I would
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look beautiful; massaging/squeezing my nose to make it thinner. All of these consejos
were ways to minimize my presentation as black. (Focus Group B)

I remember growing up and having comments being made about my full lips, or my
broad nose, or my dark skin and more [sic] coarse hair. I only became extremely aware
of it when I moved to the U.S. There was the issue of colorism, something I had no idea
of before moving. Children who were "black" but several shades lighter (and darker)
than me treated me pretty badly. I'm talking vicious. (Focus Group A)

The quotes demonstrate participants’ awareness of their family and other peoples’
perception of their blackness. They also indicate that participants understand the negative intent
behind the messages.
Participants shared experienced patterns of colorism in family messaging and from
individuals outside of their families that they encountered in different social settings. Messages
of colorism inform the receiver of racial and social hierarchies that are not only dictated by skin
tone and other physical characteristics but also by messages of power and privilege. Latinx
individuals in particular “come from a large, racially mixed population, wherein many societies
there are rules of racial recognition and elaborate color caste systems that sanction differential
opportunity and social status based on skin tone gradations and phenotypic characteristics”
(Burton et al. 2010). Because of the vast color divide, some Latinx can maintain an ambiguous
racial identity while others are automatically assigned a Black or Afro-Latinx identity based on
phenotypic characteristics (Quiros, 2009; Quiros & Dawson, 2013). Stigma and privilege based
on phenotypic characteristics can largely shape Latinx experiences and dictate positioning. In
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both focus group quotes highlighted above, this positioning is apparent in how the family
members communicate messages of colorism and discuss physical characteristics in relation to
how the participant navigates other Black ethnic communities.

Context influencing ways of identifying
Participants also highlighted the perceived significant influence of neighborhood context on
family messaging and individual interpretations:

I generally identify as Black, not African-American. Growing up in NYC, I think we
are exposed to a lot of different cultures and it’s something I took for granted when I
was younger. Moving to a different city that is majority Black but doesn't have the same
kind of diversity that exists in NYC was mind-blowing at first. Everything here is Black
or white. (Focus Group B)

The importance of family and social environments and cultural context has been
touched on in previous analysis sections. Throughout the focus groups, participants delved
into how their immediate environments and the people embedded in those environments
played a role in how they navigated their identities and those around them. Additionally, the
focus group discussions suggest that the people within those neighborhood contexts
influenced feelings of the self. This is illustrated in the quote below:
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Yes, I remember being extremely conscious of body growing up because I was usually
one of a few Blacks in the spaces I was in. I just remember always trying to use my
clothes to hide my curves (butt and hips). I used to be aware that other students in my
class were not shaped like me. Today I have embraced my body more and do not view it
as negatively as before. (Focus Group B)

In the above quote, the author highlights feelings of isolation that impacted how she
thought of her own physical characteristics and self-esteem. Further discussion of this
phenomenon is presented in the discussion section.

Emphasis on ethnicity as more salient, race as secondary or not present in immigrant
families.
Like the questionnaires and interview data discussed earlier, for many participants who did not
experience race talk with their families, there was often an emphasis on ethnicity or promoting
ethnic pride which constitutes an affirmation of affection and self-respect towards one’s ethnic
or cultural heritage. For ethnic minority people, this type of expression serves as recognition of
their ethnic identity and loyal endorsement of that identity (Castro, Stein, and Bentler; 2009;
Phinney et al., 2001). As in the previous sections, participants highlighted how discussions and
practices related to ethnicity were either elevated above race or that race conversations were
neglected altogether.11 This is illustrated in the following examples:

11

Emphasis on ethnicity is elaborated on in earlier sections.
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There were several messages I received. I remember being told that we were Jamaican
American and not Black or African American. It was important for my family to relate
back to their ethnic identity. My mother shared that our descendants were from Jamaica
in her mind and not from the continent of Africa. (Focus Group A)

My family raised me to be Puerto Rican; as far as I understood (until I went to college)
Puerto Rican was my race and ethnicity. Everyone in my household (I lived with my
mom, grandparents, and a few aunts/uncles/cousins) all identified as Puerto Rican.
(Focus Group B)

So interesting to me because, I was born here, but for my mom, she would say "those
Americans" indicating I am not. (Focus Group B)

Navigating Anti-Blackness within the family and across social institutions
I asked participants about messages of blackness within the family and outside of the family.
Participants shared how family messages of anti-blackness were embedded in understandings
of their racial identities. These messages included explicit negative talk about Black racial
features, aspects of Black culture, and members of Black communities. For example:

Sometimes this is especially hard for me because many people in my family are the
same complexion as me. They are brown and they have kinky curly hair, but they still
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can be very anti-black. Many of them don't realize that being anti-Haitian is being antiBlack. (Focus Group B)

These discussions are sometimes difficult because it's hard to hear that you are saying
something racist and it is hard for me to hear family speak about blackness/black people
negatively. I can't and don't try to address everything that is anti-black in my family.
But I have ended relationships with family members because of their anti-blackness.
(Focus Group B)

Participants often described this messaging with family as “difficult,” “confusing,” or
hard to navigate because the messaging often conflicted with participant experiences with
other social systems or their personal feelings around their identity and cultural backgrounds.
In addition, discussions about anti-blackness also included acts of racism or
discrimination from other social institutions that would often instigate family conversations of
Black racial identity in the home. Examples included participants experiencing racism and
discrimination and disclosing the details with caregivers and other family members.

Vignette Responses
Following the open discussion format during the online focus groups, participants also
responded to vignettes of personal family experiences of blackness. The task included directing
the discussion toward de-identified and anonymous participant vignettes of transcribed
interviews. Participants provided thoughts on the vignettes that they read. In addition,
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participants were asked about receiving similar messages and to rate the salience of these
messages to their family cultural socialization messages. Participants had an opportunity to
review the vignettes privately online and then respond to familiar content. In addition,
participants discussed with others the statements that were meaningful to them.
Due to the nature of participants identifying and providing codes for analysis, a constant
comparison analysis was the best tool to further analyze focus group data. Participants read
the vignettes that were provided and identified themes that they found relevant to their own
personalized experiences of racial identity development. In addition to the codes that
participants identified, several codes that were present throughout the questionnaires and
interviews were also utilized throughout the focus group analysis. This was especially useful
when asking participants to do a “member check” and review content featured throughout
vignettes that are later presented.
The first vignette provided to participants included the narrative of a young Afro-Latina
discussing how her family talked about race. The narrative included messages of antiBlackness, colorism, and similarities and connections to other Black racial ethnics. Table 4
features the messaging that participants identified as similar to their own family messaging and
the messaging and practices that were most salient to their own identity development.
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Table 4.
Coded Responses to the First Vignette
Participant identified themes most prevalent to personal identity development in
Vignette 1
Family messages of racial pride
Mixed messages of Blackness across family messages
Feelings of isolation outside of the family
Lack of explicit messaging regarding race
The use of additional racial identifiers
Confirmation of anti-blackness
Policing of hair or other features

The second vignette provided to participants included the narrative of a young African
American male discussing how his family moved from a neighborhood that was mostly
African American to one that had a more diverse representation of Black ethnics. This
narrative included messages of ideations of blackness being challenged, the normalization of
blackness, and acknowledgment of the diversity of blackness. Coded responses to the second
vignette included:
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Table 5.
Coded Responses to Second Vignette
Participant identified themes most prevalent to personal identity development in
Vignette 2
Adjusting to cultural differences with changes in the environment
Teaching others about the diversity of blackness
Finding similarities in connections across ethnicities
Not being accepted by others who share ethnic backgrounds
Not being accepted by others who share racial background

Both online focus group forums yielded a dynamic discussion on participants’ racial
identity development and how their families influenced their understandings of blackness.
These forums provided space for participants to discuss shared experiences and elaborate on
the frequency and relevancy of family discussions and responses from their social worlds on
their perceived blackness. As in previous data collection methods, participants shared
individualized practices of blackness that have been shaped by the cultural socialization that
took place both with the family and have been shaped by social discourse outside of family
influences. Topic prompt responses included an emphasis on collective identities and struggles.
In addition, these conversations were deeply rooted in the cultural contexts in which they were
embedded, where participants highlighted the differences in conversation between family and
other surrounding social environments and how these differences were shaped by their family
and individual positioning.
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Themes from the previous data collection methods were prominent throughout the
online focus group discussions. The themes included having to navigate implicit messages on
blackness rather than direct preparation for bias discussions and being exposed to antiblackness within the family and outside social institutions. This emphasized the relevance of
these themes toward participants’ ongoing practice of their Black racial identities and perhaps
the normative developmental characteristics of Black racial identity for other individuals who
identify racially as Black.
Summary. The analysis focused on variation across three key themes (navigating
multiple identities, the importance of presentation, and deferment of Black discourse) across
ethnic groups. Additional analyses shifted from a description of the themes toward a focus on
discourse-in-action, to highlight that “the relationship between discourse and action is dynamic
and contingent, located at the nexus of social practices, social identities and social goals”
(Jones & Norris, 2005 p. 9). This analysis demonstrates the variations and similarities across
the three ethnic groups. Participants who shared similar racialized experiences among their
families also demonstrated how their different ethnic identities shaped the understanding of
these experiences.
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Chapter Four: Discussion
Multiple analyses captured themes in the three forms of data that were collected:
questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups. There was a significant amount of commonality
across all three methods of data collection due to the nature of questions and the information this
study collected. Each method collected data on racial and ethnic identifiers, the meaning
participants ascribed to practices within the family, and family discourse on blackness. For
instance, participants reported having experienced a dearth of conversations and practices that
centered blackness, leading many participants to emphasize their need to understand and explore
their Black racial identities outside of the cultural socialization that took place within their family
environments
For each method of data collection, participants articulated an understanding of how their
own positioning contributed to the progression of their racial identity development. In addition,
participants also articulated that family messages of race or ethnicity shaped their understanding
of their positioning across several social systems and contexts. For instance, themes of working
twice as hard as white people or other Black ethnic groups were prominent across questionnaire
and interview responses of participants who identified as Afro-Caribbean. Participants’
understanding of family messaging regarding having to work harder than your peers or members
of other social groups suggests an inference that one’s positioning specifically as Afro-Caribbean
requires more work for recognition. As one participant noted during an online focus group, two
conversations were always taking place in her home: (1) what it means to be Black and
American and (2) what it means to come from an immigrant family. These two ongoing family
discussions are examples of families sharing positioning messages that are key to participants’
socialization in the United States. Thus, participant responses highlighted that embedded in
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family cultural socialization practices are messages about social, economic, and political
conditions that impact social and cultural stratification within the United States.

Overview of Major Findings

Questionnaires were the initial form of data collection and one of the first methods where
participants could share different types and dimensions of positioning. Questionnaires requested
information such as family ethnic and cultural backgrounds, number of siblings, identification of
holidays and cultural practices. The questionnaires provided a text box for participants to detail
family teachings on blackness and cultural identities.
In addition to the social categories such as class, gender, and ethnicity, participants’
social positioning varied on a number of dimensions including being first-generation, living in
multilingual homes, coming from large families, and being members of families that are
committed to rituals and cultural engagement. Positioning across all three ethnic cultural groups
included participants articulating family cultural socialization practices rooted in religion,
articulations of Black racial pride, family messages of racial pride, and celebrations of blackness.

Lack of Black Racial Discourse. Questionnaire data was the first method of data
collection that revealed recurring themes of lack of racial discourse in the home across all three
ethnic/cultural groups. Responses about family messaging pertaining to blackness, Black racial
identity, or race suggested that their families did not discuss racial identities, being Black, or
blackness. Lack of Black racial discourse was more prevalent in the responses of Afro-Latinx or
Afro-Caribbean participants. Questionnaire responses indicated that their families did not engage
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in discussions or activities associated with blackness and that socialization practices and
conversations in families included anti-blackness or messages that they considered prejudiced
towards African Americans. In addition, participants reported family messaging that often
highlighted the difference between Black ethnic groups and the notion of their ethnicities being
better than other Black ethnic and cultural groups.
The absence of discussions on race are due to factors related to family ethnic and cultural
backgrounds. Historically, race and ethnicity have been conflated in the United States, therefore
parent’s may perceive that if they are not African American, discussions regarding Black racial
identity are neither necessary nor appropriate for their households.
Previous research has indicated the importance of neighborhood context for how
individuals perceive their racial and ethnic identities (Oyserman & Yoon, 2009; Thornton,
Chatters, Taylor, & Allen, 1990). Lack of racial discourse within families may be because of the
perception that physical environment already provides conversations that are beyond the home,
especially for participants who were raised and spent most of their time in Black-dominated
spaces.
Another consideration is that parents may believe that changes in current sociopolitical
contexts and circumstances and evolving new realities may no longer render these conversations
necessary. The large absence of racial discourse among young Black adults across ethnicities
suggests a generational influence that affects parental conversations of race within families. This
finding warrants a more critical look into families with parents of the Baby Boomer generation
and Generation x and what possibly contributes to the presence or absence of Black racial
discussions.
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Questionnaire and interview themes also included a dearth of preparation for bias
conversations within family cultural socialization practices. The absence of these conversations
may be because many participants’ families resided in areas that they may have felt (1) were safe
and or (2) did not precipitate the need to protect family members from bias. This observation
highlights the importance of context for the initiation of explicit conversations regarding
blackness. The neighborhood context influences the course of development and plays a
considerable role in parenting practices (Thornton et al., 1990). This finding highlights the need
for more research on diverse ethnic Black communities and contributing factors of attachment to
racial communities. It is also important to note that lack of conversations regarding race,
blackness, and preparation for bias was most prominent in questionnaire responses from
participants who identified as Afro-Latinx. These findings warrant a more in-depth focus on
Black racial development in Afro-Latinx families where anti-blackness and lack of Black racial
discourse were most present across participant responses and narratives.
Questionnaire responses often introduced experiences that participants would later detail
throughout their interviews. Participant narratives that were generated in interviews touched on
large scale sociohistorical moments (US presidential elections, wars, etc.) that shaped positioning
either within the family or across different social systems. Accounting for sociohistorical
phenomena that may have impacted family practices and messages is an important
methodological component of critical discourse analysis (Van Dijk, 1993). This form of analysis
informs the reader that identity does not develop in a vacuum, but, instead, is influenced by
surrounding events and experiences. Narratives of participants who identified as African
American were more likely than their Afro-Latinx and Afro-Caribbean counterparts to include
sociopolitical or sociohistorical (i.e., the current political climate, the civil rights movement)
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factors that may have influenced the presence or absence of family messaging on race.
Narratives by participants who identified as Afro-Latinx were more likely than the other two
ethnic groups in this study to feature understandings of shifts in environments and shifts in
power or positionality that impacted their understanding of race and ethnicity.

Navigating multiple identities. The use of critical discourse analysis also allowed for a
focus on multiple identities that interact and influence the development of participants’ racial
identities. Participants’ navigation of multiple social identities and their understanding of the
intersection of the social identities that they maintained was a significant contribution to
participant narrative responses. Recently, there has been an increase in research exploring the
development of multiple identities, many of which focus on the construct of identity itself as well
as the process of identity development in different contexts (Byrd & Chavous, 2009; Oserman &
Yoon, 2009; Thornton et al., 1990). These studies suggest that sociocultural contexts can have a
large effect on the shaping and development of identities. Racial identity has been explored as it
intersects with morality (Moreland & Leach, 2001), religious orientation (Sanchez & Carter,
2005; Weisenfeld, 2018), and salience of psychosocial development (Hurd, Sellers, Cogburn,
Butler-Barnes, & Zimmerman, 2013).
The participants in this study focused on the intersection of their ethnic and racial
identities, gender, and socioeconomic status. Emphasis on the interaction between race and
ethnicity was more likely in the narratives of participants who identified as Afro-Latinx and
Afro-Caribbean than African American participants. Participants who identified as African
American emphasized how their gender impacted their thoughts about their race. Emphasis on
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socioeconomic influences and changes in socioeconomic resources were highlighted across all
three ethnic and cultural groups.
Participants articulated that they understand that their interpretation of blackness was
influenced by the histories of their ethnic identities and how these have shaped family
interactions and discussions on race. Participants were also able to isolate the messaging in their
households that were most prevalent in their understanding of blackness and how it related to
how they saw their own racial and ethnic identities. For example, participants who identified as
African American noted that the value their families placed on Black media and Black art
contributed to how they understood their racial identities and how they communicated their race
with others.
In accordance with earlier studies (Heilman, 1998; Lesser, 1999; Verkuyten, Thijs, &
Stevens, 2012) this focus on multiple identities also communicates the negotiation, struggle and
challenges specific to the identities that individuals encompass. Participants in this study
revealed the unique challenges that are not only specific to their Black identities but pertain to
the intersection of their racial and ethnic identities along with gender, generation, and other types
of social statuses. Although various challenges arose from their narratives, those that seemed
most persistent in participants’ navigation were access and belonging to Black communities.
Participant narratives suggested that across all three ethnicities, feelings of belonging and access
to Black cultural communities were not necessarily instinctive, but that family cultural
socialization in combination with the effects of other social systems appeared to be essential.

Colorism across ethnicities. Cultural respectability and how to carry oneself was
significant across narratives. Participants’ focus on respectability, however, highlighted a deep150

seated issue that is prevalent in Black communities across ethnicities and cultures (Collins, 1990;
Hooks, 1993; & Robinson, 2011). Participant narratives made it clear that colorism was
embedded in family conversations on blackness. Questionnaire and interview responses
employed in this study did not explicitly address skin color, but participant narratives addressed
issues of colorism and skin tone in all three methods of data collection.
Family conversations of either explicit or implicit colorism were evident across all three
ethnic groups. This included family messaging, which participants articulated as significantly
contributing to their understanding of race, regarding participants’ physical characteristics such
as skin color and hair texture. In addition, responses to messages of colorism were only present
in the responses of participants who identified as women. Explicit family conversations that
included colorism addressed participants’ physical features in a negative way and directly noted
their race or Black racial identity. Examples of explicit messaging included participants sharing
family comments such as, “You look too Black when you wear your hair like that.” Implicit
family conversations may include family messages that criticized participants’ physically racial
features, although not directly attributing those features to being Black. This may look like
participants sharing family comments such as, “You should pinch your nose so it doesn’t get too
big” or “Don’t stay in the sun too long or you will get too dark.” These comments suggest that
participants perceived that family messaging addressing physical features associated with their
blackness are undesirable and should be fixed or avoided.
Skin complexion is an important factor in how individuals identify racially. Benson
(2006) noted the importance of skin color in whether Puerto Ricans identify as Black, with
lighter-skinned Puerto Ricans less likely to identify as Black. Participants in Benson’s (2006)
study were even more likely to distance themselves from native-born Blacks in the United States.
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Participants in the current study reported that skin color played a significant role in how others
perceived their race and how their family talked about blackness.
Participant responses that discussed physical characteristics and skin color confirm Telles
and Pachel’s (2014) research that social and political factors are involved in racial identification
patterns. Their research focuses on Latin American regions with large Black or Afro-descendent
populations in Brazil, Colombia, the Dominican Republic, and Panama. After developing a
framework of racial schemas and color elasticity to make sense of the divergent patterns of racial
identification, the authors found that these countries have distinct racial schemas and different
degrees of mobilization by ethno-racial social movements.
Colorism impacts Blacks and Latinx across several social systems. For example, skin
color stratifies African Americans and Latinx in academic settings (Hunter, 2016; Ryabov, 2013)
and employment (Mason, 2004; Hunter 2002). Despite coming from different cultural and ethnic
backgrounds, the family messaging that included colorism looked virtually identical across
groups in this study. Participants discussed family messaging that addressed their skin
complexions, the texture of their hair, facial characteristics, and body types. Participants also
noted that having these physical characteristics contributed to feelings of belonging and
community with other Black ethnic groups. This suggests that messages of colorism impact
Black people across ethnic and cultural lines and are a facet of Black racial identity development.
Family messages of colorism also affect how individuals see themselves and how they interpret
blackness. This finding also suggests that the physical characteristics that are often noted as
undesirable from different social systems including family, contribute to belonging and
community relatedness across Black ethnic groups. Overall, although social scientists have been
increasingly attentive to critical race and colorism research (Burton, Bonilla-Silva, Ray,
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Buckelew, & Hordge Freeman, 2010), a more critical approach needs to be taken to examine
how colorism impacts all Black ethnic groups’ racial identification.
These findings accord with other qualitative studies that point to the salience of colorism
and skin tone as status markers that subject African Americans to differing degrees of beneficial
family processes (Landor et al. 2014). In addition, previous research has also shown that
colorism remains a social problem deeply impacting Black women’s lives (Wilder & Cain,
2011). This study both reaffirms previous studies and adds to the extant literature on colorism
and how it impacts interpretations of identity among Black ethnic groups.
Participants reported that hair texture and style, types of dress, and other activities were
often embedded in family discussions and practices that suggested inclusion or exclusion of their
racial groups. For many Black and Brown families in the United States and abroad, there is a
belief system that there is intrinsic value in the ability to blur the boundaries that signify
blackness (Kerr, 2005). Racial stratification systems in the US seem to confirm this with lightly
complected people having access to more opportunities and resources across nations and regions,
including the US, the Caribbean, and Latin America (Golash- Boza & Darity, 2008; Quiros &
Dawson, 2013). These practices include the belief that blurring these lines will increase social
mobility within Black communities and most importantly, beyond Black communities. When
asked about the “paper bag test” in an interview with the New Yorker, Toni Morrison states
“There was something called the ‘paper bag test’– darker than the paper bag put you in one
category, similar to the paper bag put you in another, and lighter was yet another and the most
privileged category” (Als, 2003). Although the term paper bag test is dated and not commonly
used, its intent has had repercussions on Black communities throughout the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries (Kerr, 2005) and its effects continues to be pervasive in mass media today.
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Although the history of colorism extends beyond the parameters of this research, the
frequent occurrence of participants sharing the messages of respectability and colorism
throughout the three methods of data may speak more to family messaging including a desire for
social mobility and access to resources rather than an instilled anti-blackness. Although colorism
and anti-Blackness are intrinsically linked, Black people across nations have witnessed how
maintaining these systems impacts their positioning and grants them more access to resources
and opportunities (Golash- Boza & Darity, 2008; Quiros & Dawson, 2013; Wade, 1997).

Ethnic Pride: Sociocultural and sociohistorical contributions to identity. Participants
who identified as Afro-Latinx and Afro-Caribbean have highlighted the importance of messages
of ethnic pride throughout their family cultural socialization. Previous work has indicated that
family socialization practices contribute to ethnic identity development during childhood and
adolescence (Hughes et al., 2006, Umana-Taylor et al., 2006), so the prevalence of ethnic pride
messages across all three methods of data collection is not surprising.
Participants' interpretations of their families prioritizing ethnic identity over racial
identity may be for several reasons. Some participant families come from regions where ethnicity
is a more salient identity than race, thus family messaging prioritizes ethnic and cultural
practices that they believe are most important. In addition, there also may be separatist issues
that contribute to feelings of racial belonging. Separatist nationalists, a sub-dimension of Black
nationalists identified by Brown and Shaw (2002), represents groups that are likely to be
perceived by Latinx as not being strong allies with other Black cultural groups. Separatist
nationalism touts national sovereignty as an actual or symbolic secession from white America
and sees Black independence as territorial. Additionally, because of the complex history of anti154

blackness across Spanish and Portuguese colonized countries, where there has been an explicit
erasure of Black history, ethnic cleansing, and historical genocide, the generational passed-down
rhetoric of anti-blackness from some Latinx/Hispanics has contributed to a cultural disconnect
with African Americans. The historical conflation of both ethnic and racial labels of Black and
African American in the United States has only further complicated the discussion on who can
be Black in America.
It is important to note that racial distinctions are not as rigid in Latin America, and less of
a defining characteristic in the Hispanic Caribbean (Telles, 2012). Thus, families from Latin
America are experiencing a shift in racial ideologies once they arrive in the United States and
often undergo a shift in how they see themselves and how they express their identities to the
world. Therefore, it may not be that families fail to see themselves as Black, but rather they are
acclimating themselves to new forms of racial ideologies that were not accessible for older
generations. Participants may be interpreting messages that reflect these changes in racial
ideologies. But whether a lack of racial discourse in the home is a product of changes in racial
discourse exposure and social context or a product of anti-blackness should be further examined.
For instance, Lupita Nyong’o, a Mexican-Kenyan actress most popular for her cinema
roles in 100 Years a Slave and Black Panther, was the center of conversations regarding antiblackness in Latin America. It was argued that Nyong’o, a phenotypically Black woman whose
ethnic and racial origins derive from Kenya could not be a Latina because of her African roots.
Despite her nationality, Nyong’o’s African heritage caused much debate about her right to be
considered Latina despite being born in Mexico, being an avid Spanish speaker, and living in
Mexico for some time.
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Ethnic pride messages were most prevalent in the narratives of Afro-Latinx and AfroCaribbean participants. Despite considerable research on ethnic identity socialization among
African Americans, evidence of ethnic pride was less prevalent in African American narratives.
This can be for several reasons; ethnic pride may be associated with Black racial pride due to the
historic conflation of race and ethnicity. Families may perceive racial pride and ethnic pride as
synonymous. The conflation of both race and ethnicity in the US has also significantly impacted
how Black individuals identify racially and ethnically and consequently, how the academy
interprets ethnic identity development in African American groups.
The aforementioned themes were also present in the online focus group discussions. The
online platform provided a more autonomous space for participants by offering an opportunity to
analyze part of the data. This was done to encourage participants to feel they were in control over
how they are presented in the data and how their experiences are interpreted. Historically,
qualitative data has taken a colonial lens in its effort to explore the “other” and has often
included racist motives (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008). This has led to the problematization in
academia of the social and developmental experiences of Black individuals. Although the
presence of Black and other POC researchers has been advocated as providing more diverse and
accurate perspectives of the experiences of POC (Hurtado, Cabrera, Lin, Arellano, & Espinosa,
2008), my identity as a Black woman does not eradicate the possibility of my own biases
impacting the analysis of the data. To mitigate the occurrence of my own biases in the analysis of
data, participants played an active role in the analytic process by reviewing transcripts and
identifying and assigning codes. Participants identified codes for both of the vignettes that were
provided on the online platform. They included: “Adjusting to cultural differences with changes
in the environment,” “Teaching others about the diversity of blackness,” and “Feelings of
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belonging across ethnic and racial groups.” Participant-identified codes shared some semblance
to codes that I identified throughout questionnaire and interview responses.
The focus groups in this study were the only platform in which participants were asked
directly about family messaging regarding physical characteristics. Discussions in the online
focus groups suggest that messages of colorism played an integral role in participants’
understanding of blackness. Participants also noted that negative comments about their physical
characteristics also served as the impetus for developing a sense of belonging with other Black
ethnic groups who shared a physical likeness. In addition, participants also discussed the
emotional responses that they had to messages of colorism, which included feelings of shame
and isolation. In some instances, these messages triggered acts of self-isolation. Similar to
interview responses, focus group discussions also suggest that family messaging regarding skin
color and other physical characteristics such as hair texture and facial features are important
factors in how participants make sense of their own racial identities and their sense of belonging
within both their ethnic and racial groups.

The Argument for Religion to be Included in Research on Race. The focus group
section of this study provided space for participants to contribute to the conversation on how
future research should explore blackness in diverse Black communities. Online focus group
participants were asked about future research on Black racial identity. The most frequent
suggestions included inquiries into spirituality and religion. Both religious and spiritual practices
figured prominently among cultural practices of interest to participants’ identity development.
Participants attributing religious practices to race is in line with other scholarly work that touches
on the racialization of religion and the notion that race is spiritualized (Emerson, Kover-Glenn,
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& Douds, 2015). Religious practices were important to participant cultures across all three ethnic
groups with holidays associated with Christianity and Catholicism being most prevalent.
Religion and spirituality were not considered at the onset of this study, but the
introduction of the two during online focus groups points to the historic saliency of religion
within Black communities (Madyun & Witherspoon, 2010). The specificity of its importance
across Black communities includes its historical significance to anti-oppression, community
uplift, and notions of care (Madyuu & Witherspoon, 2010). Although the intersection of race and
religion has been explored as far back as the early 1900s, with early research using religion as a
justification for the segregation of races,12 most of the current inquiries into race and religion
have been explored in the field of political science. The mention of religious and spiritual
practices as an important part of individuals’ family cultural socialization highlights the
centrality that religion and spirituality play in shaping the development of race and ethnicity.

Additional Findings Across Methods

Differences in how participants identify across methods. There were instances where
participants contradicted themselves across the three methods of data collection. This was mostly
present in questionnaires and interviews. On occasion, participants would respond to questions
about racial discussions in their households as being absent, but these same participants also
elaborated on discussions that did take place within the family about race and teaching on
racialized experiences. This might indicate that there is no standard understanding of Black racial

12

See Young (1929) & Graham (1954)
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development and that the conversations or practices that participants thought were lacking in one
household, might be considered unnecessary in another household. For example, one participant
might believe that appreciation of physical characteristics is a crucial component of family
cultural socialization around blackness, while another participant may consider preparation for
bias the most important aspect of the cultural socialization of blackness.
One of the most blatant contradictions occurred when participants provided racial and
ethnic identifiers for the questionnaire versus saying how they thought of themselves at the start
of the one-on-one interview. Participants often used terminology in the questionnaire that they
did not repeat later in the interview, or in some instances, they would use language in their
interview that would contradict their questionnaire responses. For instance, two participants used
Hispanic or Spanish as ethnic identifiers in their questionnaire, but these terms were never
mentioned throughout the interviews that they completed afterward or throughout focus group
discussions.
Scholars have found that people can simultaneously hold conflicting conceptions and
beliefs (Marton & Pong, 2005; Pajares, 1992) that may cause them to respond in seemingly
contradictory or inconsistent ways. Participants in this study may have produced contradictory
responses for several reasons. While the questionnaire items on racial and ethnic identifiers
requires explicit terminology, the interview provides space for participants to expand on
terminology that was presented earlier in questionnaire responses. The nature of the interview
question is to elicit a narrative response on their articulation of the self while the questionnaire
spaces are limited and require precise responses. Oei and Zwart (1986) suggest that participants
respond differently to questionnaire and interview prompts, claiming that face-to-face interviews
trigger strong affective responses while questionnaires permit a wide range of responses of
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perhaps a more cognitively dispassionate nature. In this case, participants may have felt more
comfortable articulating their identities verbally as opposed to writing them down or felt forced
to use terminology that is often provided in other standard questionnaires, such as the census or
other personal information collecting documents.

Struggles to articulate blackness and what it means to them
In addition to the inconsistencies participants displayed in how they identified racially
and ethnically, there were also occasions where participants seemed to struggle to articulate what
blackness meant to them and how it affected their feelings of belonging. This was most apparent
across several Afro-Caribbean and Afro-Latinx narratives. Participants throughout interviews
appeared to still be reckoning with notions of being Black and what that meant for them. For
instance, Carolyn struggled with notions of race and ethnicity. In her interview she mentions that
understanding her blackness is a work in progress. This not only highlights the developmental
aspect of blackness, but also the national change in how race and ethnicity are being viewed.
Participants are living through these changes and learning new ways to see themselves and the
cultural nuances of their experiences. The global shift in how other Black ethnic groups are
adopting Black racial identity labels are most likely influencing the change in rhetoric that
participants are experiencing in the United States.

How participants identify and use cultural labels
Across interview narratives, participants used racial and ethnic identifiers differently.
Within-group variations in participant racial and ethnic identity terminology were anticipated for
this study. While race and ethnicity terms are often used interchangeably across social systems,
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there seems to be little consensus on how people understand identifiers such as African
American and Black American. For instance, two participants identified as African Americans
on their surveys, but talked openly about their family cultural experiences of being AfroCaribbean. This posed a challenge in how they should be identified across the data. A glossary of
terms was provided earlier in this dissertation, but this list was not provided to participants. This
was done to avoid participants feeling forced to choose identity labels that are not part of the
culturalization or racializing discussions they have shared with their families. In another
instance, one participant identified as African American in her questionnaire and Ugandan
throughout her interview. In this case, the participant who was given the pseudonym Pamela is
possibly using African American as a racial identifier, which is not uncommon. But Pamela’s
adoption of the African American ethnic identity label conflicts with the intended population to
which it applies. Self-definition of ethnicity has been gaining support (Agyemang, Bhopal,
Bruijnzeels, 2005), which may be fitting since individuals change how they identify over time
depending on the context. However, this has drawbacks in research for our understanding of
developmental and social factors that contribute to race and ethnicity.
There is little research on what factors contribute to how people choose racial
nomenclature. However, research done on individual preferences for the terms Black versus
African American has emphasized the influence individual choices has on perceived group status
and strategies for advancement (Smith, 1992). Outside of one Afro-Latinx participant in this
study, participants did not provide a rationale for their choice of identifiers. Asking participants
directly about why they chose their identifiers could have possibly explained the contradictions
in their identification in questionnaires and interviews or provided a more in depth understanding
of their own positioning.
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There may have been more consensus and clarification of identifiers from participants
within the focus group if it were in-person. But the nature of the online focus group did not allow
much space for challenging or clarifying racial and ethnic identity terms. The absence of labeling
in the focus groups may pose a challenge when integrating personal lived experiences. Perhaps
future investigations into how Blacks in America chose to identify racially and ethnically could
include asking participants to define identifying labels or explain why they use the terms that
they identified.
Academic nomenclature does not necessarily mirror how individuals choose racial and
ethnic identifiers. For instance, although the term Latinx has been trending within academia and
among activists, major media companies, and politicians, it has not been widely adopted outside
of these social circles. Recruitment flyers for this study expressed a need for individuals who
identified as Afro-Latinx; however only one of the participants in this study used the term Latinx
or Afro-Latinx to describe themselves in the questionnaire where they were asked to provide up
to four racial and ethnic identity labels. In a poll published by the online website Medium
(Carrasco, 2019), market research indicates that of the 508 Latinx that were surveyed, only 2%
said the term Latinx accurately described them. In fact, in this same study, when provided up to
seven labels to describe themselves, over 44% of the respondents selected the term Hispanic as
the label that best described them. The term Latino/a was the second most selected identity label.
The Medium poll did not indicate how participants identified racially, or how many participants
were Black, which is important in understanding how individuals choose to identify themselves.
But it is also important to understand current trends outside of academia regarding how
participants choose to participate because it influences who participates in a study and if
prospective participants feel the content of the study will apply to them.
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The use of the term Afro-Latinx in this study was purposeful despite its controversial
origins. It has been argued that the use of the term Latinx and change in the Spanish language to
accommodate those who are non-binary or gender-neutral is a Western concept and the act of
changing that language is an act of colonialism (Reynoso, 2018). The term Afro-Latinx is not
widely used outside of academia, but there has been an increase in the term’s visibility and usage
across other social systems. The term is still relatively new, and although the participants in this
study all identified as male or female, I as the author of this work choose to represent the totality
of the Afro-Latinx community as inclusive and non-binary in solidarity with Afro-Latinx who do
not fit or comfortable identify as Latina/o. Although the term Latin has been argued as the most
appropriate in some circles outside of academia, the use of one racial term for a large pan racial
and ethnic group poses the risk of uniquely specific racial experiences being ignored or lost in
the literature. Hence, race and ethnicity are messy, and it will be difficult to narrow and limit
how individuals identify considering its messy history and incongruent nature.

The importance of formal education in identity development
Across all three methods of data collection participant responses highlighted how formal
education shaped understanding of family messaging and, in turn, influenced if or how
participants pursued learning more about race and blackness. Except for three participants, every
participant had at least a bachelor's degree or was in the process of completing a bachelor’s
degree. More than half of the participants pool had advanced degrees. This means that most
likely, the sample is situated in social circles where a specific type of language and knowledge is
available to them. They are exposed to a style of speech that is not normally expressed in nonacademic circles. This was apparent in participant interviews; narrative responses included
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complex understandings of multi-level systems of power and positioning that might not be
articulated in non-academic circles.
Education was also explicitly stated by participants as an important factor in
understanding family messaging regarding blackness. More than a third of participants used
terms that were most common in academic settings regarding the development of their racial
identities. In at least twelve participant interviews, participants identified college as being the
impetus to seeing themselves differently and having a greater understanding of Black history and
Black identity across groups. Most notably, many of these participants expressed a shift in what
Lopez et al. (2018) identify as self- perceived race and street race after or throughout their
college careers. Participants’ realizations regarding race in a college setting is in line with
previous research that found that college-going emerging adults are exposed to new contexts and
experiences that serve as catalysts for their identity exploration and development (Azmitia, Syed,
& Radmacher, 2008; Eccles, Templeton, Barber, & Stone, 2003).
More research needs to be done on the college and/or the academy’s influence on
blackness and racial identity development. It is also important to keep in mind that the evolving
conversations regarding race and ethnicity are not determined by academia. There has been a
growing number of academic conferences on race, ethnicity, and the identity of marginalized
groups that are not only multidisciplinary but also invite individuals outside of academia, such as
artists and activists to join the conversation and contribute to the growing literature on race. This
can be considered a form of social justice work by providing space for a diverse group to have
authorship in what is being presented and shared in academic settings.
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Limitations
Who are the participants, and how do they impact the study? The recruitment
strategies for this study influenced the type of individuals that volunteered. College and graduate
students were the most targeted population during recruitment due to the need to recruit young
adults, but this also served as a convenient population to recruit because college campuses
consist of large bodies of individuals who meet the studies’ age criteria. Campus message
boards, posted in person or online, allow for flyers to be viewed by several people throughout the
day. In addition, college graduates or highly educated individuals may be more likely to
participate or see more of the benefit of participating in a study with a small financial reward.
Across the three ethnic groups that participated in this study, 56% of participants had an
advanced degree. Only three participants had a high school diploma or GED as the highest
degree. A total of 60% of participants had a higher degree. Thus, one could argue that the sample
in this study was not reflective of the general population of the ethnic and cultural groups that
participated in this study.
In addition, recruitment flyers for this study requested the participation of individuals
who identified racially or ethnically as Black, African American, Afro-Latinx, and/or AfroCaribbean/West Indian. The use of the term Afro-Latinx on recruitment flyers may have
contributed to targeting or drawing from a population who is either self-taught or individuals
who have pursued a formal education on the dynamics of race and ethnicity. Thus, the
population of lettered Black individuals may not be as generalizable as a more diverse
socioeconomic group across African American, Latin, or Afro-Caribbean populations. Ten of the
23 participants in this study were current students pursuing bachelors or graduate degrees.
Although social scientists view student subjects as a major hindrance to drawing inferences in
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experimental studies (Druckman, 2009), I was able to get robust and extensive responses to the
questions that were provided across methods because most of the participants could articulate an
understanding of their experiences.

Limitations of Focus groups: The use of online focus groups had strengths and
weaknesses. The online method proved attractive to participants for its accessibility, structure,
and option of anonymity which mirrors many aspects of a social media platform. After a scanty
response to invitations to participate in initial in-person focus groups, more participants readily
signed up when the online option became available. However, the use of online focus groups
resulted in a loss of captured impulse responses. Body cues such as a smile, flinch, or sigh were
not captured because of the online setting. With focus groups taking place solely online
participants have time to reflect and clarify before they post. The slip, or the quick responsive
body movements that provide substantive data, was lost using the online approach. Written
response cues replaced visual cues in online interactions and possibly led to some participants
sharing experiences situated in their own individual experiences in social settings.
Anonymity has its benefits because of the possibility of reducing groupthink and
conformity (Tsikerdekis, 2013). The social identity model suggests that anonymity affects the
balance between personal and social identity, which in turn impacts group behavior. It also
highlights that the reduced social cues of online group interactions may influence disinhibition
and liberation (Kielser, Siegel, & McGuire, 1984; Kiesler & Sproull, 1992). Participants may be
more comfortable contributing to online discussions anonymously, but there is also a chance that
other online group members' perceptions of what is shared in this setting reflects less source
credibility and influence (Rains, 2007).
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Argument for this research

African Americans are not the only Blacks impacted by structural racism in the United
States. And although all POC groups are affected by different forms of racism and oppressive
systems, Black individuals share unique experiences of racism and oppression. Individuals who
identify as Afro-Caribbean and Afro-Latinx have historically been impacted by these systems in
similar or identical ways. Participants throughout this study identified experiences of belonging,
acceptance, and feelings of community with other Black ethnic groups. Because systemic issues
that impact African Americans are such an prominent factor in the Black American experience, it
is important that future research expands its knowledge of the Black experience in the United
States to incorporate all peoples affected by these issues.
The three-pronged nature of this study with the inclusion of focus groups and why they
are used takes on a transformative ontological assumption that:

holds that reality is socially constructed, but it does so with a conscious awareness
that certain individuals occupy a position of greater power and that individuals
with other characteristics may be associated with a higher likelihood of exclusion
from decisions about the definition of the research focus, questions, and other
methodological aspects of the inquiry (Mertens, 2007).

The ongoing changes to the population in the United States warrants a more in-depth look
into how the academy understands blackness and the contributing factors that shape racial
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identities. Current movements to make academia more inclusive include current research being
shared in circles outside of academia. Thus, current findings in research on Black identity may
extend to Black communities interested in exploring origins of blackness or how racial identities
intersect with different social systems. The sharing of this research may also impact how they
communicate blackness and engage in race culturalization.
Different ethnic and cultural groups come to the United States with different
understandings of race and ideas of what it means to Black. It would benefit the social sciences
to explore not only the origins of the messaging that Blacks in the US develop about race but
also the ongoing practices that are influenced by their current contexts. The findings in this study
consist not only of the shared experiences that participants believe are shaped by their blackness
but also the similarities in family cultural socialization around blackness. Participants expressed
the different ways they engage in the practice of their racial identities, and for many that includes
countering family messages of blackness or exploring Black identity in ways that their families
do not or could not articulate. These findings conflict with the historical work on Black identity
where previous scholars note the prevalence of racial socialization and preparation for bias
messaging in Black families. This may suggest a shift in how Black families are engaging in
cultural socialization and how they engage in the practice of blackness. These findings warrant
more in-depth research on how these constructs are changing and a reflection of the current
zeitgeist.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion

I am what time, circumstance, history, have made of me, certainly, but I am, also,
much more than that. So are we all.
-James Baldwin, Notes of a Native Son, 1955

The aims of this study were threefold. First, it highlighted social developmental
experiences of diverse Blacks in the US who have largely been absent from the literature. To
achieve this, this study explored identity development for members of the Black population at
the intersection of race, ethnicity, class, and social context. Second, this research examined the
meanings participants ascribed to family cultural socialization practices that shape racial and
ethnic identities. Racial identity was explored as a consequence of family cultural socialization
practices, which are shaped by the social and cultural context in which individuals are embedded.
Third, this study explored the active stance that Black individuals take in participating,
negotiating, and recreating their racial identities.
To explore this phenomenon social practice theory was employed as a theoretical
framework to bring to the forefront Black individuals’ positioning and the sociohistorical
contributions that shape family cultural socialization practices. This included a three-pronged
methodological approach where participants answered questionnaires, participated in a one-onone interview, and contributed to an online focus group. Participant narratives and responses
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brought to light identities that are not complete or developed in a vacuum but instead develop
and flourish through interactions with family and other social systems that individuals encounter.
Participants’ understanding of how their race intersected with other social identities was a
significant finding across all three methods of data collection. Participants’ ethnic identities
seemed to have a profound impact on the types of practices and messages they noted receiving
from their families about blackness. This finding was most significant because it highlighted the
inaccuracies of conflating race and ethnicity. The strength of this finding indicated that to
combine race and ethnicity as a single construct or conflate the two largely erases significant
ethnic identity contributions that shape identity and ignores the fact that racial identity
development is diverse and that it is understood and practiced differently across ethnic groups.
Participants additionally highlighted how their gender and socio-economic status contributed to
access to different messages of blackness across different social groups. Most notably, education
settings and access to different communities contributed to changes in how Black individuals see
race or understand their own racial identity.
An additional significant finding concerned participants’ interpretations of family
messages that reflected many aspects of colorism. Black women across ethnic groups who
participated in this study discussed the prevalence of negative messages about their physical
characteristics and how they shaped not only their understanding of their racial identities but also
their understanding of blackness. The presence of these messages across ethnic groups speaks to
the challenges Black individuals face regarding social representations of the physical
characteristics of blackness being unattractive and therefore undesirable. There is a long history
of racist rhetoric that attacks Black racial physical features (Hunter, 2005, 2007; Klonoff &
Landrine, 2000). Participants highlighted the communal aspects of these deeply rooted messages
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that impact Black people across ethnic groups, and how these messages largely impact Black
women. Participants also shared that their own physical characteristics contribute to how other
Black ethnic groups respond to them and their own sense of belonging among other Black
groups.
Findings also suggested family cultural socialization practices that included ethnic pride
were more likely in participants who identified as Afro-Latinx or Afro-Caribbean, as opposed to
racial pride. For participants who identified as African American, they often shared their
interpretations of family messages that mirrored ethnic pride but articulated these messages and
practices as Black racial pride. This finding highlights two important factors of family cultural
socialization practices across diverse ethnic groups: the importance of preserving practices that
bring unity and pride in cultural origins and the buffering role that ethnic pride serves in
maintaining cultural practices and messages of people who are most impacted by oppressive
systems. In some instances, there was also evidence of participants responding to family
messages that sought to maintain higher status than other Black ethnic groups. At times, family
messaging about ethnicity and race appeared to conflict with participants’ experiences and
messages from other social systems. This finding included participants’ struggle to unify or
balance the messages they received from family and the experiences they had with other social
systems they encountered.
Participants across ethnic and cultural groups also described an absence of explicit
messages of blackness and messages that prepared them for bias during their family socialization
practices. Participants noted that they felt that family messaging did not prepare them for
experiences and messages of racism and prejudice from dominant racial groups and that it often
took exposure to racism or racist systems to solicit discussions among their family or caregivers.
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Research (Coard et al., 2004; Peters, 2004) on Black identity has demonstrated the importance of
preparation for bias discussions among families who identify as racially Black. The reported
dearth of messages across responses suggests a shift in how participants’ families prioritize
family cultural messages. Perhaps sociopolitical changes in the United States have impacted the
messaging that families share with children or the practices that they engage in. The dearth of
these preparatory messages warrants further exploration.
Social context was described explicitly as a meaningful influence on parental discussions
about race. This conclusion accords with previous research where authors demonstrated that
people of color’s development is uniquely shaped by factors shared by these populations and the
societal dynamic (Garcia- Coll et al., 1996; Thornton et al., 1990). Participants noted that their
families were least likely to discuss race or prepare them for bias if they lived in predominantly
Black neighborhoods or neighborhoods that mostly consisted of residents that looked like them.
In addition, participants noted that anticipated contact with white people or mostly white
institutions often predicated explicit conversations on race and identity.
Social practice theory includes the investigation of positionality, which manifests itself
differently depending on the social context. Positionality has to do with the day-to-day and onthe-ground relations of power, deference, entitlement, social affiliation, and distance with the
social-interactional and social relational structures of the lived world (Holland et al. 2008).
Across all three methods of data collection, participants in this study shared the nuances of their
own positional identities and how they contribute to the development of their understanding of
blackness across the lifespan. An individual’s positioning is not stable. Participants noted
changes in their positioning, or changes in their understanding of their positioning that shaped
their racial identities.
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Across ethnicities participants identified family cultural socialization practices that were
most influential to their racial identity development. They described them as not only dependent
on their social context, but they also noted how they fluctuate when family positioning changes,
is challenged, or reexamined. Participants reported family messages and practices that were often
negotiated, reexamined, and flexible, depending on which family members were participating.
This negotiation, reexamination, and flexibility highlight the nature of the practices that shape
identity, social practices that develop through the encounters between people while they address,
respond, and engage in particular cultural activities. The types of messaging participants reported
in their childhood indicate that individuals are taught early on about social positioning as part of
their family cultural socialization. They are taught not only how their families value their own
and other social groups but also how their identities are a part of stratified systems that are
maintained and shaped by the context in which they are embedded.
This study extends the literature on family cultural socialization practices that influence
identity development (Juang & Syend, 2010; Mohantry, Keokse, & Sales, 2007; Rodriguez,
Umana-Taylor, Smith, & Johnson, 2009). This study also contributes to efforts to advance how
blackness is seen not only in academia but across different racial and ethnic groups. The United
States is changing, and if we understand identity to be a dynamic construct that requires
negotiation, interaction, and synergy with the evolving character of socialization practices and
messages, it is important for the academy to explore these changes.
One of my concerns at the start of this study was ensuring the inclusion of others’
perspectives and acknowledging that people’s interpretations must be understood as an
expression of their own social context, positioning, history of socialization, and experiences
across time and institutions. This study was carried out to address these concerns. The three173

pronged methodological approach adopted in this study aimed to examine participants'
contributions across multiple methods to capture various positioning types that may be
articulated differently depending on the methods employed. The combination of interviewing,
questionnaires, and focus group methods follows a transformative paradigm that addresses
historical issues of power at each stage of the research process (Mertens, 2007). In particular, the
addition of the online focus groups addresses issues of power and social justice by providing
participants an outline of questions ahead of time for discussion and a space for them to control
the flow of discussion following the cues provided. The use of online focus groups was an effort
to give participants more control and agency in their participation throughout this study.
Race was not a uniform construct among the participants in this study. Race was
articulated, acknowledged, and identified in different ways. While some participants expressed
an understanding of their blackness that was straightforward and unequivocal, the developmental
trajectory for identity discovery was different for different groups and shaped by the contextual
discourse surrounding race and culture. For most African American participants, their
understanding of their blackness appeared to be clear cut because the national conversation
regarding race for this ethnic group does not waver. For participants, whose families come from
the Caribbean or Latin America, conversations regarding race have a sociohistorical complexity
that differs from the discourse in the United States and includes additional factors other than
ancestry or physical characteristics.
The boundaries of blackness vary across ethnicities and the language that revolves around
these boundaries differs across and within cultural groups. While language such as the “one-drop
rule” has historically set the tone regarding racial boundaries for African Americans (Khana,
2010), there are opportunities for Blacks across Latin America and the Caribbean to opt-out of
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blackness by only identifying by their ethnicities. These factors constitute the sociohistorical
contributions to how and why participants in this study expressed a divide in how families across
generations discuss blackness and create family cultural socialization practices. Identities fuel
these practices and vice versa. Participants across ethnicities expressed a wide spectrum of views
and understanding of how they ascribed meaning to the practices and messages that were taught
and likely continue to take place within the family.
Despite the cultural differences that were expressed by participants in how racial
identities developed, Black racial pride was expressed in abundance across ethnic and cultural
groups. Participants demonstrated affirmation of their blackness and how they felt connected to
Black communities. The connections that participants expressed often consisted of understanding
historical ties, physical attributes, similarities in cultural expression, and discussions of similar or
parallel positioning to other Black ethnic groups.
At times there were inconsistencies in how participants identified in terms of race and
ethnicity and the rationale behind why they chose their identities. I would argue that
inconsistencies in how participants identify should not disqualify participants from Black
identity exploration. As Black individuals who are often included in the racial discourse in the
US because of their physical features, they are inherently participating in acts of blackness even
if they do not explicitly acknowledge this positioning. Participating in racial politics and the
social stratification of the US does not require vocal acknowledgement. Although an individual
might not explicitly acknowledge their own blackness or participation in Black racial cultural
dynamics, their positioning forces them into racial discourse on blackness. Black individuals are
aligned with their sociohistorical positioning with or without their permission.
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There has been a social push across the globe of people of African descent aligning
themselves or identifying themselves as Black racially or ethnically, depending on the
identification systems of their nations. For instance, there has been a marked increase in the
numbers of Brazilians who self-identify as Black, with an increase of 32% in the last six years
(Travae, 2019). The term Afro-Mexican has recently been included in the Mexican census
(Thompson-Hernandez, 2016), and there have been social movements across the United States
involving many organizations advocating for the exploration of African ancestral origins among
Afro-Caribbeans and Afro-Latinx (see Marta Moreno Vega and the Caribbean Cultural Center
African Diaspora Institute, the Dominican Studies Institute at CUNY, and Birthright AFRICA).
This global movement has spread beyond of the bounds of academia and has deeply impacted
how cultural groups understand blackness and their own racial and ethnic identities. Participants
in this study have in some way been impacted by the global discussions that are taking place, the
shifts in how identity is being expressed across groups, and the ways this discourse is connected,
even when it conflicts with practices and conversations within families. These impacts justify
more research in the areas of Black identity exploration across ethnic and cultural groups.
Though this dissertation makes important contributions, several limitations warrant
acknowledgement. Recruitment for this study garnered sample groups that might not reflect the
general Black population in the United States. The participant pool in this study largely consists
of individuals who have received a postgraduate university degree and many of them utilized
language that was common in academic settings to describe their experiences. Thus, in some
ways, this study may reflect the critiques of academic research that concerns the accessibility of
research to the general population and criticism of who interprets the experiences of
marginalized groups (Blair, 1995; Collins, 2005; Denzin & Lincoln, 2008; Wilson, 1984). It can
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be argued that this study largely speaks to a privileged socioeconomic group that is not
representative of the larger Black population within the US.
In addition, the recruitment flyer for the study requested the participation of individuals
who identify as Afro-Latinx and Afro-Caribbean, which have as of recent been considered
largely academic nomenclature and not utilized by non-academics. This has also shaped who
responded to recruitment flyers and came to form the sample, which consists of individuals
belonging to largely privileged groups. This sample pool also possibly contributes to the
reiteration of largely academic viewpoints that may not demonstrate a diverse view that is more
indicative of the overall Black population in the US.
Another limitation that warrants acknowledgment is the anonymity component of the
focus groups. Participants were able to participate in the online focus groups without disclosing
their names, race, gender or ethnicity. Although the opportunity to participate anonymously
promoted participation and increased the number of volunteers, it eliminated the ability to
compare social identity contributions to the content that was shared throughout the online focus
group forums. In addition, the online format, although more relaxed and participant-focused,
removes some of the benefits of doing in-person focus groups. Impulse responses and social cues
are replaced with more calculated responses and it is impossible to capture the emotion behind
the responses due to all the discussions being shared by text.
Despite these limitations, participants shared a robust knowledge of their experiences
with their families and other social worlds that they encounter. Although this sample came from
diverse ethnic and cultural groups, their participation in this study indicated that they affirmed
their blackness and that alone warrants a more diverse exploration into the development of Black
identity in future research. Participants’ responses indicated that they had a strong, positive
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Black identity that rests on two foundations outlined by Zirkel and Johnson (2016): Participants
indicated a strong and positive indication of being Black and a racial consciousness of the
historical, social and cultural context of being Black in the US. Participant responses to questions
across all three methods of data collection demonstrated the diversity of the practices and
messages that they attributed to playing a role in the development of their blackness. Their
responses highlighted their agency in their developmental trajectories, at times challenging the
messages they received from families or the responses they received from other social groups. In
addition, participants shared the complexity of these lived experiences as they are shaped by the
multiple identities that also develop, shift, and converge with their blackness. The experiences
they shared highlighted the importance of looking at Black identity through an intersectional
lens, and the intersection of these identities made it impossible to understand blackness or Black
identity development without also exploring how these constructs are experienced differently
according to the additional social identities that individuals maintain.
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Appendices

Appendix 1.
Participant Details

Ethnic/Racial
DOB

1.
3/29/1986

Pseudonym

Identities

Pamela

Ugandan, Black,
African-American

Born in
the US

Other

City, state, and neighborhood of
family household.

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Prospect Park
South, Brooklyn, Delaware, Ohio USA;
NY
Kambuga, Uganda

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Bronx, NY

Bronx, NY

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Harlem, NY

Lathrup Village, MI

High School

Queens, NY,
Jamaica

Queens, NY Jamaica

High School

Brooklyn NY,
US

Brooklyn, NY

High School

East Flatbush,
Brooklyn, NY

East Flatbush, Brooklyn New
York
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2.
2/7/1984

Current city,
Highest
state, and
education level neighborhood.

Dulce

Afro-Dominican

3.
1/8/1990

Felix

African American
and Black

Yes

4.
10/29/1997

Jackson

Afro-Caribbean

No

5.
8/14/1996

Desiree

African American,
Afro-Latina,
Spanish
Yes

6.
11/28/1998

Aisha

West Indian

No

Haiti

Jamaica

7.
3/13/1987

Bronx, NY and
College Degree Highbridge NYC Bronx, NY Highbridge

Tiffany

African American

Marisol

Black, Dominican,
Afro-Latina
Yes

9.
12/6/1992

Rashida

Black, CaribbeanAmerican,
Jamaican, African
American

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Manhattan, NY Degree

10.
6/12/1996

Bianca

Dominican, Black

No

Dominican
Republic

8.
10/13/1988

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Lawrence, KS.
Prairie Park
neighborhood

Chicago, IL

Oakland, CA

West Palm Beach, FL

Manhattan, NY,
College Degree East Harlem

Virgin Islands

West palm beach, FL

Harriet

African American

Yes

12.
8/4/1984

Savannah

African American

Yes

College Degree Waldorf, MD

Leland, NC

Lauren

Black, Afro-Latina,
Dominican, Black
American
Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Bronx, NY

Harlem, NY

Lilly

Dominican, Black
American

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Bronx, NY

Washington Heights, NY

Carolyn

Jamaican, Cuban,
and Chinese
American

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Queens, NY,
Elmhurst

Queens, New York, Elmhurst

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

West New York,
NJ Hudson
West New York, NJ Hudson
County
County
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11.
2131988

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

13.
5/15/1980

14.
12/7/1980

15.
9/3/1981

16.
9/1/1984

Belinda

Hispanic

West Palm
Beach, FL

Meredith

Black American
(AKA primarily
descended from
African Americans,
both enslaved and
free people of
color, with some
European/White
American
Ancestry)
Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Bronx, NY
Soundview

Allison

Black, Trinidadian
descent
Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Philadelphia, PA
Mt. Airy
New York, NY (Harlem)

19.
9/17/1984

Monica

African American
and Bahamian

Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Philadelphia, PA,
West Oak Lane Miramar, FL, Broward County

20.
11/1/1989

Joel

DominicanAmerican

Yes

College Degree Harlem, NY, NY Washington Heights, NY, NY

21.
2/11/1988

Marlene

Dominican

Yes

College Degree Miami, FL

Miami, FL

22.
6/10/1990

Frances

Afro-Caribbean

No

Brooklyn, NY,
College Degree Flatbush

Brooklyn, NY, Flatbush

Christina

Afro-Puerto Rican,
Afro-Latinx, Black,
Puerto Rican
Yes

Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Deer Park, NY (Long Island)

17.
3/27/1984

18.
12/11/1981
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23.
11/20/1988

Trinidad and
Tobago

Albany, CA

Brooklyn, NY. East Flatbush

Appendix 2. Demographic Survey

Q1 Date of Birth MM/DD/YYYY
________________________________________________________________

Q24 What is your racial, ethnic, or cultural background? You may list up to four terms. For
example, 'African-American' counts as one term.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q22 Were you born in the United States?
• Yes (1)
• No (2)
• Not sure (3)

Q5 If you were not born in the US, where were your born?
________________________________________________________________

Q4 Please select your highest education level.
• Graduate or Professional Degree (1)
• College Degree (2)
• High School (3)
• Other (4)
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Q6 Please provide your current city, state, and neighborhood.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q7 Please provide the city, state, and neighborhood of family household.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q8 Who were the caregivers in your household?
• Mother and Father (1)
• Mother Only (2)
• Father Only (3)
• Other family member (4)
• Non-relative (5)

Q9 Do you have siblings? Please list gender and ages.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________

Q10 Family Educational Background: Please provide the education backbround of your mother.
• Did not finish High School (1)
• HS Diploma or GED (2)
• Some College (3)
• College Degree (4)
• Graduate or Professional Degree (5)
• Unknown (6)

Q11 Family Educational Background: Please provide the education background of your father.
• Did not finish High School (1)
• HS Diploma or GED (2)
• Some College (3)
• College Degree (4)
• Graduate or Professional Degree (5)
• Unknown (6)

Q12 Family Educational Background: Please provide the education background of other
guardian or caregiver if applicable.
• Did not finish High School (1)
• HS Diploma or GED (2)
• Some College (3)
• College Degree (4)
• Graduate or Professional Degree (5)
• Unknown (6)
Page Break
Q23 The following questions require responses about how your family talks about race and how
your family engaged in cultural practices throughout your childhood. Please be as detailed as
possible.

Q13 On an average day, what practices did your family engage in that are specific to your
culture?
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q14 What holidays or days of remembrance did your family celebrate that were specific to your
cultural group?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q18 How did/does your family talk about being black?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q16 Has the way your family talked about being black changed? Explain how and why?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Q25 Do members of your family identify their race and ethnicity differently than you? Explain.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q29 Where are your parents and grandparents from? When did they come to the US?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q26 Does your family speak languages other than English in the home?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q27 What has your family taught you about being a black woman/black man?
________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Q28 What has your family taught you about your other cultural identities?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Default Question Bl
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Appendix 3. Semi Structured Interview Questions
Multidimensional Inventory on Black Identity (MIBI)
Questions:
Centrality scale
Overall, how much does being black have to do with how you feel about yourself? (Q1)
Is being Black important to your self-image (Q4)
Is your destiny tied to the destiny of other black people (Q5)
Is being black important to your sense of what kind of person you are (Q6)
Do you have a strong sense of belonging amongst other black people (Q7)
Do you have a strong attachment to other black people (Q8)
Is being black an important reflection of who you are (Q9)
Is being black a major factor in your social relations (Q10)
Oppressed Minority Subscale
Are there other groups/people who experience racial injustice and indignities similar to
black Americans (Q9)
Nationalist Subscale
How important is it for black people to surround their children with black art, music and
literature? (Q1)
Do you think the adoption of Afrocentric values helps black people (Q4)
How important do you think of thorough knowledge of black history is for blacks today
(Q9)
Cross Racial Identity Scale (CRIS)
Questions:
How do you think of yourself primarily? Do you view yourself as a member of a racial
group (Q2)
Do you see yourself as being connected to different racial, cultural and ethnic groups (Q5)
Do you/how often do you use and Afrocentric perspective (Q7)
Do you consider yourself a member of a racial group (Q10)
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When making new friends, do issues such as race and ethnicity play a role in who that
person might be (Q15)
Do you think it’s important to have both a black identity and a multicultural perspective
that is inclusive of everyone (Q16)
Do you embrace your black identity (Q24)
Do you ever have negative feelings about being black (Q25)
If you had to put yourself into categories, would you identify your ethnicity first, or your
racial identity (Q26)
Do you feel your identity stresses your experiences as a (insert ethnic identity) more than
your experiences as a black person (Q34)
Revised (12 Item) Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure (MEIM-R)
Questions:
Do you spend a lot of time/How much time do you spend trying to find out more about
your ethnic group, such as its history, traditions, and customs (Q1)
Do you feel you have a clear sense of your ethnic background and what it means to you
(Q3)
How do you feel about being a member of your ethnic group (Q5)
Do you have a strong sense of belonging to your ethnic group (Q6)
What does your ethnic group mean to you (Q7)
Do you participate in cultural practices of your ethnic group, such as special food, music, or
customs (Q10)
Do you feel a strong attachment to your ethnic group (Q11)
How do you feel about your cultural group or ethnic background (Q12)
Research Scales on Family Cultural Socialization Practices
Comprehensive Race Socialization Inventory (CRSI)
Questions:
How often did your parents or the people who raised you talk with you about what it
means to be black and how to deal with people outside of your race (Q1a)
Not including your parent or the other people who raised you, how often did other close
relatives such as your brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles and grandparents talk with you about
what it means to be black and hot to deal with people outside of your race (Q1b)
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Familial Ethnic Socialization Measure (FESM; Umana Taylor, 2001, 2004)
Questions:
What did your family teach you about your ethnic/cultural background? (Q1)
In what ways did you family encourage you to respect the cultural values and beliefs of
your ethnic/cultural group? (Q2)
How does your family participate in activities specific to your cultural background (Q3)
Was your home decorated in a way that reflected your cultural identity? How? (Q4)
Preparation for Bias Measure (PBM; Hagleskamp and Hughes)
Have your parents or family ever told you that you will face hard times being accepted in
this society because of your race or ethnicity (Q1)
Have your parents or family ever told you some people may treat you badly or unfairly
because of your race or ethnicity (Q2)
Have your parents or family ever told you people of your race or ethnicity are more likely
to be treated poorly or unfairly than people of other races (Q3)
Have your parents or family ever told you some children may exclude from activities
because of your race or ethnicity (Q4)
Have your parents or family ever told you may experience discrimination and prejudice
because of your race or ethnicity (Q5)
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Appendix 4. Focus Group Questions/Prompts
Learning About Identity From Family:
Were there any explicit messages your parents or caregivers shared with you that made you think
about your race and/or ethnicity?
Did your family ever tell you how you should identify racially or ethnically? What did they say?
Did members of your family household identify their race or ethnicity differently?
Learning About Identity Outside of Family:
Outside of your family, what other experiences have you had that made you think about your
race and/or ethnicity?
Family Messages:
Do you ever openly discuss your race and ethnicity at home with your family? How were these
discussions?
Physical Characteristics:
Do your physical characteristics contribute to how you think about your race and ethnicity?
Your Suggestions for Future Research:
What questions do you think should be asked to capture information about race, ethnicity, and
culture? What information or questions do you think needed to be asked during our earlier
interview?
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Appendix 5. Focus Group Vignettes
Vignette 1
“You know, between my mom I, I grew up with my mom and my momma and my mom didn't
really talk about being black growing up. Like I knew I was black because all the light-skinned
Puerto Ricans around me always remind me that I was back in a minute. Whether it was like Oh,
your hair is different and making fun of me whether because of my hair or because I was dark
skin, so but I never not knew that I wasn't black. I had some black friends and I always found a
lot of commonality with them and terms of hair and skin so we shared a lot at school with other
black American girls who I could connect with because we look similar and we had experienced
people calling us black and ugly”
“so that was the ways that people would talk about blackness and like my mom would always be
like well you gotta straighten your hair we got to relax your hair because you can't walk around
with no bad hair. So for her she wouldn't use the word black to identify but she would be like Oh
I'm India, and that's like one of the words that Dominicans use a lot to like refer to dark skin or
they'll say Moreno or Morena. But growing up I would hear India or Indio sometimes. Anything
but Negro.”
Vignette 2
“We come from (Most black populated area-omitted). So we moved west and to the south where
blackness was sort of one and the same, with being African American, vice versa. And that's not
the case in New York. And so I think, for me, being here, really understanding sort of like what
it means to be African American, when confronted with people who are, you know, Dominican,
American, or Puerto Rican American, or whatever the case may be like there were things that I
thought of as being normal with being black and then I realized they were separate from being an
African American. So as we see, now, there's a transition. I'm very conscious when people ask
me that, I say, African American because there are different types of being black.”
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